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kelpies result

When it comes to the environment,
we care. That’s why Senior Architectural
Systems has designed and developed a
unique new concept in facade solutions.
Hybrid is a composite timber and
aluminium window system which
achieves remarkable insulation
properties, and it’s complemented by a
matching door and curtain wall range.
Combining the long life and low
maintenance of aluminium with the
environmentally focused benefits of
engineered timber, the range surpasses
all current benchmarks, which makes it
the ideal solution for both new-build and
refurbishment projects.

Senior Hybrid Systems, part of Senior Architectural, the UK’s leading glazing systems
company, specialises in providing aluminium and timber systems to the highest standards.
Operating from strategically located service centres across the UK, Senior Hybrid Systems
maintains its original emphasis on customer service and local availability, and forming long
term, mutually beneficial relationships with contractors, specifiers and fabricators.
Eland Road, Denaby Main, Doncaster, South Yorkshire DN12 4HA
Tel: 01709 772 600 E-mail: info@seniorhybrid.co.uk Web: www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk

Extensive new range of
innovative and inspiring
products.

Vibrant new colours and
finishes.

Complete washroom
solutions to fit your
budget.
We know education washrooms.

Contact us to order our new brochure. Call 01474 353333. www.venesta.co.uk
10-year guarantee.
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Award winning
product designers.
Accredited CPD providers.
As market leaders in the design and manufacture of ergonomic IT accessories
for over 21 years, Colebrook Bosson Saunders continue to deliver high quality
solutions to promote health and efficiency in a range of workplace environments.
Our expertise places us as a trusted provider of CPD seminars on workstation

©BAA Limited see www.baa.com/photolibrary

ergonomics. Our RIBA certified presentation outlines how to work with IT
equipment in an ergonomic way, for optimal comfort and productivity.
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For more information on how our products can help to create healthy
working environments or to book a CPD seminar please contact us on
+44 (0)20 7940 4266 or by email: info@cbsproducts.co.uk

DORMA
SHOW THE
HEALTHCARE
ME RANGE

Door Controls
How to keep your doors in healthy
working order
When designing a working space for healthcare, DORMA realises
the importance of specifying a reliable and functional product that
can assist in meeting the requirements of Approved Document M
and BS8300.
Healthcare buildings are used by a wide cross section of the
community ranging from the young and able to the elderly
and infirm.
As such when choosing your ironmongery for a healthcare building,
DORMA has a wide range of door closers and ironmongery which
can help you to support those in care, regardless of their strength
and ability. Safe in the knowledge that all DORMA’s door closers are
CERTIFIRE rated, you will be able to provide a safe access point,
whilst not hindering the functional requirements of the building.

DORMA UK Limited
Tel 01462 477600 | Fax 01462 477601
Email hardware@dorma-uk.co.uk

Let us show you solutions for door controls at

www.DORMA-SHOW.com
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regulars // FROM THE PRESIDENT

conventional wisdom
Flagging up the intended contents of the next issue of the Quarterly
is clearly a hostage to fortune. To those who have spent the
period since the mid-December issue eagerly awaiting revelations
about our internationalisation and planning initiatives, sadly
our esteemed Acting Editor informs me that both these features
have been squeezed from this issue. Circumstances certainly
do alter cases and the sad departure of Professor Isi Metzstein
required a change of focus for the features section. Planning
and internationalisation agendas continue and will certainly be
featured in future issues but a rousing farewell to our friend Isi
seemed somehow rather more appropriate as the main focus of
the spring Quarterly.
Our space is also a bit squeezed by a shortlist of no fewer
than 23 for the inaugural RIAS Awards. Despite some carping in
the London architectural press (who, having complained that last
year’s Doolan list was too long, now seem to want to lengthen our
shortlist) the process which brought us to this list was, as ever,
careful, considered and based on the givens. Many of those who
were not shortlisted have taken the opportunity of inclusion in
the special supplement which accompanies this issue.
With 71 varied submissions there are inevitably some which
one or other of the judges will regret not shortlisting. The simple
and generous rule which was applied was that if two or more
among the judges were keen, projects were given the benefit of
the doubt. But judging is not an empirical process so our little
‘salon des refusés’ publication gives every reader of the Quarterly
at least a flavour of the breadth and quality of the submissions for
this year, or at least most of them who have sanguinely adopted
an “…it’s the taking part!” attitude. Sadly, as the tailpiece to the
supplement indicates, three of our entrants declined to have their
work included.
Visiting shortlisted schemes is always a slightly fraught process.
Such is the geography of Scotland that the journey between
buildings is frequently much more time consuming than the time
that can consequently be allowed for the visits themselves. Visit
days are long with early starts in slow traffic and the last project
of the day is viewed as the sun dips over the horizon or, on the
fortunately rare occasions when the schedule goes completely to
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pot, after dark. Dark is rarely a good time to visit most buildings
and it takes a particularly skilled judge to properly appraise the
merits of something he or she can’t actually see.
Quarterly is a worthwhile schedule for a magazine, giving time
to gather content which might, in engineering terms, be referred
to as ‘primary loadbearing’, but it also brings its own demands.
By the next issue we will have delivered the Awards and will also
be reporting on what is perhaps the most varied and exciting
International Convention programme for many a long year. The
fact that it’s coming to my native Aberdeen (don’t believe the
Canadian rumours!) will make it all the better.
The sporting theme on Convention Thursday will bring
together an historic Olympics (Barcelona 1992) with this year’s
London event, considering the legacy of the former and aspirations
for the latter. Glasgow’s Commonwealth Games, the theme of our
entire International Convention for Commonwealth Games year
2014, will feature as another, fast approaching, vision of sporting
excellence. A realised exemplar of contemporary sports provision,
the Aberdeen Regional Sports Village by Reiach and Hall, a
substantial and important new asset for the whole of the North
East, will also be reviewed.
Convention Friday is also truly exciting, featuring some of the
very best of Scottish contemporary architecture alongside the work
of internationalists with great visions for Scotland’s future and
work from three continents to inspire and enthuse our delegates.
The theme of the Friday plenary, Re-engaging With the Past, will
give plenty of scope for a wide-ranging review of the adaptive reuse of major buildings and more contemporary insertions into the
urban fabric.
One wild card speaker is the great, octogenarian, film director
Robin Hardy. The companion piece to his seminal The Wicker Man,
entitled (at the behest of his distributors) The Wicker Tree, has just
been released. As both films are set within his dystopian vision of
Scotland, he is an appropriate foil to a range of speakers whose focus
will be on their own endeavours to improve our wee country. Neil
Gillespie OBE FRIAS of Reiach and Hall Architects will certainly
be alluding to his Doolan Prize winning Stromness Gallery, while
a more recent Doolan winner, Gareth Hoskins FRIAS, will talk

about his museum work on a slightly larger scale at Edinburgh’s
Chambers Street. The third of our Scots triumvirate, David Page
FRIAS, has earned a considerable reputation for his urban infill
projects and Page\Park too have recently completed a major gallery
scheme with their re-working of RIAS founder Sir Robert Rowand
Anderson’s National Portrait Gallery in Edinburgh.
The international contingent includes Evgeny Gerasimov from
St Petersburg and his colleague Sergei Tchoban from Moscow.
Together they are responsible for large scale interventions within
the Russian and Berlin contexts where they work. Kengo Kuma will
talk about his extraordinarily visionary plans for Dundee, alongside
his client, Philip Long, the Director of the first V&A venture onto
Scottish soil. Another notable, some would say notorious, Scottish
project is the Diller Scofidio and Renfro with Keppie Architects’
plan for the infilling of Union Terrace Gardens, recently the
subject of a major international design competition, followed by
a public vote which concluded in favour of these proposals. Less
controversial, but no less bold, is Schmidt Hammer Lassen’s new
library within the historic weave of Aberdeen’s ancient University.
From closer to home, both Eric Parry of Eric Parry Architects
and old friend of the RIAS, John McAslan CBE RIAS will describe
their separate approaches to weaving the new into historic contexts.
McAslan’s radical reorganisation of London’s Kings Cross Station,
one of the boldest interventions into any UK historic context of
recent years, will be an undoubted highlight.
With local boy Murray Restrup FRIAS, President of the
Aberdeen Society of Architects, kicking things off and renowned
historian and former Aberdeen tutor, Dr James Macaulay Hon
FRIAS, doing the honours for the Saturday morning tour around
central Aberdeen’s historic delights, this is undoubtedly the
architectural event of the year.
With tickets pegged at the same, modest, sponsored, costs that
they’ve been held at for the last five years, this event is designed
to be accessible to all employed architects (with concessions also
available). Make it your practice outing (Aberdeen’s quite bonny
for a trip!) write it off against tax, save up by not going to the pub
for three nights – but be there! I look forward to warmly welcoming
you to the best architectural event this side of the Pecos.

malcolm cochrane
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sholto humphries prias
president

A word for our sponsors: Remember our
advertisers enable this magazine to happen.
If they are suitable please put them on your
tender lists and try to use their products or
services. We need their continuing support!
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REGULARS // ARCHIVAL
55 years ago

FROM
OUR
ARCHIVE
IAN STUART CAMPBELL HON
FRIAS, A FORMER EDITOR OF
THE RIAS MEMBERS’ JOURNAL
CONTINUES HIS REGULAR
SERIES
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RIAS PROSPECT no.7 autumn 1957
the architect and society
Danish architect and urban planner,
Professor Steen Eiler Rasmussen (18981990) of the Royal Danish Academy of Fine
Arts, presented interesting observations on
‘The Architect and Society’ at the Edinburgh
Architectural
Association
centenary
celebration in June 1957.
We maintain that architecture is an art.
But it is difficult to determine its object, its
medium, its limitations. It works with form
and mass as sculpture does, with colour as
painting. But still it is completely different
from sculpture and painting. It is essential
that it solves practical problems…
Architecture is a very special functional
art. It confines space so we can dwell in it,
creates the framework round our lives.
I remember being shown a fine Danish
villa. It was planned by one of our leading
architects who had designed not only
the whole structure but the complete
interior with furniture, textiles and lamps.
Everywhere bore witness to his refined
taste and extraordinary sense of beauty.
But it looked more like an exhibition of an
ideal home than a home ideal for the people
who lived in it. There was not a trace of life.
The well balanced geometry of the rooms
was nowhere disturbed by the white square
of a daily paper lying about…
I asked the family where they mostly
spent their leisure in this beautiful house.
They took me up in the attic and showed
me two little rooms which were not
arranged by the otherwise omnipresent
architect. I believe that the right term for
the atmosphere up there would be ‘snug’
or ‘cosy’ … In this case the architect strove
in vain to be the instructor of the tragicomedy of the clients life.
I firmly believe it is the architect’s duty
to serve his client, to serve the society in
which he lives. But it does not therefore
follow that the client or society should

dictate the doings of the architect. If they
were able to do so, if they could visualise
the buildings, they would need no architect.
The architect has a great responsibility.
He puts his stamp on the environments
he creates and they in turn exert their
influence on the inhabitants. His buildings
become more than simply useful objects.
In the nineteenth century, architects
saw it as their problem to design
monumental edifices and houses for the
well-to-do … today we design blocks of flats
and neighbourhood units. We know that
all scientific and technological progress
is based on extensive co-operation and
good team work. But nevertheless that
which seems to arouse most interest in the
architectural world today is still sensational
works by individual masters. Not since the
days of Bernini have there been architects
who have enjoyed the fame of a Frank Lloyd
Wright or a Le Corbusier. To many this
seems an obsolete tendency, a hangover
from the nineteenth century, greatly
intensified by the efficient methods of
modern publicity. For my part I cannot help
feeling that this is somewhat out of keeping
with our times, this cult of the ‘master’, this
hero-worship of the individual.
Today the architect should not only be
a designer, he must also be the man whose
special interest it is to see that the work is
carried out in the best possible manner.
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Besides the great innovators, society
needs a great number of anonymous
workers - competent and reliable architects’
assistants both in the office and on the
building site. They should unite technical
knowledge with high aesthetic conscience
– men who understand the artistic ideas
of today and who can bring them safely
into the world of reality. Architecture, like
great orchestral works, must be performed
by a large number of cooperating artists
whose personalities merge in the collective
endeavour … the future of architecture is
dependent upon our ability to train young
architects who will be capable of performing
the music of our art.

25 years ago
PROSPECT NO. 30, summer 1987

SUBSCRIPTION WOES
Vexed negotiations continued throughout
1987 between the RIAS and RIBA over the
percentage of members joint subscriptions
returned to Scotland. RIAS income from
subscriptions dropped by 20% leading
the Incorporation to depend heavily upon
commercial ventures. Aberdeen Chapter
President, Jim Lyons, pithily reviewed
members’ options in the Doric.
RIAS, RIBA,
Oh wha’ these lines o’ mine shall read

Let Chartered Architects tak’ heed
Are you confused, baith loon an’ quine
Aboot fit Clubbie you should jine?
RIAS, RIBA,
There’s nae much difference, some would say
But they’d be wrong, we ken right weel
There’s some o’ us that’s nae sae feel.
It’s nae jist doon tae far ye bide
Be it Sevenoaks or Morningside
It’s mair than that, frae far I sit
For ane is sluggish, ane is fit
For Portland Place is in a mess
Its members a’ in some distress
Its cooncil, even Rod & Larry
Commitin’ public Hara-Kiri
An whilst they struggle for the power
Entombed within their marble tower
The memberships oot on a limb
Cast overboard an’ left tae swim
Whilst those fa jined the Scottish Club
Are kept informed, feel near the hub
Can air their problems are assured
That given time, these will be cured
That willin’ able, tireless staff
Are workin’ hard on oor behalf.
Noo in this time o’ risin’ cost
The good succeeds, the poor are lost.
Sae tak’ o long cool look at both
An mak’ yer choice, do not be loth
Tae back the one that serves you best
The one you think will pass the test
Or, if like me, you still have faith
You can always pay tae jine them baith.

1 year ago
RIAS QUARTERLY no.5, spring 2011
A New Future for the Trades
A potential solution to chronic Scottish skills
shortages based on a well-established French
approach was proposed by James Simpson
OBE FRIAS.
There is a widespread perception of
skill shortage not just of traditional skills
and not just in the building industry but

across the whole trade sector. The solution
is generally perceived to be the provision of
more training and qualifications. This may
not be right.
If there is a lesson to be learned from
France and Germany, it is that the role of
government and society is to establish
and maintain demand, but to leave the
supply of skills, training and accreditation
to the trades themselves, working with
established tradesmen and firms…
In a speech to the Royal Society of Arts
on 26th October 2010, John Hayes, Skills
Minister in the UK Government, called for
a greater parity of esteem between craft
and professional skills, for a renewed role
for the guild system and for a new effort to
re-establish apprenticeships.
Also in 2010 the Compagnons du
Devoir offered … to support a new initiative
to reform the position of the trades in the
UK, informed by their experience. The
Compagnons believe that it’s role is to
“help it’s members to further themselves as
human beings through practising a trade”.
This most unfashionable concept goes far
beyond mere training: it brings aspiration
and a sense of worth to work which recalls
the ideals of the Arts & Crafts movement;
also a sense of belonging, of commitment
and shared responsibility and an experience
at least as strong as that of a university
education.
The solution may lie in a wholehearted
attempt to enable the trades to follow
the path taken by the former trade
‘Incorporation of Barber-Surgeons’ to
become the Royal College of Surgeons’.
The trades need to acquire parity of esteem
with the professions. This is what the
Compagnons have achieved in France.
The purpose of this initiative is to
seek support … for the establishment of a
working group or committee to work with
the Compagnons du Devoir to explore ways
in which these ideas could be developed
and progressed for the benefit of, not just
of individuals or of the trades themselves,
but of Scottish society.
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loa+ds on guide
Architecture + Design Scotland
Level 2, The Lighthouse, Mitchell Street, Glasgow, G1 3LX; mon-sat 10.30am-5.00pm
Consider the architecture of schools, input into the development of a new policy for architecture and explore
sustainable materials in our Materials Library.

A+DS Exhibitions and Events at the Lighthouse
FAMILY OF SCHOOLS EXHIBITION
Gallery 2, level 2
Late APRIL 2012 - MAY 2012
The exhibition explores examples of context
driven school design in Scotland. Family
Of Schools looks at how related school
designs can respond to their environment
and surroundings, while a section of the
exhibition looks specifically at creating new
ideas in old buildings through innovative
uses of interior design – where the key
stakeholders, the students – take centre
stage in creating their spaces at James
Gillespie’s in Edinburgh and Campbeltown
Grammar. The exhibition also highlights
some of the core design qualities we aspire
to in all Scottish schools, captured in
drawings by Professor Alan Dunlop.
Mon – Sun 10.30 am – 5.00 pm
Admission Free
BUILDING THE FUTURE: TOWARDS A
NEW ARCHITECTURE POLICY
Gallery 2, level 2
MAY 29-JULY 26 2012
What will the Scottish Government’s new
architecture policy cover? What issues
and ideas should the policy address?
What are your thoughts and priorities?
This exhibition presents a range of game
changing and ground-breaking projects,
selected to influence the policy. It supports
the consultation process by the Scottish
Government as it develops the new
policy on architecture, inviting the visitor
to consider the challenges and suggest
priorities.
The consultation will be officially
launched on May 29th by the Cabinet
Secretary for Culture and External Affairs,
Fiona Hyslop and the Scottish Government
will be writing to stakeholders to involve
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them in the consultation process for the
new policy.

on with samples of sustainable building
materials available in Scotland.

RIAS and A+DS STUDENT AWARDS
A+DS and RIAS Scottish Student
Awards for Architecture
Circulation Space, Level 2
30 July to 5 October 2012
This annual exhibition and student awards
offers a rare opportunity for the public
and profession to see the best work of
students from all of Scotland’s Schools
of Architecture together providing an
excellent chance to view the standard of
student work and ideas from Scotland’s
most talented, emerging young architects.
Categories of Awards are: RIAS Rowand
Anderson Silver Medal for best 5th year
student, A+DS Award for best 3rd year
student, A+DS Urban Design Award, A+DS
Sust. Award for Sustainable Design and the
RIAS Drawing Award.

DESIGN REVIEW BECOMES DESIGN
FORUM
Following a programme of user-feedback
and research, Architecture and Design
Scotland’s Design Review programme
has shifted its focus from peer review of
projects at planning application stage to
creating a more inclusive programme of
earlier support. The new Design Forum
approach will comprise individual project
engagement together with a programme
of training and support, these aimed at
enabling clients and project teams to
achieve the highest quality buildings and
places. The new Design Forum service will
be developed throughout 2012/13 – to keep
up to date with changes please check out
www.ads.org.uk.

NOW OPEN:
Material Considerations: A
Library of Sustainable Scottish
Building Materials
Level 2
Supporting the Scottish Government’s
ongoing activities in the area of low carbon
economy, Architecture + Design Scotland’s
Sust. programme has developed a Materials
Library at The Lighthouse. The Library
showcases sustainable, traditional and
emerging low carbon building products
and aims to promote and encourage
innovation in construction in Scotland
using indigenous resources.
This resource is a place where built
environment professionals, students and
the public can come to see and get hands-

About Architecture + Design
Scotland
Find out more about our programmes and
ways that we can support you. Use our
website to find case-studies and reports
ranging from healthcare, schools through
to masterplanning and urbanism.

For more information:
www.ads.org.uk
scottisharchitecture.com
exhibitions@ads.org.uk

Glass Balustrading

artist blacksmiths

Grille City Aluminium specialises in the manufacture
and installation of top quality aluminium balustrades
and extrusions, including the Juralco range
exclusively imported direct from New Zealand.

Turnbull Aluminium Ltd.
t/a Grille City Aluminium
Unit 3, Inveralmond Trade Park,
Perth PH1 3TT
Tel: 01738 639 429 Fax: 01738 621 358
info@grillecity.com www.grillecity.com

Established in 1985 by Designer Craftsman
Douglas Burrows, Apostrophe Woodcraft
is a bespoke, superior quality design,
manufacturing and installation service
for kitchens, bedrooms and furniture, all
meticulously handcrafted by a team of artisan
cabinet-makers.
Based in workshops on the banks of the river
‘Jedwater’ in Jedburgh, Apostrophe is situated
right in the heart of the Scottish Borders and
it’s centralized location is perfect for providing
quality service nationwide and beyond!
For a first class personal service, throughout
Scotland, contact Douglas on 01835 863 120
or douglas@apostrophewoodcraft.co.uk.

Apostrophe Woodcraft Ltd

Contemporary artistic metalwork designed and
created for public buildings and spaces, crafted by
the skilled team of artist blacksmiths at
Ratho Byres Forge. Email for a booklet to view
further unique examples of our metalwork.

P. Johnson & Company

Unit 4 Riverside Workshops
Jedburgh TD8 6EE
Tel/Fax: 01835 863 120
www.apostrophewoodcraft.co.uk

Tel : 0131 333 1824
enquiries@rathobyresforge.co.uk
www.rathobyresforge.co.uk
Ratho Byres Forge, Freelands Road, Ratho,
Midlothian, EH28 8NW

impressions of

florence
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skyline, florence

ian stuart campbell hon frias offers some ‘snaps’,
sketches and personal reflections…

not all it seems in the birthplace of the renaissance…
Florence has immense riches in sculpture,
art and architecture. Yet not everything is
quite as it first appears.
Consider Michelangelo’s David. On
completion (1504) the sculptor and his
supporters campaigned strongly for a
prominent site at the entrance to the
Palazzo Vecchio as the huge weight
precluded it from being lifted onto the
Duomo. Leonardo da Vinci – reportedly
all photos: ian stuart campbell

unimpressed by Michelangelo’s work preferred a less imposing location under
cover in the adjacent loggia. Had Leonardo
prevailed it might never have been
necessary to remove the original into the
Accademia Gallery for protection in 1873. A
replica was substituted in 1910. Convincing
- but not authentic.
Likewise Ghiberti’s doors at Florence’s
12th century Baptistry were removed to

the Museo dell’Opera del Duomo in 1990.
The guilt bronze panels were so admired
by Michelangelo that he named them
the ‘Gates of Paradise’. Centuries later
these originals were removed to be laser
cleaned. Again reproduction panels are now
substituted. Convincing - but not authentic.
Arriving at the understated San Lorenzo
church a visitor might easily be distracted
by the vibrant adjacent market. To miss
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ponte vecchio

dancers

its spectacular interior and sacristies,
one by Michelangelo and an older one by
Brunelleschi, would be folly. Brunelleschi’s
rebuilding of this church waited a century
for Michelangelo’s marble façades, but
16th century austerity left this masterpiece
eternally ‘undressed’.
The vast Santa Croce fared better with
its ornate frontage, yet an adjacent cloister
leads to an unmarked gem. The Pazzi
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Chapel, thought to be among Brunelleschi’s
finest work, was completed (1443) only
three years before his death.
Florence Cathedral, designed by Arnolfo
di Cambio (1294), took 120 years to construct
before Brunelleschi won the competition
(1419) resolving the structural challenge of
the impossibly huge dome using ingenious
stone chains as ‘ring beams’. Surprisingly
the Duomo also remained ‘undressed’ until

prancers

the 1880s when white, green and red marble
was applied (designer: Emilio de Fabris).
Consider also the historic bridges across
the Arno, demolished (1944) by retreating
German forces. Original stones and statues
were used to faithfully reinstate the damage.
Convincing - but not authentic. Thankfully
the Ponte Vecchio was spared destruction,
supposedly on the Fuhrer’s personal
instruction. As sole authentic survivor

pattzi chapel
chancers

it reveals so much more about life since
1345 than any replica. The bridge originally
accommodated fishmongers, butchers and
tanners on stall tables. The projecting backshops and upper floors were later additions
when goldsmiths became favoured as more
fragrant traders on the bridge.
An audacious project for Cosimo I de
Medici transformed the Ponte Vecchio
(1565). A covered link of around one

duomo

kilometre was built between the Palazzo
Vecchio and the new Palazzo Pitti. It passed
through the Uffizi Gallery; formed a tall
arcade along the river; crossed the Ponte
Vecchio [forming a fourth floor]; passed
round Torre dei Mannelli on massive
brackets; through the church of Santa
Felicita and over houses in Oltrarno. Vasari’s
Corridor truly demonstrates architecture of
absolute power.

Florence’s renowned Niccollo Macchiavelli become inextricably associated with
duplicity. His keen interest in conspiracy and
legitimacy - or otherwise - of authority earned
him imprisonment and torture in 1513.
Perhaps we should simply enjoy Florence’s
vast treasure and not be too concerned with
the niceties of what’s ‘real’ - or what, for the
best of reasons, simply pretends.
ian stuart campbell hon frias
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Awards
RIAS

2012

The judging panel, RIAS President Sholto Humphries, Dr Anne Lorne Gillies, Scottish singer,
songwriter, broadcaster, author and academic, Robert Dye of Robert Dye Associates, London and
Peter Wilson, Director of the Wood Studio at Napier University, has announced a 23 strong shortlist
for the inaugural RIAS Awards.

Sholto Humphries, President of the RIAS, commented:
“We had 71 submissions from throughout Scotland and ranging
in scale from a few thousand pounds to over £60m. This number
of entries is a tremendous vote of confidence and confirms that
this new award is now the single most important recognition of
architectural achievement in Scotland.
From the shortlist, the judges will decide which
schemes are worthy of an award. While we are considering an
extraordinary range of projects of different scale and type, from
a modest house extension to a multi-million pound museum
refurbishment, we will be rewarding those projects which

we feel best address the primary role of architecture, that is
improving people’s lives. We are not restricted in the number of
awards we make and looking at the quality of this list, the task
ahead of us will be a tough one.”
The RIAS has also established a new award sponsored by Wood
for Good and Forestry Commission Scotland. This will be given to
the RIAS Award winning project which best demonstrates the use
of timber.
The shortlist for Scotland comprises the following buildings
(listed alphabetically with extracts from the architects’ statements
and comments from the judges).
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Cape Cove

Lochussie, by Maryburgh

Shore Road, Helensburgh

£ confidential

£450k

Rural Design

Cameron Webster Architects

alan dickson

Bogbain Mill

A spectacular site, right at the water’s edge, with a view across
Loch Long, the plan has been completely reconfigured to create
a large and sunny entrance hall. The original kitchen and dining
were moved upstairs and extended with full height frameless
glazing. A simple palette of materials and colours was used.

Set right at the water’s edge, this home is designed to
command superb seaward views. It rises from its natural rock
foundations as an extraordinarily uncompromising and alluring

extract from the architect’s statement

Existing walls created a series of courtyards. The new project
was about layering forms over the ruins to create a clear
juxtaposition of old and new. Some elements are defined as
freestanding objects, the garden room, gym and garage building
slide alongside existing walls. A variety of sheltered spaces
allows the clients to engage in their passion for gardening.
Internal spaces are typically one room deep with simple linear
circulation. The existing fabric has been treated with respect, a
way forward without resorting to pastiche.
This ingenious conversion of a rural mill creates a home within
a superbly landscaped setting which beautifully blends with
its industrial history to create a delightful contemporary living
space.
Judge’s comments
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work of modernity.
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glasgow

dundee

£4.5m

£29.85m

G1 GROUP

Reiach and Hall Architects

dave morris photography

dundee house

Renzo Mazzolini photography

corinthian club

Phase 2 of this project stripped out the previously installed bar
and restaurant fittings allowing contemporary architectural
interventions including access stairs connecting the ornate
‘Tellers Hall’ and the vaulted brick basement. Rather than
compete with existing architectural details, simple, clean
materials such as frameless glazing and polished stainless steel
were used to emphasise the historic significance of the building.
The conversion of this magnificent historic bank has created
a collection of bars, restaurants, a casino, a club and lettable
conference suites of unrivalled opulence. It is a real attraction
for visitors and a delightful asset for Glaswegians.

This new Council HQ retains an historic industrial building
whilst adding an uncompromising contemporary structure. It
meets a demanding operational brief yet creates an inspiring
place to work. The new building uses the old as its front door.
There are seven storeys of modern sustainable office space,
where large floor plates enable cross disciplinary working
between departments, whilst the external and internal light
wells allow departmental organisation.
The new headquarters for Dundee Council will be an important
catalyst in the regeneration of this part of the city centre. It
ingeniously combines an Edwardian publishing warehouse with
bold new build extensions above and to the rear of the historic
block.
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fore street

Carse of Stirling

glasgow

£110k

£1.5m

Robin Baker Architects

Hypostyle Architects

tom manley

robin baker

Flanders Moss Viewing Tower

The site sits within an existing Victorian tenement perimeter.
The brief was to provide affordable housing to rent in a very
tight, narrow backcourt site. A new build, five-storey block
of flats on Fore Street maintains the scale of the adjacent
tenements. The backcourt area comprises a series of two-storey
houses and cottage flats.

This is a new community built within the embrace of the
historic tenemental landscape. These new homes are bright,
welcoming and ingeniously woven into the existing fabric of the

Flanders Moss NNR, on the Carse of Stirling, is one of the
largest and most important areas of raised bog in the UK.
Scottish Natural Heritage balance the need to maintain this
fragile habitat with the needs of visitors. The new viewing
tower enables visitors to appreciate the scale and spectacular
views over the moss. The tower is revealed through the birch
woodland. It is constructed in green oak, with some posts over
8m long.

This is a deceptively simple structure. Ingeniously employing
timber engineering technology, it is appropriate to its setting
and recognises the importance of providing safe viewing
accommodation to minimise stress upon the landscape which
it will help to conserve.
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city, providing a useful model for the future.
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Garden Room and Studio for
an Oenologist & Artist

alloa campus

edinburgh

£12.3m

£ confidential

Reiach and Hall Architects

David Blaikie Architects

dave morris photography

Forth Valley College of Further
and Higher Education

The client’s priorities were to create a contemporary, bright and
airy living space with enough room for dining. Part frameless
glass, part well insulated building envelope the room was
designed to collect the southerly, warm light. A tapered, mono
pitched, roof element was tilted up to collect the sunlight over
the living space.

A departure from the traditional garden room, this extension
is ingeniously organised to maximise daylighting within its
enclosed setting. Elegantly detailed, it creates an attractive
and engaging addition to the home, well suited to the cultural

sarah potter

interests of its owners.

The new campus is on a challenging, steeply sloping and
partially wooded site close to the centre of Alloa. It is designed to
encourage social interaction between learners (and staff) from
different disciplines. The architectural diagram was driven by
pragmatic issues such as flat ground (for workshops and service
yard) and safe vehicle access. Classroom accommodation, above
and behind, embraces views to the Ochils to the north.
The recent growth in buildings for all stages of education has
generated some of Scotland’s most powerfully expressive new
structures. Set within a mature hilltop landscape this new
college is both inviting and stimulating.
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Heathfield Primary School

lerwick

ayr

£4.5M

£3.7m

Richard Gibson Architects

Holmes Miller

andrew lee

Grödians

In a place where winters are prolonged and harsh, extensive
planting and landscaping has been designed to bring shelter
and reduce wind chilling. Brightly painted timber boarding
signalled a break from the brown and white paint finishes
previously associated with timber cladding. This vibrant colour
scheme maintains visual warmth. Natural finished timber is
also used extensively in landscaping and the traffic calming
measures, offering a child-friendly environment.

A careful yet engaging new addition to the Lerwick landscape,
understated in form but highly appealing – these new homes
brighten the landscape. The Scandinavian inspired simple
timber elevations are somehow entirely suited to this special

richard gibson architects

setting at this seaward edge of Scotland.

The redevelopment and extension of the existing Heathfield
Primary School sought to respect the scale of the original
school frontage, remove the clutter to the rear and allow the
extension to interlock with the existing building with a new
dining hall and external courtyard. The building is composed
of simple elements to deliver clean, crisp, elegant lines which
ensure a contemporary architectural appearance, contrasting
with, yet complementing, the original school building.
Combining an established school with a very substantial new
extension was a particular challenge which has been well met.
This is an excellent environment for nurturing and stimulating
young minds.
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Heriot’s Centre for Sport &
Exercise

Hillcrest Housing Association HQ

edinburgh

£4.95m

£ confidential

Nicoll Russell Studios

dundee

andrew lee

paul zanre

LDN Architects LLP

The need for large new volumes demanded careful handling of
the building’s mass in this sensitive location. Studio space is
located on the first floor to allow a direct link between it and the
sports hall. Timber structure and lining gives the main spaces
a unique richness. A limited palette of materials and colours
give a feeling of warmth and welcome throughout the building.
The external appearance of the building belies its innovative

The building’s flexible layout allows the accommodation to
be organised within two areas. Publicly accessible areas are
located at ground level with an upper floor and mezzanine
which houses a flexible mix of open plan workspace, cellular
offices and formal and informal meeting spaces. The building
comprises a glulam timber structure forming the roof and
upper floors. The structure is wrapped in aluminium curtain
walling. The whole is set upon a base of local stone, hand placed
in wire gabions.
An impressive achievement for the budget, this new building is
human in scale and an inspiring workplace. True to the ethos
of its housing association client, the construction programme
helped develop the skills of young apprentices.

use of timber technology. Set within the campus of an existing
historic school, this building provides state-of-the-art,
contemporary accommodation.
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House at Borreraig

glasgow

skye

£13.8M

£470k

jm architects

Dualchas Building Design

andrew lee

Hillhead Primary School

The intention was to create a calm, contemplative space for our
client to escape the city. To keep the building low to the skyline
it was broken up into three separate elements: living, bedrooms
and studio. A natural bowl in the landscape was turned into a
lochan, becoming the focal point of the views and increasing
the sense of tranquillity. Materials reflect the surrounding
landscape. The larch rainscreen gives a crisp external finish.
Internally the building has a simple palette of Caithness stone
and oak.
This new home is elegant and deceptively simple in form. The
external timber skin ensures that the building does not intrude
upon its natural setting. The same restraint and reliance on

Hillhead Primary School brings together four existing primary
schools and two nursery schools on a former gap site in Hillhead,
a Victorian quarter defined by three storey blond-sandstone
tenements. The southern end of the site extends into the park
adjoined by the River Kelvin. The design approach was to create
a building that mediates between the territory of the park and
the urbanity of the surrounding neighbourhood. A new plinth
to Gibson Street is topped with an ‘urban box’ accommodating
the dining and games halls. The scale and materiality changes
in the teaching wing and classrooms to the south of the site.
Combining a school with publicly accessible facilities, this
building is very contemporary and very welcoming. The fronting
block contains halls and the library, while the classrooms are
set behind, commanding superb views of the adjacent park.
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james benedict brown

andrew lee

natural materials is evident in the uncluttered interiors.
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loch leven bird hide

linlithgow

kinross

£3.2m

£34k (inc. foundations)

Malcolm Fraser Architects

Icosis Architects

icosis architects

dave morris

Linlithgow Burgh Halls

A small crafted structure: part hide, part bridge and part
screening of an enclosed viewing platform overhanging the
loch. The open gaps between boards reduce wind loading
and restrict visual disruption for the birds. The structure and
inner faces of the screen are stained dark to emphasise the
horizontality of the external boards. This is a place to stop and
enjoy the natural beauty of the loch and its wildlife.
For a very modest budget, this building cleverly addresses
the needs of human visitors yet its form is raw and elemental,
seeming to grow as an appropriate foil to the natural
environment in which it sits.

The Burgh Halls are of the greatest historic and social
significance. A conglomerate of structures, the present set
of buildings date from 1668. They have been revamped into
community and visitor facilities – multi-use function halls,
tourist information, interpretation, café, education rooms
etc. The works opened the building up at its heart, with an
airy, light-filled, stair allowing all elements of the buildings to
overlook and connect to each other with a reception and café at
its heart which flows out into the garden.
Crucially important to the town, this re-use of a key historic
building brings new life and vitality – an inspiring dialogue with
the building’s history. Long neglected, the Burgh Halls are now
an asset.
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marlaw

glasgow

glasgow

£ confidential

£ confidential

oma

Gareth Hoskins Architects

Philippe Ruault

Maggie’s Gartnavel

Bounded on three sides by mature trees, Marlaw is a
contemporary interpretation of the ‘Grand Villa’ where
accommodation is arranged around private courtyard gardens.
Accommodation includes six bedrooms, a fully glazed family
living/dining area and a fitness suite with pool.

This is one of the most substantial and impressive new homes
to be built in Scotland for many years. Quite different from the
Victorian villas which sit in close proximity, the approach is

Maggie’s Centres provide practical and emotional support for
people with cancer, their families and friends. They rely on
exceptional architecture and innovative spaces to make people
feel better. This single-level building in the form of a ring of
interlocking rooms is close to the Beatson West of Scotland
Cancer Centre. The building is designed as a sequence of
interconnected ‘L’-shaped figures which minimises the need
for corridors. This allows the spaces to feel casual but at the
same time allows for privacy for more personal moments. The
internal courtyard provides a place of sanctuary and respite.
The support provided by the Maggie’s centres is invaluable.
Several of these buildings, by “signature” architects, are visible
over long distances. Here the approach has been about more
modest external expression, embracing a courtyard garden to
generate a place of gentle contemplation.
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andrew lee

contemporary, the materials and detailing sublime.
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National Museum of Scotland

insch

edinburgh

£140k (excluding siteworks)

£47.4m

Gokay Deveci Chartered Architect

Gareth Hoskins Architects

stuart johnstone photography

andrew lee

Model ‘D’ House

This is an alternative contemporary design utilising homegrown timber, using the architectural language of traditional
north east agricultural buildings. Large windows in the
south façade take advantage of the solar gain and maximise
views. An external rain screen provides shading and privacy
where required. The Model ‘D’ House is a very low energy
contemporary home, a model for affordable housing stock in
the countryside.
Although its shape is relatively familiar, the external envelope
of this new dwelling is anything but. This highly energy efficient
home utilises its setting and natural daylight to improve the
building’s performance and reduce costs, contributing to an
attractive, comfortable and durable new approach to designing
a one-off house.

The National Museum of Scotland was designed by Captain
Francis Fowke and opened in 1866. It has been adapted,
altered and extended throughout its long history. This project
has opened up and expanded the Museum’s gallery spaces,
returning the building to its original Victorian grandeur. It
integrates displays and architecture for a coherent visitor
experience. Major architectural interventions improve
accessibility and movement throughout the building.
The “big moves” here are deftly delivered. This adaptation is
sensitive and intelligent, enhancing both the building and the
objects displayed within it. Fully accessible with a welcoming
new ground floor entrance, the whole design encourages
visitors to see every part of this important collection.
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edinburgh

Scottish National Portrait
Gallery

£500k

edinburgh

McGregor Bowes + Haworth
Tompkins with Martin Creed

£11.5m

page\park architects

andrew lee

scotsman steps

The Scotsman Steps, built between 1899 and 1902, link the Old
and New Towns of Edinburgh. Over time poor maintenance,
bad lighting, vandalism and neglect had created a threatening
environment. Repairs to the fabric were limited to a necessary
minimum. New gates were designed, manufactured and
installed. Works included structural and masonry repairs, new
leadwork, repairs and painting of iron grilles, cleaning of glazed
bricks, new iron gates and reglazing of interior windows. The
steps were resurfaced as an artwork by Martin Creed with
different and contrasting marbles from all over the world, each
step and landing a different colour.
This important shortcut within the multi-layered capital city
of Scotland was long neglected. The experience for its users,
while expedient, was anything but pleasant. Now the long climb
is enlivened by the extraordinary variety of stones which form
the new steps. The external structure, fully restored, is also

gautier deblonde

revealed as something rich in delight.

This remarkable Edinburgh building has a witty baronial gothic
aspect. However original circulation was very poor. The walk
to the top floor was a long one and much existing potential
gallery space was taken up by support functions. Two new
openings have been created on either side of the existing
entrance vestibule. Vertical circulation has been improved by a
new, large, glass multi-purpose lift and the remodelling of the
entrance steps allows wheelchair access. Additional usable space
for offices, storage, educational facilities and escape routes has
been created. The library has been carefully disassembled and
moved to the first floor level.
The original gallery, designed by RIAS founder, Sir Robert
Rowand Anderson, had been much messed around with over
the decades. Its restoration removes the clutter and introduces
new access and new lighting, creating something even better
than its original architect’s vision.
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Wester Coates House
edinburgh
£ confidential

paul zanre

zone architects

Two Complimentary Tickets for The
Scottish Homebuilding & Renovating
Show for RIAS Members
The Scottish Homebuilding & Renovating Show is at the
SECC, Glasgow on 19 - 20 May 2012. The show is Scotland’s
only dedicated consumer exhibition for self-builders, home
renovators and improvers. We have two complimentary tickets
for the show (worth £16) for every RIAS member.
The exhibition will be full of informative features, thousands
of dream home ideas and hundreds of plots and renovation
opportunities. There are all the products and services required for
self build and home improvement under one roof, from heating/
ventilation and restoration to eco homes, home automation

Wester Coates House is a new villa in a conservation area of
Edinburgh. It is a contemporary home which matches the scale
and grandeur of its neighbours. The stone cubic form of the
house is split to allow light deep into the stairwell at the centre
of the plan. The south side of the building opens out to embrace
the private garden to the rear. The glazed walls are an invitation
to move between the space of the garden and the home.
Providing a distinctive new home on a tight site within a
residential area, this new building utilises a simple palette of

and timber frame structures. The show is the ultimate event
for creating a dream home, whether visitors are building their
home from scratch, undertaking a major extension, converting
or remodelling their home or just keen to integrate the latest
technology.
As well as all the latest products and services from over 140
exhibitors, visitors can pick up useful hints and tips from the
experts at 16 free seminars, 24 masterclasses, as well as the Ask
the Architects and Ask the Experts Advice Areas.

high quality natural materials and a very restrained external

The show is taking place at the SECC, Glasgow on 19 – 20 May

form to embrace interiors built to high specification and infused

2012. Opening hours: Saturday 10am - 5pm; Sunday 10am -

with light.

4.30pm. For more information call 0844 581 1377 or visit
www.scotland.homebuildingshow.co.uk. Advance tickets £5.
On the door tickets £8. Under 16s go free.
To obtain free entry for two simply follow the instruction on the
back of the enclosed leaflet.
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Isi and I

Professor Andy MacMillan OBE FRIAS
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Kieran Dodds
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Isi Metzstein and I first met in September 1945. We were both
apprentices, he to Jack Coia and me with Glasgow Corporation’s
Housing Department. We enrolled in the Glasgow School of Art
part-time Certificate Course. We became pals right away. We were
the same age among a group of new students which included a fair
number of older men, back from the war. Isi was stateless at the
time, a refugee from Berlin, his strong Jewish accent made him a
bit unusual. To a boy from Maryhill he was intriguing and exotic.
We were brought together, five nights a week after work.
That was the typical route into architecture in those days: work
in the office by day, evening school, design and homework at the
weekends. We got an hour or so off between 5pm and 6pm for a
swim, or even occasionally a beer!
For us it was a conditioning at the coal-face of architecture,
hacking in the office by day but doing drawings for buildings
actually being built. So we learned drawings were for a purpose.
They made things happen, allowed ideas to be.
Willy nilly we were thrown together, even though we were
not in the same office. Mackintosh’s great School of Art was our
learning environment, a lesson by a great master, with a library
full of books and magazines about art and architecture, full of
artists and eager students – another world! Isi and I read avidly,
talked and worked at something that promised a better life. We
lived and breathed architecture. Sometimes we took technical
classes at the ‘Tech’ (The Royal Technical College), a different but
also vital environment. We went on school trips together to see
“Architecture”, never just buildings.
Being stateless, it was sometimes difficult for Isi. On one
occasion, on a ferry going to France, I was surprised to find one
of the immigration officers had followed us aboard. Below deck,
standing at the urinal beside me, he was actually cross examining
me about my “friend”. Had I known him long? Did he attend
student conferences? Did he have pamphlets which he handed
out? It’s true, scary, an insight into the Britain of that era I could
have well done without.
Despite this, Isi and I enjoyed our trips together and our
lifestyle of hard work. Demobilisation was slow and offices were
short of staff, certainly in the Corporation. As apprentices we were
entrusted with responsibility at a very early age. We were running
jobs at 18 and 19 – something that would be unthinkable now. But
alongside clerks of works, real tradesmen, foremen and older men
in the office who had not been called up, we survived and learned.
It was a good way to learn, we matured rapidly on the job.
After finishing our studies, although we were still in separate
offices, we continued to socialise together. We were members of
the Maryhill Victoria Swimming Club. We met on Wednesday
evenings to drink, to talk architecture and generally to put the
world to rights with a coterie of other architects our age.

I moved to East Kilbride New Town and was building a small
shopping centre there. Isi was building flats there around that
time. Eventually, in 1954, he said to me, “Jack has a job, he wants
to interview you”. So I shaved off my beard – Jack didn’t trust men
with beards apparently. I put some drawings together, including
some of the Moss Heights Flats and of an award-winning Single
Women’s Hostel in Partick and two small shopping centres, the
East Kilbride one and another in Glasgow. I also included some of
my school work too. And off I went.
Jack shook my hand. I sat down and started to unroll my
drawings. Jack put out his hand and stopped me, “Don’t bother”,
he said, “Isi says you are all right!”. That was it, I was in.
Jack then asked if, during my notice period, I could come in
in the evenings and redraw the project he was taking me on for,
Knightswood School. It was the biggest new secondary school in
Glasgow at the time. Jack had been awarded it before the war but
only now had been given the go ahead. So in one month of working
every night and at the weekends, I redesigned it, drew it up and
put it through the Dean of Guild (the contemporary equivalent of
Building Control).
The rest is history. I believe Isi and I achieved more together
than we ever could have done separately. We built up the atelier
and continued to live and breathe architecture. We both married
extraordinary and inspiring women and had our families. My kids
were quite convinced that Isi was one of our family. As time went
on we got involved in education and teaching in our different
ways, and cities. Our double act went on throughout our working
life, even after we were ‘retired’. In private our relationship was a
bit different, more relaxed, more affectionate with no front, old
friends enjoying each other’s company and shared values. That is
the Isi I miss.
The Quarterly will, quite rightly, be full of “Isi-isms”. When
he was in full spate his wit, his brilliant word plays and his black
humour were legendary. On reflection I know that Isi had, as I have
had, a good long life doing what he wanted to do. We designed
buildings together that challenged what buildings could be, what
they could deliver. So Isi built, he talked, tutored, he enjoyed life,
he was admired. He will be missed so much by so many, above all
by Dany and his kids.
We last spoke together at Hogmanay. I phoned him from
London after the bells. As we said goodbye he said “goodbye
darling”! Believe me that was far from his habitual parting
comment. I knew then but I blanked it from my mind. Writing
this brought those last two prescient words back. I miss him every
day, in fact I keep thinking he’s still here to talk to.

prof andy macmillan obe frias
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The Glasgow School of Art Archives and Collections

robinson college chapel, university of cambridge

An Amazing Mastery of Light
A celebration of the architecture of MacMillan and Metzstein
with grateful thanks to seona reid obe, director, glasgow school of art and to the school itself
for the generous use of their gillespie, kidd and coia photographic archive.
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A natural inclination in written appreciations of the outstanding
projects of influential practices, is to unravel the distinguishing
contributions of each of the key players. But to search for an
individual attribution for each of the many landmark projects
within a practice such as Gillespie, Kidd and Coia would
misrepresent the ethos and intention of an atelier such as this,
no matter how keen we may be to nail the personal skills of each
genius.
By the mid-1950s and the rise of ‘Andy and Isi’ as lead designers
within the practice, any disaggregation is almost impossible.
Indeed Andy MacMillan emphasises that, while the question
might trouble inquisitive and admiring minds, in a co-operative
partnership, with wide-ranging and diverse inputs, even the
participants cannot advise.
So it is the distinguishing features of the monuments of
MacMillan and Metzstein’s era that must shape their collective
legacy, in particular their mastery of light, a respect for the
past, their sensitivity to the urban plaid and a wholehearted
commitment to design as a holistic process.
Places of Worship
The wedge-shaped St Paul’s, Glenrothes, 1956-57, awakened Fifers
and a sluggish profession to a new and striking vocabulary, one
with a discernable modernist inspiration but with breath-taking
freshness. It introduced tenets which remained central to the
partnership through the decades – not least, a legibility of purpose
and a dynamic relationship with setting.
Here, the purpose of devotion over-rides allegiance to
historical precedents and styles, creating a powerfully expressive,
yet ingeniously simple spatial arrangement, thoughtfully aligned
to worship. Natural light casts the gentle shadow of Benno Schotz’s
tiered crucifix while coloured glass warms the entrance. Set apart
from the New Town, in a gladed grassy triangle, St Paul’s heralded
the arrival of an unmistakable breath of fresh air.
At Robinson College Chapel, Cambridge, 1980, late in the
partnership’s practising years, the uniqueness and emotional
impact of the elongated space is similarly undeniable. En suite
with the college in red brick, the chapel is neatly and effectively
sited to enclose the front court, with light again dominant in the
dramatic and yet reposeful design. ‘Balconies’ close the flanks of
the open ‘nave’ (traditional terminology for the elements of the

The Glasgow School of Art Archives and Collections
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st paul’s, glenrothes

chapel downplays the ingenuity of the design, the spaces are so
much more than their straitjacket might allow).
MacMillan and Metzstein’s intuitive artistry always provided
a natural invitation for complementary input from their artist
collaborators. The elegance of the towering doors is accentuated
by decorative metalwork by Jacqueline Stieger while John Piper’s
stained glass in the ‘chancel’ bathes the volume of the chapel.
Piper’s contribution is modulated by a partial screen above the
altar, channelling its light to emphasise this formal centrepiece.
Education
The need to light classrooms effectively, building on a compact site
for the extension to Our Lady and St Francis Secondary School,
Glasgow, 1964, saw MacMillan and Metzstein adopt the cantilever.
The concrete cantilevers above the clerestory windows serve as
floors, ceilings and cornice, proclaiming their artful achievement
in contrast with the blue brick of the walls and the glazed recess of
the stair bay and echoed by the rooftop water tank.
At Cumbernauld Technical College, 1978, the partnership
created an ark for education within the New Town. The
cantilevered classrooms are used again, the tiers recessing in
banded fenestration, rippling back as rooflights to maximise on
light. Despite the scale required to accommodate nearly 1,600
students, the design is brought alive by this articulation, seen
clearly in cross section.
Isi Metzstein’s daughter, Ruth, has noted his ‘insatiable
drive to stimulate and amuse’. Cumbernauld College shows him
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Notre Dame College of Education, latterly St Andrew’s College, Bearsden
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by jacqueline stieger,
2008

succeeding with a captivating design. Happily too, Jacqueline
Stieger’s casting of a medal to mark Metzstein’s 80th birthday,
recently displayed at the Beverley Arts Gallery, Yorkshire, captures
Isi’s particular fondness for Cumbernauld College and its section,
and provides an accurate and charming profile of the maestro.
MacMillan and Metzstein proudly acknowledge the inspiration
they gained from home soil and their Glasgow predecessors. The
influence of Mackintosh’s manipulation of light, his command of
its expressive and dynamic capacity to move structure beyond its
formal bounds, is clear. Indeed, the Library at Robinson College,
pays respectful tribute to the Glasgow School of Art, not least in
its mastery of light and outstanding woodwork. This particular
success was marked by the Carpenter’s Award in 1981.
Residential
The residential designs for Round Riding Sheltered Housing,
Dumbarton, 1967 and Stantonbury Housing, Milton Keynes, 1976,
give voice to the practice’s knowledge of vernacular architecture
and interest in its potential. Both are low level terraced schemes,
skillfully massed and landscaped to provide a human scale.
The Round Riding development is set in parkland, serpentine
peripheral housing defining the boundary, with the embracing
arms of the H-plan care home extending into the lawns. The
design moves away from the grid planning of previous generations
to make reference to the irregularity of the pre-improvement
township. Lighting was again paramount, with the horizontal
emphasis of fenestrated bands, between the brick walls and the
copper roofs.
At Stantonbury, the vernacular is again influential in the
sweeping pantiled roofs anchoring the garages, the additional
height of the vehicular pends making passing comment on the
Improvement steading. However, here there is a further echo of
Scotland brought to this New Town, as the main terraces follow
a syncopated regularity, more in keeping with the urban Scottish
tenement, strengthened by the back-to-back arrangement with
gardens enclosed to the rear.
The halls of residence at Notre Dame (St Andrew’s) College,
Bearsden, completed 1969, just as The Lawns at Hull University,
1968 and the halls at Robinson College, 1980, give quite different
essays in multi-cell communal design, three contrasting models.
They show not least, how to avoid the repetitive or the monolithic
while achieving compact and successful lodgings. James Stirling

visited the Bearsden site during construction when designing
Andrew Melville Hall for St Andrews University in 1968 and his
use there of the repeating cubic module pays clear homage to the
engaging effect of its Gillespie, Kidd and Coia precursor.
Commercial
Metzstein advised the planning world in 2009 that ‘it is important
to realise that buildings and cities are mutually interactive and
the city does not consist of plots with buildings that sit on those
plots.’ He was keen that all involved in new design in any historic
context should respect ‘the complex richness of a well-structured
setting’. The partnership’s British Overseas Airways Corporation
(BOAC) office in Buchanan Street, Glasgow of 1970, demonstrates
the philosophy in practice. The tall ground floor is distinct from
the copper clad upper floors, the fenestration’s regularity accorded
with the palazzo formula dominant in the street and the height
mediated effectively between disparate neighbours. The building
is, as intended, both physically and metaphorically permanent,
timeless, a responsive addition to an evolving Victorian streetscape.
St Peter’s Seminary
Described by one architectural student as ‘life-changing’, the
concept and realisation of St Peter’s Seminary, Cardross, 1959-66,
earned world-wide acclaim. It was a living organism, acutely aware
of its place in the Kilmahew estate, each component melded to
harmonise and support the whole. Trainee priests slept in vaulted
cells, humbling and conducive to reflection, before emerging into
the powerful circulatory space of the main hall and heading to the
prow-like finale of sanctuary and chapel, dappled with shadows
from the window beams.
Murray Grigor’s 1972 film on the seminary was aptly titled
‘Space and Light’. The seminary’s untimely redundancy and
subsequent deterioration caused the property, not least, to figure
on the World Monument Fund’s list of the 100 most endangered
sites, duly recognised as an international tragedy.
Cardross could yet become a candidate for Metzstein’s
Macallan (or ‘Rubble’) Club, founded for architects’ work facing the
threat of demolition or mutilation, if this decline is not averted.
In 2005 Matt Bridgestock, director of 56 North, gave his own
positive take on the seminary’s present fate: ‘St Peter’s … seems to
resonate more deeply as a modern ruin than it ever would have as
an operational building … it stands as heart-achingly modernist,
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Boac offices, buchanan street, glasgow
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stripped down and pure. From a distance, its brown pebble-clad
exterior looks like that of a baronial castle, stately and elusive.’
NVA, ERZ landscape architects and Avanti Architects may make
this a permanent reality, consolidating the remains and securing
their place as a memorial sculpture to be enjoyed within a rich
sylvan context.
The narrative in MacMillan and Metzstein’s major projects
is memorable, the ambience always remarkable, there is no
superficiality. Coia was astute in his appointment of two young
and relatively untested individuals. Post-war Scotland was a

receptive landscape, both the economic and the social background
welcomed innovation. Generations to come will benefit from their
enduring legacy. Historic Scotland has awarded designations to a
score of the partnership’s masterpieces, giving a recognition only
exceptionally awarded to buildings in their relative infancy. The
natural illumination which is embraced within Andy and Isi’s joint
masterpieces is, for me, intoxicating, the consistent light of their
shared genius.
Dr deborah Mays Hon FRIAS
director: projects and ceo of sbcc
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Isi-isms
Our recent request for Isi-isms garnered a substantial and hugely affectionate response from far
and wide. Many thanks to all who wrote and apologies to those whose remembrances haven’t made
it to these pages.

Dany, who kindly agreed to our publishing of these bon mots,
recalls their good friend, Iain Brown, asking Isi how come, as a
Jew, he was able to design such brilliant Catholic Churches. He
replied: “You don’t have to be a cow to design a byre.”
More personally, she remembers his comment to her as
they arrived at an RSA reception, “If I don’t introduce you
it’s because I’ve forgotten your name!” delivered with a wee
affectionate squeeze of her arm.
From Dany Metzstein

On being asked whether he was going to somebody’s funeral,
replied rather testily, ”I wouldn’t consider going to someone’s
funeral who isn’t coming to mine!”
From Sir James Dunbar-Nasmith CBE PPRIAS

This came up in one of our more heated conversations (but
enjoyable and fond as ever): “Ach! All buildings are just corridors
with rooms off them.”
From Sunand Prasad PPRIBA Hon FRIAS

Whenever I think of Isi, the phrase “Jesus Christ!” immediately
comes to mind. For a Jewish ‘lapsed Atheist’, it always made me
smile - and then we would brace ourselves to see who was about
to get it in the neck. The sight of Isi coming in to your crit at the
Mac was enough to put the fear of God into most of us...
From Andrew Kent RIAS

On features added in the eighties to high rise buildings: “Ticky
Tacky Architecture”.
On high rise flats: “Filing cabinets for people”.
From David J Leslie PPRIAS
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When I was teaching at the Mac in early 70’s, Isi once told me
“Housing cannot be architecture, unless it is Dutch!”
From David Simister FRIAS

A couple of Isi quotes stick in my memory from studio crits at
the Mac in the early nineties (names of victims omitted!).
After listening to a fellow student introduce his design
proposal: “I think you have a very good case for getting your
fees back.”
During a presentation of a design for a concert venue:
“Your design reminds me of a shopping centre; don’t get me
wrong, my wife likes shopping centres.”
From stephen horan rias

I wanted to write my dissertation around GK&C’s churches but
had difficulty framing a specific angle. Isi kindly agreed to allow
me to interview him. After listening to my proposal, he looked
me straight in the eyes and declared “I hope you don’t mind
me telling you that this proposal is of absolutely no relevance
or value but I’ll tell you what you want to know anyway.” We
agreed to disagree.
Despite his misgivings, Isi spent a lot of time talking me
through the buildings and his views on the social and cultural
context in which he and Andy were working. To me, this sums
up Isi’s wonderful fusion of belligerence and bluntness with
generosity and energy.
From John Deffenbaugh RIAS

His opening remark to my final, fifth year, thesis crit at the Mac
in 1996: “You have given birth to a mouse!” It still haunts me
to this day.
Alex Peaker (now based in Hong Kong)
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Isi never joined the fan club for the Scottish Capital:
One blazing hot summer’s day I came across Isi sitting in a
suit on a bench in Princes Street gardens eating his sandwiches.
I sat and chatted with him for a while and well aware of his
indifference to Edinburgh, gestured towards the castle, high up
on its rock with the Ross Fountain plashing away below and
sunbathers spread all around.
“You must say this is pretty good Isi” quoth I. “Yes” he
replied, “and to think it’s all just forty minutes from Glasgow.”
From John Knight OBE RIAS

Me: “You know, next to the Fringe Office, Borthwick’s Close,
one of the most atmospheric closes in Edinburgh” (or words to
that effect)
Isi: “Ah, yes, my Via Dolorosa, I walk down it every day to
get to the University from Waverley Station...”
From Paul Harding RIAS

When Andy and Isi signed my copy of the big Gillespie,
Kidd and Coia book, Isi took particular delight in Andy’s
misspelling of my name (easily done because in the Gaelic
the ‘i’ and the ‘e’ are the wrong way round for English).
With his usual magnanimity Andy has agreed to the public
revelation of this uncharacteristic slip up.
From neil baxter

In the 1990’s on a Saltire Housing Panel we were in a car going
through the Gorbals when Isi looked up at the excesses of ‘postmodern roof topping’ on the high flats and reflected:
“Christ.. we should have added these on at the beginning
and then enjoyed the pleasure of successively stripping them
off!”
From Karen Anderson FRIAS

From my time at the Mackintosh :
“Architecture is not an inexact science it’s an exact art.” and
“I never made a model in my life!”
From Thomas Hamilton RIAS

After looking at drawings and considering them for about five
minutes before a crit...
“Well at least you know how to hang drawings.”
“Jesus Christ you make me feel if my brains are running
down my nose!”
After standing on a model… “It’s Deconstructivist – well
now I’ve de-constructed it!”
From Peter M Smith RIAS

When the RIAS awarded him its membership: “What have they
done to me? Now I’m no longer an unqualified success.”
When the RIAS subsequently awarded him its Fellowship:
“Thank you for that glowing introduction. It is just a pity no one
said these things about me when I was still alive.”
In his wheelchair “Not so much centaur, more half man half
shopping trolley.”
Overheard, to our two year old “Ok, its black and white, has
whiskers and a tail but I still don’t see how that proves it’s a cat.”
From clare wright
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As a green first year student at the Mac, I was part of the
audience in a fourth year review conducted by Andy and Isi.
There was a wall with full height sliding screens of pin-board on
tracks. I got there just as one pretty positive review was ending.
The next student, clearly exhausted from working all night,
started to slide what looked to me like a pretty impressive set
of drawings into the centre of the space. Isi glanced up briefly
and sighed before looking down at his notes again and saying
“Keep going, just keep going!” The student continued to slide
the screen past without stopping and never had a review.
From Bruce D Kennedy RIAS

Design proposals being critted in front of the infamous sliding
presentation boards at the Mackintosh. Separate instances,
same year, early 1980s:
A small group of students gathered at the crit area, one of
whom has pinned up proposals for a building to house a new
theatre complex. The site extends the full depth of a city block,
giving an important frontage to principal streets at opposite
ends. Each facade contains a public entrance which comes
together in the heart of the building to form a single, large foyer
space.
Isi: “No building in the history of the world has ever been
designed successfully with two entrances.”
The student doggedly attempts to justify the design,
increasingly uncomfortable.
“For Christ’s sake,” Isi explodes, “When the Queen comes
to open your building, at which entrance will her limousine
arrive?… Well that is your main entrance!” And, another crit,
on an obviously derivative scheme: “If you are going to steal
from someone, make it someone good.”
Isi was a marvel. His clarity of vision and his enthusiasm
were inspirational. I may not be much of an architect but I am
one thousand times better than I would have been if not for the
input of Professor Metzstein.
From ross mckay RIAS

On a shared train ride to Glasgow I took out my diary to check
the venue of my meeting. Isi commented: “You have a diary –
such confidence!”
From George Keith FRIAS
penultimately...

Andrew McAvoy RIAS took careful notes at the Scott
Sutherland School of Architecture “Big Crit” in 2009. These brief
comments on separate schemes (recipients names withheld to
spare their blushes) show that, even at one of his last crits, Isi
had lost none of his edge:
“Larch – LARCH … the world seems to be suddenly full of
Larch – where does it come from – it’s not so important, but
what these elevations say and do – is very important.”
“I think you are just snorkeling…when you should be deepsea diving.”
“You are hiding the staff – in a salubrious hole in the ground
– no light, no air, no view – poor creatures!”
“All my life and I’ve done a few buildings and I’ve found
good reason in rectilinear forms. So tell me why you think
these shapes are valuable in 2009? Maybe I’ve been missing
something all my life.”
Andy’s own poignant sign off sums up how many of Isi’s
friends, colleagues and students have responded to his passing:
“The big winds have taken Isi Metzstein away with other gentle
things. I have a hollow feeling in my stomach, a concern about
who is left to criticise emerging forces. He made me quake as a
young student and really opened my mind up to the power of
words. He once encouraged me to get on a train and go look at
the world.”

AND FINALLY...

On 9th January a district nurse came to visit Isi. She leaned
over and asked, “Are you awake Mr Metzstein?” to which he
replied, “I’m awake but I don’t think I’m alive”. Isi passed away
the next morning.
From dany metzstein
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My introduction to Glasgow humour, when I first visited the city
in 1973, was to hear about the reason more Glaswegians supported
Rangers than Celtic. Because it is easier, I was told, to shout ‘Down
with the Pope’ than ‘Down with the Moderator-General of the
Reformed Church of Scotland’.
There is a natural nervousness on the part of anyone who has
spent most of their professional life as a journalist in speaking to
an audience of people who actually do things. It is often said that
we spend our time separating the wheat from the chaff – and then
we print the chaff. A devastating definition of our activities was
coined by the late lamented Frank Zappa, the Californian rock
star, who once defined rock journalism as ‘people who can’t write,
interviewing people who can’t talk, on behalf of people who can’t
read.’
I hope the architectural press does a bit better!
The reasons for the abandonment, south of the border, of the
RIBA fellowship class are now obscured by the mists of time. I
think it happened during a period when there was a general attack
on elitism in favour of a broad-brush democracy in the profession.
Salaried architects wanted to be seen as equals to their employers.
For a professional institute that is perfectly proper, of course. A
member is a member. But it would be as foolish for professionals,
as it would be for anybody else, to think that membership of an
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organisation means automatic equality of skill, knowledge or
experience.
This has always been a dilemma with which professional bodies
have grappled, with varying degrees of success. The creation of
architectural institutes was predicated in part on a belief that
professionals should charge the same fees for the same sort of
work, irrespective of design merit, because members were all
competent because they had passed the examinations set by the
profession itself.
It is worth noting, in passing, that while newly professionalised
architects, from the 1840s onwards, declined to compete for work
on the basis of fee bids (o tempora, or mores) they insisted that
the construction industry base its services on most rigorous price
competition.
This state of affairs, which lasted for about 150 years, had
unexpected consequences such as the rise of the design competition.
If clients were going to pay the same fee whichever architect they
used, why not use competitions to establish the best choice?
There were also predictably malign consequences, for example
the finely-developed sense of us and them on the building
site, a culture of litigation and a long attempt by construction
companies to wrest control of design, if not designers, from the
hands of architects and into their own. In this, they were following
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finch on
fellowship
This is an adapted version of the after-dinner speech given by Paul Finch at this year RIAS Fellows’
Dinner. The author is director of the World Architecture Festival, chairman of Design Council Cabe,
and now an Hon FRIAS.

a commercial instinct which had led to the growth of the main
contractor from the end of the eighteenth century onwards, which
itself prompted architects to professionalise as the result of this
new economic competition.
These things run in cycles. During my own 40-year career as an
observer of the architectural scene, it is noticeable how the pyramid
of power, with architects at the pinnacle, has flattened or vanished
altogether. Few would have predicted 40 years ago that these days
architects bid against each other just as contractors used to do,
or that major clients would conduct online bid ‘auctions’ amongst
professionals where the lowest priced consultant at the end of a
strict time period, would get the job.
Not many would have predicted that architects would be
appointed on the say-so of project managers earning a higher
hourly rate than the prospective designer of the building.
But all is not doom and gloom. British architectural culture is
thriving and from observation, particularly so in Scotland, while
England benefits from the diaspora of talented Scottish designers
that run London practices. Technological advances, essentially
digital in nature, are opening up new possibilities for the design
professions undreamed of in the world of the T-square and
zippertone. Architecture is popular – even Brad Pitt took it up –
and is a staple part of the world of television and magazines.

But where does this leave the best architects, the praetorian
guard of the architectural profession? What has happened to
hierarchy? Is it acceptable to have degrees of membership as
opposed to everyone being in the same boat, all in it together?
These are questions that have loomed large in the life of the
profession at various times, when the difference between fellows,
associates and licentiates seemed awfully important. It is rather
like arguments about registration, the teaching of architecture,
whether it could properly be examined and of course the old
conundrum as to whether it is science or art. The answer to the
latter is that it is both, a synthesis of ideas and technology which
is unique amongst built environment professions.
In celebrating fellowship, in both senses of that word, one
is celebrating the fact that it is possible to have aspirations and
standards that exceed the average and that hierarchy sounds
better if it is described as leadership.
As the Royal Incorporation approaches its centenary in 2016,
we should celebrate its ongoing mission to continue the idea of
independent knowledge and ethical standards which are the
hallmark of professions at their best.
Paul Finch OBE Hon FRIAS
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holyrood matters

Shaylah Grech

celebrating scotland’s places

linda fabiani introduces derek mckay

The first Cross Party Group, Garden Lobby
Event was held on 1st February, entitled
“Scotland’s Places - A Celebration”. The
headline feature of the evening was
an address by the Minister for Local
Government and Planning, Derek Mackay
MSP, who spoke of the importance of placemaking and the personal significance of his
own experiences of place as a young man in
Renfrewshire.
The event, which profiled successful
place-making, was hosted by the Cross
Party Group’s Convenor, Linda Fabiani
MSP Hon FRIAS, with contributions
from Annabel Goldie MSP and Patricia
Ferguson MSP. The speakers celebrated
recent successes within Scotland but also
anticipated successful place-making in the
years ahead, highlighting the importance of
creating a positive agenda, of collaboration
and of creating places ‘where people want
to be’. It was a message warmly received by
the audience which had a wide selection of
professionals and interests represented.
The event was funded by the RIAS
and the RTPI with the assistance of Built
Environment Forum Scotland, Planning
Aid for Scotland, Architecture + Design
Scotland, Scottish Civic Trust and the
Directorate for the Built Environment, all of
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beeslack pupils

whom provided exhibition material. There
was a gallery of images from successful
places in Scotland, complemented by
the 2011 RIAS Andrew Doolan Award
exhibition, showcasing the shortlist
for the best building in Scotland. These
various exhibitions provided a real sense
of the excellent work of built environment
professionals throughout Scotland.
The exhibition which captured the
imagination of the Garden Lobby was by
a group of young people from Beeslack
Community High School in Penicuik, which
provided a very personal perspective on
place. The young people were supported
by Space Unlimited, a social enterprise
that encourages businesses to seek fresh
ideas from young people. The result was an
interactive exhibition, sharing the pupils’
views of place and inviting views from
those in attendance. The project received
words of praise from each of the speakers
and the pupils were able to share their
views with those involved in place-making.
The interactive board was completed by
many of those in attendance, including
the Minister for Local Government and
Planning (who joked that his contribution
may not necessarily reflect the official
position of the Scottish Government!).

These contributions will form part of a
publication “Places Where People Want to
Be – Are we Serious?” which is currently
being produced.
The event provided an excellent and
enjoyable opportunity to profile successful
place-making to a number of MSPs from
all parties and highlighted the importance
of place-making, in its broadest sense, to
fulfilling the Government’s agenda for
sustainable economic growth.
The most recent meeting of the
Group was on 28th March 2012, when the
development of a new Architecture Policy
was discussed (more details in the next
issue).
William Duncan
Thanks to Planning Aid for Scotland who
facilitated William as a intern to assist with
the organisation of the event.
Anyone wishing to join the Group,
attend a meeting or simply looking
for more information should contact
Eugene Mullan on 0131 555 1414,
e.mullan@smith-scott-mullan.co.uk.
Further details on CPGs in general can
be found by visiting
www.scottish.parliament.uk/msp
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the kelpies

RIAS Consultancy was commissioned by the Helix project in
Falkirk to manage the competition to select an architect-led,
multidisciplinary team. The competition was for the design of
the internal space within a giant sculpture of a horse’s head - one
of two horses head sculptures, ‘The Kelpies’, by world renowned
Scottish sculptor Andy Scott. The competition was also seeking
the design of a complementary visitor hub on the Helix site where
The Kelpies will be located.
The Helix is a £43 million project which is transforming the
historic canalside between Falkirk and Grangemouth into a
vibrant new parkland and visitor attraction, set to open in 2013.
The project has been awarded £25 million by the Big Lottery Fund’s
Living Landmarks programme.
The competition, commissioned on behalf of the Helix by
Falkirk Council, was held in two stages, the first being an open
stage, inviting architects to submit a 400 word statement setting
out their reasons for their team being shortlisted. 33 submissions
were received from Scotland, England and Canada. The second
stage saw five shortlisted bidders invited to submit two A1 boards
and to attend an interview with the judging panel consisting of
Andy Scott, Sculptor, David Dunbar, immediate Past President of
the RIAS, Robin Millard, Building Design Manager, Development
Services, Falkirk Council and Richard Millar, Waterway
Development Manager, British Waterways Scotland.

The five shortlisted practices were Arch Henderson (Glasgow),
Nicoll Russell Studios (Dundee), PLANT (Toronto), Ushida Findlay
Architects (London) and ZM Architects (Glasgow).
The level of design quality and standard of presentation was
such that the judges were split. However, after much deliberation,
Nicoll Russell Studios was announced as winners of The Kelpies
Design Competition. Willie Watt FRIAS RIBA, Partner, Nicoll
Russell Studios commented,
“Nicoll Russell Studios is delighted to have won this design
competition against such stiff international competition. We
recognise that The Kelpies are a major work of public art which
we believe will become a significant attraction because of their
sheer scale and bravado! Our proposals seek to defer to The
Kelpies as a work of art, but at the same time creatively add
to the visitors’ journey, to make an overall experience which is
dynamic and informative.”
RIAS Past President, David Dunbar added,
“The level and quality of the shortlisted schemes was of an
incredibly high standard and I have no doubt that the Nicoll
Russell proposals will enhance the already magical qualities of
The Kelpies.”
RIAS Consultancy was honoured to be part of such a unique and
exciting project.
Charlene Byrne, Consultancy Manager
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‘The Kelpies’ Internal Space Competition –
Nicoll Russell Studios Crowned Winners!

furniture
public art

We offer a service to design and make furniture and
functional public art.
At our Perthshire studio workshop we bend, mould,
sculpt and fold wood to create exceptional pieces
from benches to boardroom tables.
Please visit our new website
www.angusross.co.uk
If our studio can be of service please give us a call...

∙ Sculptural Fishing Platform for Canterbury City Council
Steambent Scottish oak

The Workshop, Burnside, Aberfeldy PH15 2AU
t: 01887 829857 e: angus@angusross.co.uk

Scottish National Portrait Gallery. Track Type X LED Spotlights by Mike Stoane Lighting, with Xicato technology. Lighting Design by Foto-Ma

MIKE STOANE LIGHTING I EQUIPMENT DESIGN + MANUFACTURE

www.mikestoanelighting.com

JK McCrone
Hadden Construction is pleased to work in partnership
with clients across Scotland on a wide range of projects:

• Main Contracting
• Design & Build
• Partnering
• General Works
• Maintenance
• Refurbishment
• Education
• Housing
• Healthcare
DESIGNER
• Commercial
DEUTSCHLAND
• Industrial
30 21 00 58 69
• Leisure
• PublicPLEASE
Buildings CHECK

Electrical Contractor
Established 1974

For ALL your electrical needs!

ADVERT PROOF
CAREFULLY

To discuss your next project, contact Stephen Lynas FRIAS
Hadden Construction Ltd, 1 Maidenplain Place,
Aberuthven, Perthshire, PH3 1EL
Email: slynas@hadden.co.uk
Tel: 01764 694702

Robin Abbey

Signwriter
gilder, glass gilder

Traditional writing and gilding
Design
Historical context
Advice
Tuition

0131 555 4488
mobile 07939 000 831

robinabbey1@gmail.com
www.robinabbeysignwriting.co.uk
Studio 6, Coburg House Art Studios,
Edinburgh eh6 6et
a v in y l - fr e e zon e !

RIAS REFURBISHMENT JULY 2011-MARCH 2012

“J K McCrone’s expertise and flexibility of
working have proven invaluable in the recent
and ongoing internal refurbishment of the
Incorporation’s building at Rutland Square.
Their work in the renewal of existing electrical
services, lighting and IT within the listed building
and the concealment of cabling has contributed
greatly to the improvement in the internal
environment for members and staff.”
Jack Hugh, Special Advisor to the Secretary
The Royal Incorporation of Architects in Scotland

30 Drum Brae South, Edinburgh EH12 8SU
Tel: 0131 339 1842
www.jkmccrone.co.uk
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students

city gate long section

city gate winners with ross murphy and
vivian maclean

Living in the City

Architecture students triumph in corporate living challenge
Architecture students from Robert Gordon University’s Scott
Sutherland School of Architecture and Built Environment in
Aberdeen were recently challenged to create a vision of future city
centre living. Stonehouse Property, an executive letting firm based
in the Granite City, joined forces with Year 2 Architecture students
and set them the task of constructing plans for hypothetical
apartments to house visiting oil workers in the city’s West End.
The 55 students, working in teams of three, designed theoretical
buildings on one of three sites in the Rubislaw Gardens area that
would meet the demand for high-end accommodation for workers
on short-term contracts in the area.
Students produced an outline for their prospective apartments,
along with digital plans and images. In January they presented
their final designs in an open forum to the judging panel,
comprising representatives from the school, Stonehouse Property
and housebuilder CALA Homes.
The winning students, Alexandra Dobes, Daniel Cardno
and Lea Baranova, were awarded an iPad each from Stonehouse
Property for their apartment block, entitled ‘City Gate’. Their
design comprises a new monumental arch straddling Albyn Grove
in the centre of the Gardens which aims to celebrate the enterprise
and economic success of the oil industry and its contribution to
Aberdeen.
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The design is composed of three distinct elements including
two legs and a cap. Each leg has a lettable retail space at its base
(a cafe/bistro for the park and a small gallery space) and three
serviced apartments with views out to Albyn Place and the
surrounding gardens. The cap itself consists of two penthouses, a
rooftop gym and health spa which enjoy panoramic views of the
city’s skyline. The exterior of the building is clad in low-energy
triple-glazing and reconstituted granite aggregate concrete panels
to match the Rubislaw granite in the surrounding area.
Alexandra comments on the interior:
“The interior living spaces are deliberately minimal with a
palette of rich timber and polished aggregate walls. The interior
fit out is divided into three distinctive zones: living, relaxing and
sleeping, all with bespoke furniture.
The apartments also enjoy the benefits of the latest technology
to manage the building’s running costs and integrate the
latest audio visual/gaming systems for relaxation. The design
incorporates sustainable technology and would generate its own
energy from solar and ground sourced resources.”
Neil Lamb RIAS, Senior Lecturer at the Scott Sutherland
School for Architecture, comments:
“The project proposed by the winning team shows a remarkable
level of maturity for students with only a year and half’s
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360 interior

architectural education. Their composition complements and
enhances the neoclassical architecture surrounding the gardens
whilst complying with the client’s requirements for creating an
exciting contemporary architectural design.”
Fellow students Mirja-Anneli Kiviniemi, Martin Baiko and
Kieran Gulhane were recognised for the best interior living space
design and were presented with Apple vouchers from CALA
Homes. The proposal, entitled ‘360 Apartments’, consisted of
a remarkably slender, eight-storey, tower, located in the centre
of the site and designed to enhance the city’s urban vista whilst
complementing the local green environment.
With a single apartment on each level, the floor plans are
designed to be very economic with specific functions based around
a central access core. The interior planning and visualisations were
complemented by the judging panel as being particularly realistic,
giving the viewer a distinct impression of the living space and the
quality of the apartment’s design which distinctly matched the
aspirations of the brief.
Stonehouse Property Managing Director, Ross Murray, said:
“Living in the City was of real interest to Stonehouse Property
as we were intrigued to see how the students would use their skills
to create an end product for an oil and gas related project.”

360 apartments

“It also allowed the students to build up some practical
experience of pitching an idea to real companies, giving them
the opportunity to showcase their skills and flair for architecture.
There’s little doubt it has given them a practical edge to their
studies. We’ve been extremely impressed with the results.”
Vivian MacLean, Sales and Marketing Manager at CALA
Homes, added:
“We were excited to be a part of this competition as it really
celebrates the emerging talent at Robert Gordon University in an
innovative way. The winning projects show much promise for the
future of architectural design.”
Neil Lamb continues:
“The School is delighted with the results of the project which
reflects a level of reality for the students. Live client-led projects
add an extra dimension to the student learning experience and
the school has been very impressed by the high level of design that
has been produced.
The generous time and support offered by Stonehouse and
CALA has given the students an additional opportunity to take
their academic learning out of the classroom and apply this to real
briefs similar to those they would encounter after graduation.”
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a year out tale

Development sketches – ceiling plans for Markinch Primary School, Fife

Earlier this year we engaged the services of a talented year-out
student from Brooklyn NYC. Amanda has already fitted in well to
our multi-cultural office and shows great promise. Job hunting for
year out students has always been notoriously fickle, even more
so now, during this prolonged and vicious recession. Today’s year
out students must be wondering “What have we done to deserve
this?”
Some of us have been here before. In an earlier recession in
1980, I got the nod from a fellow Edinburgh University student
that Sir Basil Spence’s practice had a precious job vacancy. Seizing
my unwieldy AO portfolio of third year designs, I hurried across
the city to 40 Moray Place, anxious to be there before others got
wind. Word of mouth was king in this pre–internet and pre-mobile
era.
I still recall the first impact of Spence’s beautifully hand-drawn
sketches of his Port Seton housing, framed, in pride of place, in the
entrance hall. I knew of Spence and his international reputation we all did; but this was genuinely special.
I started the following week on Phase 4 of the Glasgow Royal
Infirmary redevelopment, joining a team of 12, led by Jimmy
Beveridge, Colin Milne and a youthful Mike Towers. This project
had been in the practice for ten years. I was tasked with redesigning
the X-ray suites, to accommodate machines which were not even
in existence when the designs had been sketched out. In the
sophisticated PFI business world of today we might smirk at this
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protracted project delivery and lack of ’future-proofing’, but that
was then. I eagerly set about my task with Rotring pens, clutch
pencil and set square. CAD was in its infancy, in the hands of a
select band of mavericks; the beast was still so primitive that it
had to be restrained in enormous cupboards, their tape drives
generating heat and noise.
No, the instant deletion of a wall was not for us. We laboriously
scratched the ink line off the tracing paper using a razor blade - too
sharp and a hole was cut in the sheet, too worn and a hole was
gouged. We quickly learned to get it right first time!
Spence himself had long since departed but it was impossible
to miss his influence. I recall two features as the defining
characteristics of the Spence approach. Firstly, the design
concept was stripped down to its essential core. Most Spence
concepts could be communicated effectively on a postage stamp.
Significantly though, this design simplicity could only become a
beautifully built reality through rigorous attention to detail. This
was not just construction detail, but meticulous material selection,
specification and workmanship, the recording and administration
of the contractual process. All of this was achieved by an integrated
multi-disciplinary design team, which always had a place for the
talents of the sculptor and artist.
My senior clerk of works, the late Iain Grant, revealed a more
impulsive side to Spence’s nature, relating an incident during the
final days of construction at Abbotsinch Airport, Glasgow. Having
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lovingly overseen the manual polishing of magnificent high level
Iroko hardwood panels, all as per Spence’s specification, he was
horrified when his question, ‘Well Mr Spence, what do you think?’
was answered brusquely, ’Don’t like them - paint them orange!’
Due diligence followed. The Architect’s Instruction with the BS
4840 colour reference and painterwork specification and dutifully
attended to. I often wonder what today’s cost driven project
managers might have made of such unquestioned authority.
In 1980 the practice still employed a full-time model maker,
Wes Woodburn, who crafted magnificent scale models of designs
for International competitions and high profile projects such as the
National Library in Causewayside, a Golf museum for St Andrews
and the proposed BBC studios at Greenside Place. The design
flair of Andrew Merrylees was complemented by the charismatic
presentation skills of consultant Hardie Glover.
Thirty years on, having been in private practice in Scotland for

all of that period, I really appreciate how lucky I was to have secured
that precious year out position. Spence himself trained in the office
of Sir Edwyn Lutyens. Many successful practices trace their roots to
this fine lineage and I know this pride is shared by all.
How wonderful it would be if Amanda, in exchange for her
infusion of New World vitality and ideas, could take just a small
fragment of the Spence legacy back to Brooklyn. How wonderful
too, if the current generation of talented year out students could
find meaningful employment, not in bars, warehouses and
supermarkets, but within our much loved practice of architecture.
Robin Watson RIAS
Robin Watson is a director of Watson Burnett Architects, Edinburgh, a
Professional Practice Examiner, a member of the RIAS Education Committee
and former vice chair of Carnegie College.

andrew doolan award 2011 exhibition on tour
13 April – 9 May Central Library, Wellgate, Dundee, DD1 1DB
10 May – 12 May Belmont Cinema, 49 Belmont Street, Aberdeen
14 May – 11 June Aberdeen Central Library, Rosemount Viaduct, Aberdeen, AB25 1GW
11 June – 2 July Elgin Museum, 1 High Street, Elgin, Moray, IV30 1EQ
2 July – 16 July Eden Court Theatre, Bishop’s Road, Inverness, IV3 5SA
16 July – 30 July Dingwall Museum, Town House, High Street, Dingwall, IV15 9RY
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The Big Crit is organised annually by staff and students from
the Scott Sutherland School in Aberdeen. It is a day long, public
discussion, open to all, about the work of architecture students
within the school, with presentations and reviews of work from all
years and the three Masters units. The aim is to draw lessons from
an analysis of students’ work and a review of the school’s studio
briefs. High profile architects and critics reflect on the proposals.
At the end of the reviews, the critics and public are invited to
reflect, comment and talk about the work in the context of broader
discussions about contemporary architecture and urbanism.
This year’s event takes place in the School on Friday 18th of
May with guest critics Charlie Sutherland, Sutherland Hussey
Architects, Rory Olcayto, Deputy Editor of the Architects Journal,
Joe Morris, Duggan Morris, Pier Vittorio Aureli, Glen Howells,
Glenn Howells Architects, along with Masters Studio tutors Neil
Gillespie OBE FRIAS, Reiach and Hall and Alan Dunlop FRIAS,
Alan Dunlop Architects.
The event is a fantastic opportunity to see students’ work from
the last year and explore design, construction and social issues.
There will be a social event in the school and grounds after the
critiques have finished.
The past year has dealt with a very diverse range of briefs, from
a live project for oil worker housing, the conversion of a swimming
pool to an art gallery, to master plans of Peterhead and the hand
drawn work by Professor Dunlop’s Masters Unit.
This year’s Big Crit is held the week after the RIAS Convention
on the 10th-12th May, a fantastic opportunity for delegates to see
work by Scott Sutherland School students.
This year the Robert Gordon University is also holding an end
of year show to coincide with the RIAS Convention. There will be
a plethora of student work dealing with sites in Aberdeen and
other parts of Scotland. After the competition for Union Terrace
Gardens, contemporary architecture is fresh on the minds of
Aberdeen’s people. The end of year show hopes to capture this
interest and showcase a variety of different approaches as well as
competition entries by the University’s new competition society,
“Intentions”.
Marking the Convention, the end of year show will be held in
two locations, the city centre and the school itself. The exhibition
will deal with two main approaches, catering to the different
interests in both locations. The in-school exhibition will act as a
learning tool for students, mapping the progression and research
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amy holmes

the big crit 2012

through the design process, culminating in the presentation stage
in the school’s Old Hall. The city exhibition will take a slightly
different approach. Patrons will be given the opportunity to view
approaches to dealing with built archetypes and materials found in
Aberdeen and Scotland.
For more details, please contact the school. Details of venues
will be released nearer the exhibition dates. As always, the
Scott Sutherland School looks forward to welcoming students,
professionals and enthusiasts. We hope you all enjoy your stay in
Aberdeen in May.
Please visit www.bigcrit.org for up to date information.
Jonathan Mennie and Connor Scully
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image of Pesce UPchair from ‘A History of Design from the Victorian Era to the Present’
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THE AVERAGE PRACTICE

2.3 partners
Realized Projects/Year: 4

getting started

In business for approx.
5 years

Employees: 4.1

Gender: 72 % male,
28 % female

Average Project Budget:
242,693 Euros

Competition Entries/Year: 3

Profile of a typical small design-oriented architectural practice
According to our survey, the average architectural practice is teamwork. The partners set up
office together after an average of 6.9 years of study and 2.7 years of work for other practices.
Their initial investment, during the first year, is less than 10,000 Euros. Most commissions result
from personal contacts. Every second practice engages in other fields than architectural design.
Taking part in international competitions, having projects abroad, and being based in more than
one country is common.
Half of the projects started eventually do not materialize. The practices regularly work unpaid
extra time, at least on selected projects, and in half of the cases they work whatever hours it
takes to produce the best possible design.

See reality check #1 / page 46

Source: Wonderland #1 Survey – by SHARE architects

Revenue Share/Partner/Year:
49,285 Euros
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Manual for Emerging
Architects
Edited by Wonderland – Silvia
Forlati and Anne Isop
SpringerWienNewYork
£31.99
The book Manual for an Emerging Architects
by Wonderland is a collation of new and
previously published articles. Wonderland
is a group, website and publication that
describes itself as a platform for European
architecture. It is a network based in
Vienna, Austria for exchanging experiences,
information and knowledge for young
Europe-oriented architecture practices.
The manual is not a manual in the
traditional sense where one expects simple
practical advice, it is more a guide to
encourage the young emerging architect to
question how they approach certain aspects
of practice, to encourage them to question
if they are achieving their objectives. This is
done by offering the reader numerous case
studies with solutions which have been
taken by practices and the experiences of
individuals in which they explain how they
approached situations. In addition, collated
survey results alongside editorials written
by different individuals offer alternative
viewpoints.
As the information contained within
the manual has been collected over a
number of years and from a wide variety of
sources, it can sometimes appear disjointed
and on occasion even outdated. The writing
styles and individual approaches taken to
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address subject matter can differ wildly.
The approach taken by some is more simple
and practical while others approach from
a more philosophical or theoretical point
of view, both of which have their merits.
Consequently the ease of reading does
vary throughout, though this may, in part,
be a result of direct translation from the
author’s individual languages into English.
The layout and presentation of the book
deviates from a typical academic text in
some areas, such as yellow text on a white
background or connected bubbles of text,
which can also make the book difficult to
read. Furthermore, the diagrams are not
always clearly explained.
The book is made up of five separate
chapters: Getting Started, Making
Mistakes, Going Public, Getting Specialised
and Making Competitions. Each chapter
stems from a specific survey on the subject
which was returned by European practices
who are members of Wonderland. In each
chapter the topic is addressed through
survey results, editorials and interviews to
give a diverse approach to each topic.
As the title makes explicitly clear this
is very much a book for the “Emerging
Architect” as an occasional reference for one
of the particular topics covered. The variety
of points of view may assist in forming
personal approaches to the topic. However
reading from start to finish in a traditional
manner can prove difficult and does not
appear to be how the layout of the book was
designed. The different authors’ styles and

One thing is certain: the choice of location for a new architectural practice is about finding adequate office space at an affordable price and deciding on where this place might be. The
current generation of architects starting up a practice can in
fact fully benefit from a professional title recognized throughout the EU and from the growing globalization of both education and job market.
Each location entails specific conditions that determine much
of the opportunities and difficulties involved in starting up a
practice.
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focus differs so much throughout that one
article does not flow with the next.
Some very useful and practical
information is contained within this
book. If used as a reference book when
addressing a specific subject and forming
office strategies it could prove useful in
suggesting alternative approaches.
Michelle Farrell RIAS

To Have and to Hold: Future of
a Contested Landscape
Edited by Gerrie Van Noord
NVA/Luath Press
£15.00
The concept of a ‘contested landscape’ has
become a fertile seam within academic
research of late, especially for earnest
geography doctoral candidates. The theme
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suggests a place of conflict such as Belfast
or Baghdad; a territory fraught with
tension, racked by resistance, subjugation
and capitulation. The west coast of Scotland
may seem an unlikely terrain but the
Kilmahew Estate, Cardross, has become a
focus for intense international attention.
Contested landscapes tend to evoke
an emotional response, especially when
shaped by skilled practitioners. Every
architect knows Gillespie, Kidd + Coia’s
(GKC) St Peter’s Seminary and its status
as the nation’s most venerated Modernist
icon. The building’s chequered history is
given added poignancy due to its wanton
neglect by the Roman Catholic Church and
the recent demise of one of its principal
designers. I’m indebted to my Second Year
tutor who bussed us across to Cardross
in 1980 to marvel at the architects’ deft
handling of space and daring juxtaposition
with John Burnet’s baronial mansion.
Kilmahew, of course, has morphed
from a cultural landscape into a symbolic
landscape. Revisiting the site now reveals
its transformation from the unalloyed
optimism of the Modern Movement to
its accelerated ruination, largely due to
the elements and unchecked vandalism.
Cardross has acquired mythic status and
appeals to a peculiar Scottish fascination
for the underachiever and misunderstood
genius (such as Charles Rennie Mackintosh).
In 2010 NVA curated Scotland’s
contribution to the 12th International
Architectural Biennale in Venice. They
elected to invite a select group of creative
types (including Ed Hollis, Gordon Murray
PPRIAS, Henry McKeown, Morag Bain and
Alan Pert FRIAS) to deliberate on matters
pertinent to Cardross. This discursive
exercise forms the basis of this new
publication which was formally launched
at last year’s Edinburgh International Book
Festival.
The book combines a beguiling mix of
interviews, essays, transcripts, drawings
and photographs to explore issues of space,
time, community and aesthetics. The subtle
dialectic between entropy and atrophy is
an obvious preoccupation. But can NVA
reconcile their ambitions given the scale of

the problem and the pressure on available
arts funding? They also have to win over
the local community, some of whom still
deploy the ‘C’ word (carbuncle) and nurse
an entrenched animosity towards this
crumbling iconic structure.
Cardross is a phenomenon. Its closure
in 1979 might be likened to Charles
Jencks’ declaration that the demolition
of the Pruitt-Igoe complex represented
modern architecture’s death knell. The site
has been subject to a number of ‘rescue
plans’ over the past fifty years which
have varied from complete restoration to
wholesale demolition. The appointment
of NVA, therefore, is inspired and augurs
a sense of real hope for a viable future.
Their considered strategy is to recalibrate
attention away from the crumbling pile to
the wider landscape. NVA promote a more
inclusive, iterative approach and plan to
transform the site into a place for learning,
public art and performance. They recently
launched the pedagogic framework for
an Invisible College which can foster “…
dynamic new thinking that refreshes our
understanding of, and insight into, the
world around us.”
NVA plans to consolidate the GKC
buildings but invest primarily in opening
up the network of paths and features
within the 140-acre parkland. This new
book complements Dianne Watters’ 1997
publication Cardross Seminary: Gillespie
Kidd & Coia and the architecture of Post War
Catholicism and encapsulates Ian Gilzean’s
assessment that we have shifted from a
sustained period of ‘passive neglect’ to
a new era of ‘active engagement’. NVA
deserves our support.
Mark Cousins rias

Rethinking Design and
Interiors - Human Beings in the
Built Environment
Shashi Caan
Laurence King Publishing
£19.95
In Rethinking Design and Interiors the
eminent interior designer, educator and
thinker Shashi Caan explores the premise
that design is for people. She argues
that, without empathy and a profound
understanding of the human condition, the
architect is doomed to be a mere stylist, a
creator of spaces that photograph well but
do not nurture the soul. In order to fully
comprehend the role of the designer Ms
Caan takes a holistic approach, considering
the role of space under four main headings;
Shelter, Being, Inside and Design.
‘Shelter’ is seen as the most basic
requirement – a cave that protects its
inhabitants from the elements but also
allows them the comfort and safety to
discover their identity. ‘Being’ explores how
different levels of intimacy (personal, social,
public) affect how we behave and how our
understanding of comfort has changed
over time. She considers how designers
have sought to quantify the requirements
of the end-user from Vitruvian man to
Neuferts book of architectural data and
the use of a ‘Well Being Index’ to assess the
non-empirical factors that contribute to
someone’s sense of contentment.
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‘Inside’ explores how the interiors of
buildings are an expression of a person’s
sense of self; a second skin. In the design
of these spaces she surmises that interior
designers are quite distinct from interior
decorators, the designer considering the
space and not just the treatment of surfaces.
The final chapter, ‘Design’ seeks to quantify
the term. She refers to a rising hierarchy of
design formulated by the Danish Design
Centre in 2003 that, at its lowest level,
considers ‘Design by non-designers’. Here
design solutions are based on a perception
of functionality and aesthetics shared by
the people involved but with little or no
consideration for the end-user. One step
up from non-design is ‘Styling’, where
an aesthetic is applied to an object. This
is followed by ‘Design as Process’ where
design is part of product development. The
Holy Grail is ‘Design as Innovation’ where
design informs every aspect of a business.
Her message is that good design can
only thrive where the designer has an
intimate and empathic understanding of
who will use the finished product or space
and what they will do there. She argues
that, due to massive advances in technology
and shifts in cultural, social, political and
economic conditions, the twenty-first
century designer must develop a far more
integrated and diversified knowledge
than ever before. They must also cultivate
a depth of expertise that can be put to
specialist use.
There is something of Alain de Botton’s
The Architecture of Happiness about this
book, particularly in its efforts to pin down
what makes for good design. Its weakness is
the density of the text, reading at times as
though the author has condensed a lecture
series into handy paperback form. Given
the choice I’d rather attend the lecture.
Peter Robinson rias
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A History of Design from the
Victorian Era to the Present
Day (second edition)
Ann Ferebee with Jeff Byles
W W Norton
£29.99
Four sections, each divided into five
groups, is an accessible approach to such
a vast topic. Victorian, Art Nouveau, Early
Modern and Late Modern Design are
simple categories within which repeating
subheadings examine architecture, interior
design, industrial design, graphic design
and photography. This narrative has a
pleasant voice which seems enthusiastic
and informed across all design disciplines.
Sociological, economic and historical
background
notes
interweave
the
disciplines.
The author credits the industrial
revolution as spawning both modern
design - through advances in technology and regression to safer historical styles due
to social turmoil. Citing Paxton’s innovative
Crystal Palace in contrast to the Gothic
Revival of London’s Houses of Parliament
the author introduces the century long
battle between Modernism and Picturesque
modes. The Parliament collaboration
between Barry and Pugin gained huge
public support for the latter.
Industrial design wrestled with the
same dilemma. Should products be clothed
in historic costume, or did machine-made
artefacts deserve a new style? Victorian
objects generally seemed to favour
picturesque until two American designs
– McCormick’s mechanical reaper, and

Samuel Colt’s revolver – were acclaimed
at Crystal Palace. Their spare styling
was driven by mass production and the
manufacturing process. It split design and
engineering into two different fields further
fuelling the ongoing style conflict.
Photography set the art community in a
spin by 1840. Some, like Degas, immediately
adopted the camera as a tool. Others
like Holman Hunt faced the challenge by
imitating pictorial fine detail. The ability to
make portraits attracted two Scots, Hill and
Adamson.
The author somewhat uncharitably
introduces Hill as an undistinguished artist
remembered only for photographic portraits
of the 470 ministers who relinquished their
pulpits to form the Free Church of Scotland.
This overlooks his remarkable finished
painting of the ministers. He also published
illustrations in books by Robert Burns
and Sir Walter Scott, as well as assisting in
establishing The Royal Scottish Academy of
Arts, of which he became Secretary in 1836.
The timeline of Art Nouveau becomes a
bit unnecessarily complicated but familiar
architectural and graphic icons are included.
Photography is less obviously inspired by
the movement while interior and product
design could usefully be expanded to
include many more delightful studies.
Early Modern provides an adequate
architectural and interior summary but
shines best on industrial design. Alvar
Aalto’s tea trolley, Olivetti’s typewriter,
Braun’s shavers along with automobiles
from Rolls Royce to the VW Beetle
reveal that striking design was evolving
simultaneously across many countries.
The final section, on late modern
design, has been revised and augmented
since the first edition in 1970. This overview
reveals the vast impact of the digital
revolution on all design. Architecture
of the period is defined by spectacular
gestures and geometry as produced by
Gehry, Calatrava, Hadid, et al, and features
intrepid “fearless engineers” as significant
design collaborators.
Where green design or iconic Apple
computers are recorded the book will
inevitably date quickly. This will not
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invalidate the exercise however, as the
book’s value is in the width and breadth
of its narrative. It is the inter-relationship
between these often parallel design
disciplines that this book highlights and
thus it provides a useful taster for each era
and stylistic movement.

A Flat Archipelago of Garden-Villas

The Regional and the Classical Imperial

Philibert, without a major client, turned to writing, he began investigating the
problem of a ‘French order’. In his treatise, the first by a Frenchman, he
rejected the obedience to the established Italian universalist canon, inviting
originality, innovation, and efficiency, and promoting a regionalistnationalist
point of view. He argued:

inviolate, and the gathering of competing Greeks was accompanied with the
observance of a sacred truce. Yet despite all these considerations, their capacity to centralize and unify the regional Greek tribes was limited.
Since the archaic period, there had been many attempts to form
alliances. The Amphictyonic League, around the seventh century, was an
early one that did not lead to a more permanent result. In 477 bce, after the
Persian defeat at the Battle of Plataea, the Athenians took the initiative in
forming a league, bringing together more than 159 independent states with a
center and treasury located on the island of Delos. On the other hand, it
became increasingly clear that the alliance, initially founded as a defense
organization against the Persians, was increasingly acquiring the characteristics of an empire under the Athenians, who controlled and taxed its
members – a modern, as opposed to an Asiatic, empire, centralized but
having no despot, and promoting democratic regimes for all its subservient
member states.

The Regional and the Classical Imperial

Figure 1.01 Four regional
houses and four classical
temples. Illustration for
Vitruvius’s text in Giovan
Antonio Rusconi’s
Dell’architettura (1590).

In different nations and countries, architects felt free to invent new
types of columns, as was the case with the Latins and Romans
with the Tuscan and Composite columns; the Athenians the Athe
nian column. A long time before the Latins and the Romans, the
Dorian architects invented the Doric column; the Ionian architects
the Ionian columns; and the Corinthians the Corinthian. Who, then,
would keep us, the French, from inventing some of our own and
calling them French?
The basic point of departure, claimed Philibert, is difference and not univer
sality. The new French columns must be carried out through ‘the imitation . . .
of natural things that are Godgiven: trees, plants, birds, animals . . . the way
nature made them different from one another’. Further on, because France is
lacking in the kind of marble that permitted Tuscans to erect monolithic
columns, he suggested a structurally sound column made of superimposed
modules made out of local French stone.7

Ictinus: out of the Regional, the Universal System
In 454, the Athenians took the initiative in moving the treasury of the Delian
League to Athens. It was a few years before the construction of the Parthenon and the other buildings on the Acropolis, and it was rumored that they
were built using the league’s gold. An interesting fact is that while these political steps toward the integration of the Greek regions into a broad alliance
were taking place, Ictinus designed the Parthenon, carrying out a very significant innovation the first step toward the integration of diverse regional architectural types, the Ionic and the Doric, into the same building, and thereby
taking the first step toward the development of a universal architectural
system.

Ian Stuart Campbell Hon FRIAS
Ionic, and Corinthian – their ‘parts’, their ‘members’, and their organization in
terms proportion and symmetry. Then he turned to another ‘kind’ of building,
not subject to the same rules, regional architecture.
As a rationalist, after classifying the kinds and describing their differences, Vitruvius tried to explain what made them different. He contrasted
the ‘regional’ ‘kinds’ of buildings (genera aedificiorum), the ones that belong
to a region (regionum), with the Greek and Roman ones, their diversity caused
by their different characteristics ‘ordained by Nature’ (‘proprietates locorum
ab natura rerum . . . constituere aedificiorum qualitates’). In other words, the

Figure 3.02 Philibert de
l’Orme: the ‘French order’
next to the natural order:
The First Volume of
Architecture (1567).

Figure 1.04 Temple of
Apollo, Bassae.
23
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Architecture of Regionalism
in the Age of Globalization:
Peaks and Valleys in the Flat
World
Liane Lefaivre, Alex Tzonis
Routledge
£29.99
The authors set themselves the task of
developing a thesis on the expansive
and complex themes of regionalism and
globalism. Certainly an admirable ambition,
if potentially fraught. Many attempts to
define regionalism founder from being too
imprecise or inchoate, or are simply a thinly
veiled ideological manifesto.
Citing the German pioneer of regionalist
planning, von Thünen’s, reductive model of
an idealised state where there are no peaks
and valleys to obstruct the movement of
goods (and one assumes by extension,
ideas) the authors submit the metaphors
of a globalist “flat earth” and a regionalist
one with peaks and valleys. The obvious
inference is that a richer environment is

offered by a more regionalist response in
architecture. However, geography is not
architecture and models of regionalist
planning, useful as they can be, begin from
a premise of reductive analysis. This in stark
contrast to Claude Lévi-Strauss’s expansive
idea where he called the city “the human
invention par excellence” this inate drive
to innovate, adapt, change and invent that
defines who we are.
The interaction of history, identity,
progress, communication, technology,
fashion, invention, politics, power,
resources,
climate,
imperialism,
nationalism, urbanisation, typology and
nostalgia begin to give a sense of the
difficulty of the task. Nevertheless, the
authors offer a well researched journey
through, perhaps predictably, a Western
orthodoxy of Roman Classical Imperialism
to French garden villas, the rise of Patriotic
Regionalism, Gothic Communalism and
Nationalist Regionalism. The author’s
journey becomes more focussed and
complex as one enters the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. The German “heimat”
(homeland) movement coalesced into
ideas of a “region of regions” or “super
regions” and were precursors to a united
Germany. The emergence of world fairs
were not only marketing a country’s goods
and technology, they were also promoting
a nationalist agenda in a ‘flatter’ more
globally connected world.
Inevitably, the argument focuses on
the 20th century’s antagonism between the
rise of internationalism and regionalism
and the debate moves from Europe to the

American continent. The International Style
in America becomes a highly charged and
politicised debate of American identity. The
imperialist expansion of America through
the embassy programme is fascinating and
might well have been a good source for a
book on its own, but like many examples
in the book, it is really a footnote in the
history of architecture. The authors prefer
to highlight useful but nevertheless isolated
examples of buildings, often residential in
scale, often unique one-off buildings like
embassies, and often in extreme climate
zones, to make their argument.
They are quiet on the great city
expansions in the 1800s and the impact of
technologies such as the steel frame, or on
new urban typologies, or the great Victorian
transformations of British cities. How
regionalism relates to the scale of the city
rather than individual buildings highlights
the inherent problem with the task.
The book ends with a chapter on China,
almost as if it were an obligation but it
does begin to establish the authors’ strong
ideological stance: Western capitalism
and global internationalism (bad) rich,
diverse regionalism (good). Given what is
happening in China today, the idea that
a regionalist architecture can be debated
meaningfully is very unlikely.
The book feels, perhaps appropriately,
like a work in progress and will certainly be
of interest to many. For some however it
will feel too much like ideology.
Allan Murray FRIAS
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Structuralism Reloaded:
Rule-Based Design in
Architecture and Urbanism
Edited by Valena, Avermaete
and Vrachliotis
Edition Axel Menges
£78.00
Structuralism Reloaded sprang from a
symposium held in 2009, which evolved
into this hardback with almost 50 essays on
structuralist architecture. The book looks
both backwards and forwards: it revisits
the 1960’s and 70’s to seek the inspiration
for Hertzberger’s and van Eyck’s design
approach in Team 10 and explores how 21st
Century computer algorithms can generate
architectural form and pattern.
Team 10 has acquired a mythical
status, as a kind of theogony when the
great names of late Modern architecture
came together as youngsters – or so the
story goes – to throw down the old gods
of the Bauhaus. The myth acquired such
potency because “structuralism” managed
to connect architecture to a wider realm
of academic theory in sociology, literature
and anthropology. The deconstructivists
tried to pull off the same trick a couple of
decades later: however, just as architectural
deconstructivism became synonymous
with a style (spiky shapes), structuralism
is shorthand for megastructures (brutish
scale). Like it or not, the association stuck.
Arguably structuralism is a systematic
process rather than a style. It provided
the ordering principles for projects as
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diverse as the Free University of Berlin, and
Moshe Safdie’s Habitat ‘67, both of which
feature here. The Dutch structuralists are
perhaps the truest to the book’s thesis. The
portrayal of Herman Hertzberger’s and
Aldo van Eyck’s work makes Structuralism
Reloaded a good source for how rule-based
design works in practice. The essays share
a common theme, but whilst some writers
focus tightly on a particular architect,
others have a very wide ambit, with
references ranging from Roland Barthes to
the Situationist International.
A good three-quarters of the book
looks at Team 10 and its children,
contrasting structuralism with the “era
of dry pragmatism” which immediately
followed. Only the final few chapters tackle
the movement’s influence today. The twist
lies in the way the conference’s director
and the book’s editors, have tried to align
contemporary work by MVRDV and UN

Studio to the original structuralists. You get
a sense of architects seeking a philosophical
basis for their shape-making, even though
the outward results share very little with
their predecessors. The case still has to
be made that the so-called ‘super Dutch’
architects are the inheritors of Team 10’s
approach.
A well-illustrated hardback with ample
footnotes, Structuralism Reloaded is
academic rather than scholarly. It will no
doubt form the backbone of many student
dissertations. The book has translated well
into English and there are many drawings
and diagrams, almost all reproduced at
a legible size thanks to its large format.
The only slight disappointment is that
Cumbernauld Town Centre – for some
the most influential megastructure of all –
doesn’t appear within its pages.
Mark Chalmers rias
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The Egyptian Revival: Ancient
Egypt as the Inspiration for
Design Motifs in the West
James Stevens Curl
Routledge London & New York
£29.99
No-one could ever accuse Professor Curl of
not being thorough. This third edition of
his seminal work on the influence of Egypt
on western design, art and architecture
runs to nearly 600, richly illustrated,
pages. The Professor is meticulous and his
listing of illustrations, careful glossary,
extensive bibliography and lengthy index
are exemplars of academic thoroughness.
So too is this superb volume.
Egypt perpetually fascinates. It is
apparent from Professor Curl’s exploration
of two millennia of Egyptian influence
that it first fascinated its ancient invaders
from Greece and Rome. The allure of its
magnificent monuments, sculpted deities
and shattered remnants has continued
to inspire artists, writers, archaeologists,
invaders and legions of plunderers down
the centuries ever since.
Professor Curl’s book is much more
than a chronologically ordered scholarly
examination of successive generations of
Egyptophile art and architecture. Woven
into this chronology is the history of
how successive generations of invaders

(some belligerent, some acquisitive, some
scholarly) have attempted to take control,
have explored and have endeavoured to
understand Egypt and the great civilisation
which once dwelt there. All this told in the
Professor’s exactingly detailed, carefully
considered and eminently readable prose.
As is quite apparent from this beguiling
tome, those who haven’t quite literally
carried off fragments of Egypt’s treasury
have taken away a fascination for the
mystery of one of the birthplaces of
western civilisation. And many have tried
to translate that fascination for the forms of
ancient Egypt into successive interpretative
renderings, applying motifs and forms
which are, all too often, diminished in
translation.
It is perhaps inevitable with a book of
this importance that its author exercises
magnificent restraint in the application of
value judgements. It becomes apparent,
even after the cursory perusal of some
of the images, why the Egyptian style,
though enduring and recurring, was never
the favourite amongst revivalists. Neogothic and Graeco/Roman Neo-classicism
are so prevalent that this hefty volume
would be multiplied many times over in
the codification and recording of their
influence.
Egyptianising tombs from the
eighteenth and nineteenth Centuries are
arguably the most prevalent and arguably
the most successful translations of
Egyptian forms into western structures.
Shinkel drew upon ancient Egypt with
characteristic mastery and, closer to home,
Alexander Thompson’s endeavours were
often more significantly Egyptian that his
popular epithet “Greek” would imply. Both
are well recorded in Professor Curl’s book.
In Egyptian fronted houses, in the
extravagant décor of theatres and cinemas
and in the expansion of Egyptian temple
forms into the facades of great factories
and office buildings, the limitations of
the Egyptian, once plundered from its
natural home on either side the River Nile,
become all too apparent. Of course, that’s
my opinion, Professor Curl is too much the
diligent academic and the great chronicler

of wonderful things to be quite so pass
remarkable.
This is one of those too rare books
which any self-respecting learned bookshelf
should not be without.
neil baxter
RIAS Secretary & Treasurer

All these new titles
are available at the RIAS
bookshop, 15 Rutland
Square, Edinburgh;
by mail order (0131 229 7545);
or online at
www.rias.org.uk/bookshop
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Introducing the SureCav® Cavity Spacer System
SureCav ® is a moulded, recycled

polypropylene panel with spacer protrusions.
SureCav forms the cavity and allows a stone,
slate, brick and flint outer leaf to be built
without the need of an additional block leaf.

100% recycled
Easy to handle
Environmentally friendly

This cavity protection system ensures clean and
moisture free cavities.

Saves time and money
Simplifies transportation
Ensures absolute integrity of cavity
Stops wind driven rain
Increases floor space by up to 5%
Reduces carbon footprint
Durable

The equivalent wall area of SureCav panels, that would require
40 tonnes of 100mm concrete blocks, will easily fit into a pick-up,
as shown on the right.

SureCav Limited
Holbrook Lodge, Holbrook, Wincanton, Somerset. BA9 8BT
Phone: 01963 34660 Fax: 01963 32441
www.surecav.co.uk
info@surecav.co.uk

SureCav will prevent any water ingress from
wind driven rain and can be used in any
exposure zone using a 50mm cavity.
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THE LATEST NEWS FROM RIAS PRACTICE
If you have issues you would like to discuss
please do noT hesitate to contact us.
Maryse Richardson, Practice Manager
0131 229 7545 mrichardson@rias.org.uk
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planning news

Permitted Development Rights
New permitted development rights for householder development
came into force on 6 February 2012. Transitional arrangements
have been put in place. Provided work started before 6 February
2012 and is scheduled to finish by the end of August 2012, the
previous permitted developments rights will still apply. Any work
starting after 6 February will be assessed for permission under the
new regulations. Illustrated guidance was issued by the Scottish
Government at the end of February 2012.
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/
planning/National-Planning-Policy/themes/HouseholderPDR

Low Carbon Equipment and Building
Regulations: Biomass Installations - A Guide
to Safe and Sustainable Constructions
New guidance has been published by the Scottish Government.
The guidance document provides a basic introduction to different
low carbon technologies and describes their relationship to the
building regulations in Scotland. The guidance has been prepared
to correspond to domestic sized biomass installations, with output
ratings not exceeding 50kW.
The document is intended to be read in conjunction with
the general introduction to low carbon equipment. Information
on other types of low carbon equipment can be found in the
Key Guidance Documents section of the Building Standard
Division’s website: http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/BuiltEnvironment/Building/Building-standards/publications/
pubtech/thbksupguidce

Consultation on SAP 2012

building standards
New Guidance on Noise - Example
Constructions and Generic Internal
Constructions: for use with Section 5: NOISE
– of the Technical Handbooks
This document provides guidance on one way of meeting some of
the requirements of the functional standards set out in Regulation
9 of the Building (Scotland) Regulations 2004, as amended. It is,
however, acceptable to propose alternative solutions, provided
they fully satisfy the functional standards.
The main aim of this document is to provide examples of the
most commonly used separating wall, separating floor, internal
wall and intermediate floor constructions.
These examples offer a prepared solution to meeting certain
aspects of Standard 5.1 and Standard 5.2. When built correctly and
taking into account the flanking elements, they should meet the
sound performance levels given in 5.1.2 and 5.2.1 of the Technical
Handbooks.
This guide can be accessed on the Scottish Government website:
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/Building/
Building-standards/publications/pubtech/techexpleconstr/

A consultation is being undertaken on proposed changes to SAP
to make a revised version of the methodology (SAP 2012), which
is anticipated to come into operation in 2013. The consultation
document can be accessed at: http://www.decc.gov.uk/en/
content/cms/consultations/sap/sap.aspx
Responses to the consultation were required by 28th March
2012. A summary of the changes entitled “SAP 2012 in a nutshell”
has been published by National Energy Services Ltd and can be
found on their website: http://www.nesltd.co.uk/news/sap-2012nutshell

Scottish Government’s Certification
Register
You may be aware that the Scottish Government’s Certification
Register has been experiencing technical problems since midDecember.
The Building Standards Division of the Scottish Government
has confirmed that the temporary PDF lists that each Certification
Scheme provides are now located in the normal Certification
Register place on the BSD web page entitled ‘Certification Scheme
Membership Lists’. Details of the contingency measure have been
added to the BSD home page to explain how the list should be used
until the Certification Register is operating normally.
BSD has confirmed that this is a temporary measure and they
are hopeful that the Certification Register will be back to functioning
normally soon.
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SBCC 2011 Edition

Conservation in Architecture

Payment Provisions

Introduction of Certificate of Intention Not
to List (COINTL)

Practices will be aware that, as a result of the amendments to the
Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act 1996 introduced
by the Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction
Act 2009 the 2011 edition of SBCC contracts have new payment
provisions. At the recent annual update conference which took
place on 24th November 2011 at the Royal College of Physicians
in Edinburgh Shona Frame, of MacRoberts LLP, a specialist in
Construction Law, explained the changes. Shona is the author of
Practice Note FI121 illustrated by useful payment timeline diagrams
which was published in the spring edition of Practice Information.

Contractors’ Professional Indemnity
Insurance under the Scottish Minor Works
Contract with Contractor’s Design
Practices should note that a new requirement for contractors’
professional indemnity insurance has been introduced in the new
SBCC 11 Minor Works Contract with Contractor’s Design for use in
Scotland.
Contract Administrators should advise their clients to seek
expert advice regarding particular cover from their insurance
brokers. Contract Administrators should also refer to Practice Note
FI125 for advice on the relevant clauses of the contract and what to
do if cover is not available.
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As a follow up to Practice Note SC119 in the winter edition of
Practice Information, Jocelyn Cunliffe FRIAS, who attended the
stakeholder seminar on 1st December, held by Historic Scotland,
reviews the contents of the day’s proceedings and in particular
the information and advice on COINTL. Jocelyn chairs the RIAS
Conservation Committee and also represents the Architectural
Heritage Society of Scotland (AHSS) on the board of the Built
Environment Forum Scotland (BEFS).
Jocelyn writes:
“Historic Scotland held a Stakeholder Seminar on 1 December
2011 to provide information and advice on COINTLs which were
introduced when the second phase of the Historic Environment
(Amendment) (Scotland) Act 2011 came into force on 1 December
2011. This Act amends the Planning (Listed Buildings and
Conservation Areas) (Scotland) Act 1997.
After a welcome by Dr Deborah Mays Hon FRIAS (Director of
Policy and Outreach), in which she stressed that Historic Scotland
is open to comments and want people to be fully aware of the
potential of a Certificate of Intention Not to List (COINTL).
Bill McQueen introduced the legislation; the intention was
to address gaps and weaknesses in the framework, avoid placing
new burdens or duties on central government, local government,
businesses or individuals and keep implementation costs low.
The provisions relating to COINTLs are laid down in Section 18. A
COINTL is a legal guarantee that a building or buildings will not
be statutorily listed as being of special architectural or historic
interest during the five years from the date on which the certificate
is signed.
Elizabeth McCrone (Head of Listing and Designed Landscapes)
provided the context for COINTLs. In England Certificates of
Immunity are administered by English Heritage but the decision
is taken by DCMS. English applications must have a live planning
application. This is not the case in Scotland where COINTLs have
been introduced as a way of avoiding high profile contentious cases.
COINTLs are principally aimed at developers, local authorities and
planning professionals although anyone can apply.
The message is that if you, or a client, are contemplating
development on a site which has a building or buildings which
might be of special architectural or historic interest you can
request a Certificate of Intention Not to List before investing
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in project development costs. The process requires the same
application form as is used for proposing that a new building or
structure be added to the List, requesting a review of an existing
Listed Building or that a Listed Building be removed from the List.
Applications for a certificate will be subject to the same
assessment process as applies when any building is being
considered for listing. During the time that the application is
being considered the planning authority cannot serve a building
preservation notice. When Historic Scotland receives an
application for a COINTL it will not be publicised. There is no right
of appeal against a decision to issue or not to issue a COINTL. If
Historic Scotland does not issue a COINTL and the building might
be listed, Historic Scotland will then have a consultation process as
with any building being considered for listing.
Dawn McDowell gave examples of Certificate of Immunity
cases in England, including the Derwent Tower, Gateshead, a late
example of Brutalism which had significant alterations, and part
of the Broadgate development by Peter Foggo.
The seminar ended with David Fleetwood introducing
Partnership Management Agreements. The aim of these is to
streamline the consents regime through management and
partnership of large sites, for example in industrial use, which are
of heritage value. An example of this is the agreement between
Highland Council, Rio Tinto Alcan and Historic Scotland. The
Project Management Agreement sets out which works on a site will
require listed building consent, provides guidance on good practice
and streamlines the LBC process by removing the requirement of
the local planning authority to consult Historic Scotland.”
More information on COINTL assessment criteria and how to
apply can be found on www.historic-scotland.gov.uk.

If you have issues you would like to discuss,
don’t hesitate to contact a member of the
Practice team on 0131 229 7545 or
mricharson@rias.org.uk.

Manufacturers of Timber Doors and Door Sets
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practice services 2012
RIAS Spring 2012 Practice Information has been published. If you
have not yet renewed your subscription this year, there is still time
to contact us so that you don’t miss out on important information.
We have published two excellent notes on the SBCC 2011 suite
of contracts with explanatory diagrams which make it easy to
understand the changes and should help Contract Administrators
come to terms with the revised timetable for payments and
notices.
The RIAS continues to recommend the use of Standard Forms of
Appointment which are all available as free downloads for Practice
Services subscribers and are updated regularly to take into account
changes in legislation.
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rias procurement conference
14 February 2012, Scottish Storytelling Centre, Edinburgh

Our December 2011 report Public Procurement in Scotland: Building
a Better Future? identified a range of issues in urgent need of
tackling and reflected the very high level of concern both within the
private and the public sectors. The RIAS Procurement Conference
held in Edinburgh on the 14th February was the next stage in our
campaign to improve public sector procurement processes.
The conference chair, Neil Baxter, welcomed the delegates
and handed over to the RIAS President, Sholto Humphries,
for the opening address. Sholto told the 60 delegates ‘You will
hear evidence today about utterly disproportionate effort and
expenditure towards the commissioning of even quite modest
projects.‘ Referring to the RIAS report recommendations he
continued, ‘our next task is to persuade those in power, our
politicians, the heads of the commissioning authorities and the
employees within those authorities that there are practicable
solutions.’
Setting the scene, I explained the reasoning behind the RIAS
Procurement Report and gave a rapid overview of the report
and its recommendations. The next speaker, Willie Watt FRIAS
(Nicoll Russell Studios), was a key advisor to the RIAS President’s
Commission on Procurement. He placed procurement in a
European context, drawing on the 2011 PricewaterhouseCoopers
report Public Procurement in Europe which identifies the UK as
being costly and slow, supplementing this study with his own
experiences. He then went on to discuss the gold-plating he
believed has occurred at a national and local level in Scotland, using
as one of his examples, lengthy pre-qualification questionnaires
(PQQs). He argued both that there was unnecessary complexity
for those projects which were above the European OJEU threshold
and that the flexibility available to projects under the European
threshold was not being taken advantage of. When taken
together, the procurement systems impose significant barriers for
micro-organisations and small and medium enterprises (SMEs)
delivering public sector projects.
Stephen Lynas FRIAS, Stirling Chapter President, used his
broad experience of bidding for projects at Hadden Construction
to illustrate the frustrations and inefficiencies in the procurement
system from a contractor’s perspective. Hadden had bid for 188
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construction projects via PQQs over a two year period and at 3-4
days per bid, the resources being committed to the process are
costly for individual organisations. When multiplied across the
construction sector as a whole the cost is massive.
Stephen questioned how well systems such as the Public
Contracts Scotland website were being used, raising questions
about the use of minimum requirements and whether quality was
really given weight in procurement decisions. Pre-qualification
questionnaires were costly to complete and, illustrating number
of areas typically covered, he questioned whether the information
being gathered really provided a sound basis on which to make
decisions. He concluded by identifying significant concerns ranging
from project aggregation to ‘kamikaze bidding’ and suggesting
that construction procurement needed to be less bureaucratic,
more flexible, proportionate and fit for purpose.
As a client, John Cole, the Deputy Secretary of the Health
Investments Group in Northern Ireland, explored how they used
their procurement process to ensure not only value-for-money but
also exceptional design quality. He manages a team of 120 staff
and a 10 year £2.5bn budget. He sees one of his important roles
as being the design champion. There was not, he argued, enough
strategic thought at the beginning of a project. He noted the
ratios of expenditure: design 0.1, cost of construction 1.0, cost of
maintenance 5.0 and cost in use 50-200. He noted that different
types of procurement such as design and build or PFI tend to place
an emphasis on the early stages and yet cost-in-use was the key
area of public expenditure. He outlined his use of frameworks
agreements and the nine principles which he has adopted to help
guide all of the Group’s work. His key message is that design
quality is enduring and goes on paying for itself time and time
again over the life of a building.
The Scottish Futures Trust was established by the Scottish
Government in 2008 “to improve value for money across all
public sector investment by working with both public and
private sectors.” It leads on a potential portfolio of £9bn but its
Chief Executive, Barry White, outlined this against a context of
lower levels of available public sector capital funding budgets. He
outlined the work of the Trust procuring education and housing
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There was a lively debate during both of the question and
answer sessions and lively conversation continued during the
drinks reception which followed. It was generally agreed by the
delegates that the conference was an important next step and that
the issues identified in the RIAS Procurement Report were broadly
recognised across the sector. There was encouragement for RIAS to
continue to press for improvements for public sector procurement
as a high priority.
Malcolm Cooper Hon FRIAS
Director: Governance/External Relations

projects and described £100m worth of projects procured and
delivered through the four hubs now in place in Scotland. He then
turned his attention to public sector procurement mechanisms,
noting the various concerns that have been raised and turning a
critical eye to some of the evidence base for this. Nonetheless, he
noted that Alex Neil MSP, Cabinet Secretary for Infrastructure and
Capital Investment, had announced ‘a root and branch review of
construction procurement across the public sector, with a view
to tackling industry concerns and ensuring that procurement
practices deliver best value for Scotland’s economy.’
Brian Jukes, the Director of Business Fix Limited, has
successfully trained a large number of organisations in public
sector procurement. In his presentation he looked at a range of
issues relating to EU Procurement, the cost of bidding, social
return on investment and the need for a review of procurement
methods. In common with some of the other speakers he believes
that the use of frameworks, bundling and aggregation of contracts
bring procurement into EU scope and favour larger organisations.
He then illustrated the high cost of prequalification, reinforcing
the points made by earlier speakers. If the social return on public
sector investment is becoming a key issue then the barriers to
winning procurement for smaller, local firms is of even greater
concern. In concluding, he added his voice to the calls for a review
of public sector procurement, seeing it as in the interest of a wide
range of organisations and individuals.
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the future for architects
Many times I hear conversations about the future of architecture
and its place in the world. Lots of thought is given to how
architecture is under-valued and misunderstood. This in many
ways is abstract and avoids the more important point to my mind
– what is the future for architects and what is their contribution
to the world going to be in the coming years of restricted public
spending and restrained private sector expenditure especially in
Scotland, the UK and Europe?
Without vibrant architect firms how will the current and
future generations satisfy their creative and fiscal needs? I must
admit this is not a subject that has in any way been a particular
concern of mine, nor have I lost any sleep over the problem. I have
however been asked to write for the RIAS Quarterly and have
therefore given it some serious thought over the past few weeks
since I spoke at the RIAS conference on construction procurement.
There was a very curious reaction when I raised the issue of
understanding clients and clients’ customer needs. Sharing a glass
of wine with a number of architects after the conference I was
challenged on the relevance of understanding clients’ customers’
needs and how these issues were relevant to an architect’s
business. Mostly the challenge was to explain my remarks rather
than disagreement with the comments. “How is this relevant and
how can it be used to promote my business?”
Over the last five years as a director of Business Fix Limited
I have run workshops on how to complete successful PQQ and
tender submissions to over 1000 delegates from all parts of the
construction industry including a few hundred architects. During
the workshops I look at the delegates’ previous submissions and
can say that without exception they do not consider their clients’
customers and indeed most do not even consider their clients’
needs. I read these documents as a Chartered Marketer who has a
40 year background in contracting, including 10 years in business
development. Changing the emphasis to the client and their
customers and away from a focus on the architect’s own practice
has an immediate positive impact on success rates.
We should start from the point that almost all clients would
avoid engaging with the construction industry if they could,
because of the personal and organisational risks it brings. We can
then begin to see why focusing on clients’ customers is the right
place to start. By understanding these issues we can then begin
to articulate how an architect’s unique expertise, design skills and
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talent can be used to reduce risk and improve a client’s business,
be it in the public, private or third sector.
There is a second area I would like to touch on in contemplating
the future for architects. Many firms currently rely on public
expenditure to sustain their business. Public spending will
decrease by 40% this coming year and will probably take at least
15 years to recover to 2009 levels. So for those relying exclusively
on public spending we can expect to see just under a half of firms
disappearing in the next year or two; simple maths.
In addition it is inevitable that we will see a greater volume
of offsite work and new methods of construction. Shipyards are
looking to use their expertise in the construction sector as their
markets dry up. Prefabrication techniques improve all the time.
With these challenges ahead can a reliance on the existing
business model bring success, a strong balance sheet, profitable
business and job satisfaction? If the model is not delivering these
now then it is unlikely to deliver success in the next decade. New
business models are required in all areas of business and this is no
less true in architecture. Nobody owes you a living. Architecture is
mostly appraised on past glory. You need to build a new business
model based on bringing viable and visible success to your clients.
The answers are there. Architects are creative and articulate
people with the skills to interpret clients’ requirements. This to my
mind gives you a distinct advantage. You need to accept that the
world is different and rapidly changing. Then address the problem
and, if necessary, find help. Business Fix is working with a number
of businesses that have recognised the need for change and are
addressing their need for a successful future.
Remember Einstein’s definition of insanity: doing the same
thing over and over again and expecting different results. If it’s
not working then change what you are doing; only you can make
your future.
Brian Jukes

Brian Jukes is a Director of Business Fix Limited
brian@businessfix.co.uk
www.businessfix.co.uk
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insurance matters

parting shots
Former RIAS Secretary, Charles McKean hon frias (in close collaboration with RIASIS) has
contributed columns on insurance and liability to this journal and its precursors for nearly
twenty years. This comprehensive volley is his last (at his behest). We thank him most sincerely for
all the excellent guidance. Our insurance advisory column will return, under new authorship in
the next RIAS Quarterly (Ed).

Pot Pourri
Most case studies of professional indemnity insurance over the
last 19 years have comprised a study of an individual, usually
contemporary, project in order to analyse its causes, progress,
settlement and the lessons to be learned. However, such large
claims are in the minority of cases coming before the insurance
company. Surrounding every one, there is a compost of upwards
of 10 thinner files that are closed within the year. It is statistically
much more likely that an architectural practice will have to face one
of these lesser cases than one of the blockbusters. Nonetheless,
each one required work and defence and caused anxiety.
The nature of lesser files
The group of smaller disputes surrounding the last major case
study comprise:
• three caused by the interposition of a claims consultant/
expert witness/project manager,
• one client bullying – with the architect then notifying just in
case,
• one over the final account,
• four caused by ‘partial services’,
• three caused by contractor or materials,
• three caused by appointment problems.
Since nothing finally attached to the architect, they remained
small files, but in some cases, there was obviously a perceived
vulnerability – and that was often something to do with what lay
between the lines.
Larger professional clients are still prone to expect a perfect
building. So, on the first sign of trouble, they appoint an outsider
to report or mediate. The latter sometimes take an approach
less about getting something solved, than inflating the case and
seeking to apportion blame – the attraction to the client being the
lure of financial recompense. The architect then has to unpick all
the expectations that have been built up which sometimes have
had the consequence of eroding client/architect relationships.
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Under pressure from a client, sometimes under enormous
financial or functional urgency to have the building occupied, the
issuing of the Final Certificate can be a bone of contention. The
danger occurs where the architect tries to be helpful and speed
things up - only then to find that his sneaking suspicion of an
unresolved problem comes true. The bullying client may always
have existed, but big institutions such as universities sometimes
use their Estates Department to apply unfair pressure. One even
wrote to the architect with a threatening message from the Senate!
Problems in contracting and specification are possibly less
frequent than might be expected, but will always involve the
architect – not least as contract administrator. After a fire, one
client discovered that his industrial flooring was not to specification
and initially came to the architect (contractor sorted). As did
another client whose steelwork superstructure had been supplied
in the wrong dimension (supplier CAD error – replaced at their
expense); and a third where cracks in walls demonstrated defective
blockwork. After modifications to the block, the manufacturer’s
technical literature was no longer accurate and the blocks had
been used in what was now an unsuitable location (manufacturer
remedied).
Partial or other services. Where relationships have faltered,
some clients see mileage in disputing what was, or was not,
included in the service. That is often compounded by client
changes of mind (not budgeted) and also by changes required
by site conditions involving additional drawings outwith the
original fee. Total clarity in advance of what was is offered is
the only possible solution. In the case of ‘other services’, after a
local authority had given informal approval for tree clearance in
the creation of a golf course, the Forestry Commission obtained
an interdict on the grounds that such felling required detailed
planning permission. The costs were considerable, so where was
the blame? It appears that the architect had fulfilled his service to
the client in his negotiations with the local authority and that the
error had lain with the latter.

But that brings us to the Appointment. One case indeed
sought to quarry differences between the RIAS and RIBA
appointments, but with little success. However, after almost 20
years of this column, emphasising the necessity for formalising
the appointment, it comes as a shock to read an architect writing
to a client thus: ‘your budget was expressed in general terms’
and it was unclear whether professional fees, landscape, utilities,
planning fees etc – all of which, on such a site, might have added up
to 30% - had been included. He had merely ‘suggested’ appointing a
quantity surveyor and carried on designing. The project ultimately
could not be afforded. That it remained a small file was fortunate:
but then, not every client is litigious.
The other appointment case raised a different question. An
architect had worked with a local authority on a pedestrianisation
scheme, upon which an elderly person had tripped to her severe
injury. In transpired that in law, the consultant was only an adviser
to the local authority and the latter took responsibility.
Above all, there is the necessity to keep good records. In one
of these larger cases, a large hospital threatened to arbitrate or sue
the architect for large sums over the delay in completion of two
wards. Sabres were being rattled loudly as the Hospital Manager
conflated it all into a single massive claim. The architect unpicked
it, sentence by sentence, in an immensely detailed, thoughtful and
exceptionally well-recorded reply. Sabres were sheathed and the
case swiftly closed.
Lessons
These small files concern projects for which the paperwork
is unchallengeable and where the architect has shown him/
herself taking immediate steps to analyse the problem, clarify
responsibility and take suitable remedial action – without, of
course, accepting liability (which could void the policy). The best
kept in close touch with the Insurance Company all the way
through. The worst (in the large files) would be indifferent to
assisting the company, damage their credibility and make it much
less likely that the company would think it wise to support them
in court.
Moral
May all your files be small ones.
Auf Wiedersehen.
Prof. Charles McKean Hon FRIAS
RIAS INSURANCE SERVICES
Tel 0131 311 4292 Fax 0131 311 4280
Email ian.mccallum@marsh.com

As the building was being
designed, one question kept
coming to mind...
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...WHAT ABOUT
THE FIRE SAFETY
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For a FREE consultation to find out what fire engineering
can do for you please contact Sandy Killbourn on
T: 01786 449944 • E: enquiry@g-fire.co.uk
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Designing buildings to save life
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FINANCE
money, money, money…
The tax year ended on April 5. You may have missed out on your
annual tax-free allowances for 2011-12. However tax planning is all
about careful provision well in advance. So for the current tax year
you need to take action now. Here are some tips:
Make use of personal allowances
Every person in the UK is allowed to earn a certain amount each
year without paying tax, known as a personal allowance. For
2012/13, everyone has a personal allowance of £8,105, with higher
allowances available to those aged 65 and above.
If you are married or in a civil partnership and one partner is
not working, it makes sense to transfer savings accounts to them,
so you pay less tax as a couple. If you don’t use your personal
allowance in any tax year, you cannot carry it forward to the next.
Use your individual savings account (ISA)
ISAs allow you to save money free of income and capital gains
taxes. This tax year, you are allowed to put £5,640 into a cash ISA,
and the same amount into a stocks and shares ISA, or you can put
the whole £11,280 allowance into a stocks and shares ISA.
Your annual ISA allowance cannot be carried forward, so any
allowance not used by the April deadline will be lost forever.
Top up your pension
For every £80 a basic-rate taxpayer puts into their pension this
tax year, the government will top it up by £20, so that the total
contribution to your pension is £100. You get basic rate tax relief
on pensions at 20%. Higher rate earners do even better because
they can get up to 40% tax relief. For director/shareholders, it is
worthwhile considering making a pension contribution from your
company into your (and possibly your spouse’s) pension fund.
Implemented carefully, pension planning allows for a corporation
tax deduction in the company and no income tax or national
insurance payable by the owner managers. Pensions can also
be an important lever in managing the company taxable profits
e.g. if hovering above the £300,000 standalone company profit
watershed. You must pay the pension contribution by the year end
for it to be tax deductible in the company in that period – so don’t
leave it to the last minute!
The annual allowance for tax privileged pension saving is
£50,000 in 2012/13. Unused annual allowances of up to £50,000 a
year can be carried forward for up to three years.
Inheritance tax planning
If you have not done anything about inheritance tax (IHT)
planning, you should do so now. Currently, IHT is 40% on

anything you leave over £325,000 when you die. Although IHT
does not apply when everything is left to your spouse or civil
partner, this merely delays the problem until the second death. It
is now possibile to transfer any unused portion of the nil rate band
between spouses and registered civil partners. The rise in house
prices has pushed more people into the inheritance tax trap. Don’t
assume that only the very wealthy are affected.
Most importantly, you should write a will, making it clear who
you want to leave your money and possessions to when you die.
You may then want to try and minimise any potential inheritance
tax bill by giving regular small gifts away. You can give away a lump
sum of up to £3,000 in each tax year without paying inheritance
tax - your ‘annual exemption’, or £6,000 this year if you haven’t
used last year’s allowance.
You also have a ‘small gifts exemption’ which means you can
make small gifts of £250 each year free of IHT, which is useful if you
plan to give money at Christmas or on someone’s birthday. There
is no restriction on the number of small gifts, but they must each
be to separate individuals. You cannot use your annual exemption
and your small gifts exemption together to give someone £3,250.
Reduce your capital gains tax (CGT) liability
CGT is a tax charge that arises from the disposal of assets, such
as shares or buy-to-let properties, charged at 18% for lower and
28% for higher-rate tax payers. Every individual has an annual
capital gains tax free allowance which stands at £10,600 for the
current 2012/13 tax year. The limit applies to each individual, so if
you are married or in a civil partnership you each have an annual
exemption and should ensure each of you maximise your CGT free
gains. Transfers between spouses or civil partners do not attract
CGT, so that allows for some CGT planning. There are plenty of
other ways to reduce CGT bills, for example, through the ‘bed and
ISA’ option - a common form of CGT planning where investors sell
investments or assets, use their annual CGT exemption and then
buy the assets back within a tax-efficient ISA in the new tax year,
thereby ‘washing’ out the capital gains.
Get advice
Tax planning can be complicated, so see independent financial
advice if you aren’t sure of how to proceed.
RIAS PFS
Tel 0141 226 8866
Email info@riaspfs.com
Web www.riaspfs.com
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CHAPTERS

national museum of scotland, gareth hoskins architects
(andrew lee)

the rias is a federation of six local chapters.
chapter activity is central to the life of the
incorporation and our services to our members.
these updates illustrate the breadth and
quality of chapter activity.
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My year as President of the Aberdeen Society of Architects reached
its pinnacle in our Annual Dinner and the unveiling of our Awards
at the start of March, closely followed by our Annual General
Meeting. At this busy time for ASA it is good to reflect on the
preceding months which have passed all too quickly.
During the year I have been fortunate to meet quite a number
of the members of the Society. Those members have been
generally supportive of ASA and RIAS. However, there has been
one question which I have been asked repeatedly and that is ‘what
exactly does the RIAS and ASA do for me?’
Most importantly, our organisation provides architects with
a collective voice at local and national level. Nationally, RIAS has
extremely good contacts with the Scottish Government, where
tangible results have been achieved on high profile issues such
as the Scottish Futures Trust and procurement. Locally, ASA is
working to establish similar contacts with the local authorities
and statutory bodies. Fruitful discussions have already taken place
with Aberdeenshire Council and the Health & Safety Executive.
Members will see the benefits over the coming months, with
information on legislative changes and the soon to be adopted
Aberdeenshire Local Plan being made available through ASA.
RIAS and, to a lesser extent, ASA is also a useful source of
information. Generally, this is disseminated through the Quarterly
magazine, by e-bulletin or in ePI Notes. However individual
members can also get assistance, with help generally a phone call
or email away. I have heard this described by one architect as being
a bit like the RAC, or having insurance. It is not something you
need on a day to day basis, but it is reassuring to know that it is
there when the need does arise.
Membership of RIAS and ASA is not however entirely about
what these organisations can give to, or do for, their members.
The support and participation of the membership is every bit as
important. This can take many forms including supporting local
and national events, or simply making your views known by
communicating with the Chapter and its Council members. It is
after all your organisation.
ASA Awards submissions were sifted by the Chapter Council
then reviewed with the assistance of DIA President Fraser
Middleton RIAS and David McClean FRIAS, Head of School at
the Robert Gordon University, to determine the ‘winners’ over
the six categories and to come to a decision on the ‘building of
the year’. Whilst a number of architects have won and been

ken taylor

aberdeen

42 rubislaw den south by isis architecture

recognised through these awards, the real winner is architecture,
with the quality of the submissions again demonstrating the
benefits of using an architect. I look forward to seeing many of
these quality submissions again, when I help with the judging of
the Aberdeenshire Awards.
In conclusion, I would like to thank the members of the
Chapter Council for their help and support throughout the year. I
would also like to thank you, the membership for your continued
support of the Aberdeen Society of Architects.
Murray Restrup FRIAS, President ASA
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www.dia-architects.com
louise smith

andrew lee

dundee

Hillcrest housing association HQ, Dundee
Nicoll Russell Studios: Supreme Award

Taymouth Castle,by Kenmore – McKenzie Strickland associates:
Best Regeneration/Conservation

The call for submissions for the annual DIA Awards received an
enthusiastic response. The high standard stimulated lively debate
amongst the judges; George Gall (ACTAJOB business software),
James Parr FRIAS (RIAS Lifetime Achievement Award winner),
Clive Gillman Hon FRIAS (Director, Dundee Contemporary Arts)
and myself. After the shortlist had been visited the award winners
became clear. Two commendations were issued to buildings which
were very close to winning category awards.
The Awards Dinner was attended by over 140 members,
guests and sponsors reflecting our members’ support for DIA. A
big thank you to our headline sponsor Russwood and category
sponsors Blackadders Solicitors, Cumbrian Stone, Cupa Natural
Materials, Forbo Nairn, Lumaglass, Marley Plumbing, Ora
Ceramics, Robertson Timber Kit, Sto render systems and Stroma
for continuing to show faith in our profession and providing much
valued support to the DIA.
Those assembled were addressed by Stuart Hosie MP who
delivered a thoroughly enjoyable, relevant and refreshing address
with a political edge. There was a consensus that the Scottish
Government is striving to deliver reform and recovery. We are
all hopeful that their efforts will indeed succeed in stimulating
growth and the seeds of recovery bear perennial fruit.
Stephen Lynas FRIAS, President of the Stirling Chapter,
stepped into the breach to provide an address on behalf of the
RIAS. Unfortunately President Sholto and RIAS Secretary Neil
could not attend due to the dinner clashing with the Doolan Award
presentation at the Scottish Parliament. Nicoll Russell Studios
and Dundee City Council were both represented for the second

successive year at the Doolan Awards, showing a consistency of
exceptional application and commitment to good architecture.
All categories, with the exception of “Best Housing” were well
represented. This category only received one entry, a conversion.
Considering the extent to which housing dictated the market only
a few short years ago this is comment on the state of the economy.
However Peter Inglis Architects justly received the award for their
sympathetic conversion of the Old Sailors Home.
McKenzie Strickland Associates and Nicoll Russell Studios had
a fruitful evening, landing a number of DIA awards for different
buildings in separate categories. The skill, innovation and creativity
by all award winners was inspirational. All those involved were
applauded for their inspiring endeavours. All clients interviewed
were proud of the end result. Whether one wins awards or not,
surely a satisfied client is the most important factor of all …
providing of course that they pay their fees!
The Supreme Award went to Nicoll Russell Studios for their
exceptional HQ for Hillcrest Housing Association. An enlightened
client and creative architectural design reinforced a clear ambition
to deliver an extraordinary building embracing innovative
environmental principles. The clarity of thought, from concept
to detailing and the visionary determination of both client and
architect was thoroughly deserving of this award.
The DIA Awards raise the profile of architecture. That good
design enhances lives and is vitally important to our well-being
should be our mantra.
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EAA Council was grateful to RIAS President, Sholto Humphries,
for attending our first meeting of the year in January. Whilst
it was good for Council members simply to get to know Sholto
a bit, it was also an opportunity to discuss some of the current
issues that are deeply worrying for all architects. Although EAA
Council is comprised of members from different types of practice,
at different stages in their careers, there is a worry common to all
that the profession is in a state of irreversible decline.
For many members, the most immediate and quantifiable
evidence of this state of decline is poor pay. In comparison to other
professionals, architects are badly paid. Some might say that this
is simply an inevitable consequence of ongoing depressed activity
in our sector. EAA Council is concerned that the outcome of this
particular economic downturn will be professional status and pay
at a new permanent low. EAA Council recognises that there are
numerous reasons for decline in the profession, most of which are
outside our control, but has decided to review the problem from
different perspectives including Practice, Regulation, Markets &
Procurement, Benchmarking, Other Professions and Education.
The EAA would like to ensure that this work is related to that of the
RIAS in a supportive way, perhaps with more joined up connection
to RIAS Committee work.
We were also pleased to welcome Peter Wilson from the Wood
Studio at Edinburgh Napier University who gave a presentation
about the work of the Studio and its programme of events. This
prompted a discussion about ways in which the EAA and the Wood
Studio might work together in delivering CPD events.
Edinburgh School of Architecture and
Landscape Architecture
We are pleased to report that, following our meeting with the
Head of the newly merged Edinburgh School of Architecture and
Landscape Architecture, three final year students joined us at our
most recent Council meeting prompting a good discussion about
the difficulties students face in finding work. We also discussed
how practices might work more closely with the School in
Edinburgh across a number of initiatives.
City of Edinburgh Council Liaison Meeting
There have been no further liaison meetings since the last quarterly
report. The next will take place in April. Any issues members wish

paul zanre
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University of Edinburgh Business School, ldn

to include for discussion should be sent to Beth Cumpstey (mail@
eaa.org.uk).
Edinburgh Urban Design Panel
EAA continues to provide three members for the Panel’s monthly
reviews of major projects pre-application. Schemes reviewed this
month included a feasibility report in relation to a small New Town
site. There was also further discussion regarding the Edinburgh
Main Issues Report.
CPD
The visit to the National Museum in Chambers Street was a sell
out success. We are grateful to Gareth Hoskins Architects for
leading the tour of their outstanding work.
Gloria Lo RIAS and Beth Cumpstey will be putting together
the 2012 programme shortly. Forthcoming events include:
Thursday 12th April 2012 : EAA Awards Evening Presentation at
the University of Edinburgh Business School.
EAA Library
Crichton Wood is continuing work digitising parts of the EAA
Library.
Forthcoming Chapter Council Meetings
Tuesday 11th April 2012, Tuesday 9th May 2012
More information and other Chapter news is available on the EAA
website www.eaa.org.uk.
Dermot Patterson rias, President EAA
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New Stobhill Ward Extension by Reiach and Hall Architects

The winter session is traditionally a quiet period in the GIA
calendar but this year, there have been changes afoot! The
departure of President Ian Hamilton FRIAS for Australia after 10
months meant that the AGM was brought forward to usher in the
new President. During January and February there was much to
organise for the handover. While we wish Ian all the best – three
presidents in less than two years - things have to change. Here’s
hoping I last a full term.
So on the 15th February, the GIA held its AGM in the Glasgow
Art Club. This was a return to an old haunt and following the
success, may become a regular venue for the AGM. Gareth Hoskins
gave an inspiring and thought provoking talk to his peers on the
award winning National Museum of Scotland and several other
projects.
Along with the standard protocol of such an event, there were
some short updates by the committees. Stuart Gray RIAS, who
is now the Junior Vice-President, gave an update on how the
Communications Committee has dragged the old guard of the GIA
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kicking and screaming into the new age of technology, linking us
all to Facebook, Twitter and Flickr. The new website has been a
great success and I feel has given a new dynamic to the GIA which
hopefully widens our appeal, especially to the younger members
of the Chapter.
Martin McKay FRIAS gave a very eloquent and informative
update on the Architecture, People and Places Committee. His
presentation gave a quick overview of the Queens Park project
and a more in-depth review of the winning Kilcreggan design. That
Kilcreggan project was very well received, was shown in the positive
response of the local community and in the quality of the entries.
The Architecture, People and Places Committee is building on the
success of the above two projects and crystallising their strategy
for the upcoming competitions. The hope is that this year the GIA
will be able to offer a small live project for young architects. It was
also announced at the AGM that a new Photography Competition
will be held this year in tandem with the GIA Design Awards, in
memory of Jon-Marc Creaney.
The Education Committee has been working with Holmwood
House to set up a design based competition for the Alexander
Thomson Scholarship, to be launched shortly. There has been a
recruitment drive at the two schools of architecture, resulting in
increased membership and new student representatives.
At the AGM, the GIA welcomed a number of new members
of Council and we look forward to the creativity and energy this
will bring. It does appear that the Conservation and Sustainability
Committee may have to have a cap on its numbers as many of
those people wishing to join the GIA Council this year have
expressed a particular interest in this committee and no doubt it
will go from strength to strength.
The Practice / CPD Committee has been running a very
successful series of CPD events on contracts and practice issues,
hosted at the Lighthouse. Future events include updates on the
Scottish Buildings Standards Regulations and RIAS Practice
Services with the final event concentrating on the role of the
design manager. This has all been facilitated through the events
section of the new website.
Finally, we are hoping that the Design Awards publication will
be available shortly, showcasing this year’s winners, a first for the
Chapter.
Looking forward to the next twenty-six months!
MICHAEL C JARVIS RIAS, PRESIDENT GIA
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The first quarter of the year is generally a quiet period for the IAA
and indeed for other Chapters. Broken by AGM’s (sometimes
linked to CPD events) and the consequential re-engagement in
debate and discussion on how the work of the Chapter may best
be developed to address its joint aims of promoting Architecture
and promoting the interests of its members.
Our AGM was held on 14 March, preceded by a CPD
presentation by Highland Council’s planning department on
Householder Permitted Development, an area of increasing
relevance to members. The AGM was well attended and discussion
was lively on the matters noted above, partly due to the lack of
a Council Vice President and no nominations for the new IAA
President to follow Calum Maclean’s retiral from office. In the
event, I was elected and IAA Council was strengthened, with two
new members and a remit to innovate; in improving how the IAA
works, what it does for its members and what they can do for each
other and for our profession.
In this lengthy period of recession and austerity, identifying
creative and effective strategies to promote the aims of the Chapter
become all the more pressing. Luckily, we are a creative profession.
In 2012 the IAA will embark on a review and consultation exercise
with its members to establish what members want and expect
of their local Chapter Council. Members will also be asked how
they can assist and define where IAA’s efforts and resources may
best be directed over the next year. Significant development
and regeneration of the innovative IAA ‘local group’ network;
promoting webcast / skype based or video-conferencing of CPD
locally and nationally has been proposed as has the possible
appointment of an IAA ‘local liaison officer’ to work directly with
members on addressing their key issues and concerns. IAA intends
to engage with other Chapters and RIAS centrally on these issues
and ideas, few of which are unique to the IAA.
IAA has led the formation of ‘PLACE’, the Inverness Design
Review Panel. Formed as an independent Community Interest
Company (CIC), the members being IAA, RTPI Highland Chapter,
Inverness Civic Trust and Inverness City Heritage Trust, the panel
is Chaired by IAA members, strongly supported by A+DS and the
Highland Council and funded by the Inverness Common Good
Fund. It is now ‘up and running’ and meets quarterly, or as /when
required, to review and report to THC planning on appropriate
local developments. Eventually it will review projects throughout

ewen weatherspoon

inverness

culloden battlefield visitor centre by gareth hoskins architects

the Highlands. We believe that PLACE is the only DRP in Scotland
led by architects.
Our major activities of CPD provision and the IAA regional
Awards scheme are already well developed for 2012. The 3rd
IAA biannual Awards were launched on 15th March across the
Highlands and Islands. As in recent years they will involve local
judging panels over six areas with local involvement, exhibitions
and award events, with the overall winners in each category going
forward to the ‘pan Highland’ awards, presented at the IAA annual
dinner in November. The ‘best building in the Highlands and
Islands’ will automatically be entered into the RIAS Awards for
2013. Recent Awards have attracted well over 100 entries and we
hope for a similar level of participation this year.
The major IAA CPD event of 2012 will coincide with the annual
dinner and Awards ceremony in November. The Chapter is building
on its recent high profile events, attracting internationally known
speakers from the UK, USA and Europe. More details to follow!
Andrew Bruce FRIAS, President, IAA
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stirling

www.s-s-a.co.uk

Stirling Society of Architects AGM Spring
Networking Lunch & CPD Event
Our latest event took place on Thursday 22 March 2012 at the
Raploch Community Campus, Stirling with our networking lunch,
AGM and afternoon of CPD. The day was kindly sponsored by
Gartcarron Fire Engineering (www.gartcarronfireengineering.
co.uk) A good turnout of members and guests enjoyed an
afternoon that was both informative and useful whilst providing a
great way of catching up.
Continuing our Chapter tradition, Doolan Award winning
Gareth Hoskins Architects presented their very noteworthy
work on the refurbishment of the National Museum of Scotland
in Edinburgh. Go visit! We were also advised of the latest
thinking on Fire Engineering and Safety Strategies from the very
knowledgeable Sandy Killbourn of Gartcarron Fire Engineering.
Our Awards sponsor, John Russell of Russwood Timber, also
provided a lesson on the use of timber and cladding and how not
to use timber. Finally Sam Anwar of the Scottish Government
Planning Directorate gave an invaluable presentation on the new
Householder Permitted Development Regulations on what is
and isn’t permitted development in light of the new legislation
(although I am sure there will be many debates on this subject with
our planning colleagues!).
The 2012 Chapter AGM was held as part of our 22 March event.
Given that the SSA is the smallest Chapter I would like to thank
all members, the committed members of the Chapter Council,
Past President Sandy Dawson and Vice President Kevin Spence for
their continuing wise counsel and support over my first year as
President.
The ‘Real’ Stirling Prize Building Of The Year
Award 2012
The ‘Real Stirling Prize’ Building of the Year Award 2012
competition for the best building in the Chapter area was also
launched on 22 March 2012.
Russwood (www.russwood.co.uk) provider of high quality
flooring, cladding and decking is kindly sponsoring the awards.
John Russell, Russwood’s Managing Director, “We are keen to
continue supporting Scottish architects and, as such, are delighted
to be sponsoring the Stirling Society of Architects Building of the
Year Award. In the past the standard of entries has been exceptional
and we are confident that this year will be no exception.”
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cairneymount church conversion, arka architects

Entries are now open for any building completed in the
Chapter area in the last year. For an entry form please visit
www.s-s-a.co.uk.
Building Bridges
Following on from the contact with our Local Authorities at
Falkirk, Stirling and Clackmannanshire in relation to their hosting
our Building of the Year Award 2011, we are progressing with
building stronger links with both Planning and Building Control
Departments.
SSA Website
Our Chapter website has been revamped and formally re-launched.
It now provides an excellent facility for our Chapter members to
showcase their skills through practice profiles and photographs.
It is simple to upload your details and for practices with no online
presence it’s a simple, effective and free marketing tool.
Visit www.s-s-a.co.uk for more details and to register for your
free practice profile.
Final Thoughts
As ever I’m keen to ensure that our Chapter strongly represents
our members with RIAS and other stakeholders. If you have
anything you wish to raise or CPD that you would like us to deliver
please get in touch via the website or through our Secretary Moira
Bain at mgbain@live.co.uk.
With best wishes
Stephen Lynas FRIAS, President, SSA
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neil baxter

president’s diary
january 2012
10 Edinburgh Chapter meeting / Edinburgh
21 Isi Metzstein Memorial Event / Glasgow
23 Aberdeen Chapter meeting and Aberdeen Chapter Awards
judging / Aberdeen
february 2012

peter wilson, tom gorman and gail fertacz from forth valley
college, president sholto humphries prias, andy law frias,
robert dye and anne lorne gillies hon frias.

ken taylor

01 Meeting with Bruce Minto Hon FRIAS and Peter Anderson
Hon FRIAS / Edinburgh
01 Cross Party Group Event / Edinburgh
09 Lunch with Adrian Wiszniewski Hon FRIAS / Edinburgh
09 RIAS Education Committee / Edinburgh
09 Meeting with Mrs Ann Packard Hon FRIAS/ Edinburgh
14 RIAS Procurement Conference / Edinburgh
21 Presentation on architecture to Woodside Primary School P2
/ Aberdeen
23 RIAS Practice Committee / Edinburgh
23 Lunch meeting with Neil Kelly Hon FRIAS / Edinburgh
24 Women in Property Annual Dinner / Edinburgh
29 President’s Policy Committee / Edinburgh

march 2012
09 ASA Awards Dinner / Aberdeen
07 RIAS Awards Shortlisting / Edinburgh
14 RIAS Council / Edinburgh
22 RIAS Awards Judging Visits
-24
28 Cross Party Group Meeting / Edinburgh

john russell, managing director, russwood, with the president.
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Advertising Feature
Denfind Stone specialise in the supply of Scottish sandstone for building, cladding, dry stone walling and landscaping.
Our sandstone is sourced from Pitairlie Quarry in Angus, one of the quarries, together with Carmyllie, that were world renowned in
the 19th Century for producing flagstones and slates.
To date, we have been mainly recycling the spoil material from the existing quarry for cladding and dry stone walling. However, as
part of our expansion plans for Denfind Stone, we have installed a stone saw and are extracting freshly quarried stone to produce
Angus flagstones and slates again for the first time in over 100 years.
We can supply guillotined stone in a variety of colours including grey, buff, red or a mix of these colours. Guillotined stone is ideal
for cladding on new builds, extensions and renovation projects. It is easily handled and delivered on to site in manageable half
tonne bags making it easy to use on the ground and on scaffolding.
We can also supply naturally flat bedded hand picked dyking stone and shaped copes which are found by dykers to be ideal for
dykes, retaining walls and landscaping projects.
As well as supplying a comprehensive range of stone and masonry products, Denfind Stone has a team of highly skilled stone
masons and dykers led by our award winning master craftsman Dave Sinclair, who undertake build projects throughout the country.

GABIAN BASKETS
Short listed for the 2011
RIAS Doolan Award and
receiving a Roses Design
Award Silver Medal, Hillcrest
HQ Dundee used Denfind’s
Pitairlie Stone built into
gabian baskets.

CLADDING STONE
Stephen Country Homes
have used guillotined Pitairlie
stone at Clathymore for both
cladding and drystone dyking
and have produced a striking
example of their commitment
to excellence.

DRY EFFECT DESIGNS
Traditional dry stone walls
have been part of our
landscape for centuries.
This effect is now being
incorporated effectively
into contemporary houses
produding a stunning effect
that combines traditional
crafts and materials with
exceptional designs.

DRY STONE DYKES
The use of dry stone walling
in any development, whether
private or commercial, will
enhance the overall feel
and add value and lasting
aesthetic appeal.

www.denfindstone.co.uk

ANGUS SLATES
We can now offer new Angus Slates equally suitable for new
projects as well as the regeneration of old historical buildings.
These are crafted using modern techniques from Pitairlie
sandstone, they are hand cut, flame burst and sized to give an
authentic aged appearance.
Acheson House, on the Royal Mile, is one of Edinburgh’s most
significant historical buildings. We are proud to have been part of
the first stage of it’s restoration in 2010, bringing the building back
to viable use as a possible museum. Our slates have been used on
the roof, returning it’s original character and promoting the use of a
traditional roofing material.

Acheson House
FLAGSTONES
Natural Angus flagstones are one of our specialities.
Never importing, we use our own Angus sandstone to
provide authentic flagstones in a variant of dimensions
and different finishes according to your needs.
Whether it be for an external or interior project,
flagstones are becoming a more and more popular
choice with both the commercial market and the private
home owner.

OUTDOOR LIVING
Outdoor Kitchens at Denfind is the home of the outdoor
kitchen in Scotland.
Popular on the continent and the USA; outdoor kitchens
are the best way to live the moment with family and
friends.
Denfind’s unique approach to design provides
clients with a bespoke entertaining space that can be
enjoyed all year round - even in winter!
Clients can choose from a range of cooking options from
barbecues and side burners to warming ovens as well
as stylish drinks dispensers and storage pods. Denfind
is the Scottish distributor for Fire Magic barbecues which
come with a lifetime warranty so you have the piece
of mind that you are buying a barbecue that will last a
lifetime.

BESPOKE DESIGNS
At Denfind, our stone masons can cut stone to meet
almost any specification.
Whether you require a fireplace, internal wall or other
feature in natural stone, we can work closely with you to
obtain that unique and individual design.

TEL: 01382 370220
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REPORT ON march 2012 COUNCIL
Council marked with respect the passing of Bruce Beckett FRIAS,
Richard De’Ath RIAS, Bill Dickie RIAS, Gilbert Gray FRIAS, Donald
MacKillop RIAS, Tom Spaven FRIAS, Donald Sutton RIAS and Isi
Metzstein OBE FRIAS.
The Secretary reported that Dr Deborah Mays Hon FRIAS will
be joining the Incorporation on 2nd April as Director: Projects and
Chief Executive of SBCC.
The final out-turn figure on the Management Accounts was
reported to Council as a surplus of £975. These accounts were
adopted.
Council noted the deaths of 11 members and 12 resignations.
There were 23 removals for non-payment, 17 transfers to Retired,
6 Re-instatements, 1 election to Affiliate, 25 elections to Student
Membership, 25 elections to Membership, 11 nominations to
Fellowship and 4 nominations to Honorary Fellowship.
The Draft Strategy for 2012 to 2016 was approved by Council.
The refurbishment of the Rutland Square premises was noted
by Council. The five year review of the Energy Certification
Scheme was considered by Council. It was agreed to continue the
partnership with Just Ask for a further six months while options
are pursued.
Council agreed to the biennial salaries survey. Council reiterated its position that members should not employ students
unpaid. Deliberation on the Incorporation’s PR produced a Council
decision that local issues be dealt with locally and national issues
nationally.
Council welcomed the largest number of submissions ever
received for any RIAS Awards scheme, 71 in total, of which 23 were
shortlisted for judging. The judges are President Sholto, Robert
Dye (RIBA rep), Dr Anne Lorne Gillies Hon FRIAS and Peter
Wilson (Forestry Commission/Wood for Good). The results are to
be announced at the Awards Dinner on 20th June 2012.
The list of confirmed speakers for the Thursday 10th May
sports themed event were intimated along with the formidable
international list for the main day on the Friday. The Saturday tour
of Aberdeen will be led by Dr James Macaulay.
Nominations to RIAS Council were called for to fill the
five places created by retiral. Council noted the request for
nominations. Council also noted the changes to voting procedures.
If there are more than five nominees, voting papers will be issued
with results notified at the AGM. Joan Scott was approved as the
RIBA Scotland South nomination.

Council considered the difficulties being experienced by
the Inverness Chapter and while sympathising, could not agree
with the proposal to amend their standing orders to deal with a
temporary situation. Andy Bruce, Past IAA President, was thanked
by Council for stepping into the breach. Hope was expressed that
the Inverness membership would rally to support their Chapter.
Progress on the Festival of Architecture for 2016 was confirmed
with David Dunbar PPRIAS becoming chairman of the 2016
Committee. Officer support for the Committee will be provided
by Dr Deborah Mays. A twelve month programme of events is
being planned with a number of other partner organisations
participating.
Council deliberated on the candidates for the RIAS Lifetime
Achievement Award and selected a suitable individual for
presentation at the Convention.
In response to a letter from the RIBA President, Angela
Brady, Council considered the relevance of the post of Honorary
Curator. After discussion it was agreed that Council is the only
authority to determine the retention or disposal of items within
the Incorporation’s collection. As the post of Honorary Curator
has been dormant for a quarter of a century it was agreed to stand
down this position.
The assumption of management control of the Scottish
Building Contracts Committee (SBCC) by the RIAS was noted.
Council agreed to support the University of Dundee as a
venture partner in the development of the Integrated Sustainability
Assessment Toolkit (ISAT).
A proposed revision to our Partnership Agreement with RIBA
was agreed to introduce further clarity to the respective roles in
overlapping activities and avoid potential conflicts.
The skewed nature of the ARB Election was discussed. Council
affirmed its support for the gathering of evidence for presentation
to ARB on a fast track process for minor issues, publication of
names only in significant negligence cases, increased focus on
protection of title, more architects on the panel and Scottish
legal representation in Scotland. Doubts were expressed on the
relevance of ARB in respect of Scottish affairs.
Council received an update on the RIAS Panel of Expert
Witnesses and the success of the training day in November
2011. A seminar is to be held shortly on Expert Report Writing,
recommended for all RIAS Expert Witnesses.
Jack Hugh FRIAS
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Kathleen Mary Dalyell OBE

Born in Edinburgh, Kathleen Dalyell was educated in Aberdeen and
at Edinburgh University. She subsequently attended Craiglockhart
Teacher Training College and taught history at St Augustine’s
Secondary School, Glasgow and James Gillespie’s High School
for Girls, Edinburgh. She was a member of the Historic Buildings
Council for Scotland from 1975 to 1987 and a member of the AHSS
National Committee from 1983, becoming its Vice Chair in 1986 to
1989. She chaired the Bo’ness Heritage Trust from 1988 to 1993, a
period which saw much work on the consolidation of the town’s
17th and 18th century heritage. She served as a Trustee of the
Paxton Trust from 1988 to 1992 and was a member of the Ancient
Monuments Board for Scotland from 1989 to 2000.
Kathleen served on the Court of the University of Stirling
from 2002 and has sat on Hopetoun Preservation Trust since
2005. However it is Kathleen Dalyell’s roles as a Royal Fine Art
Commissioner (1992-2000) and the Chair of the Royal Commission
on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland from
2000 to 2005 which will be best known to architects throughout
Scotland. This was a period of significant change and development
for RCAHMS in its transition to larger, more contemporary
premises, better suited to the care and preservation of its extensive
and important collections, including the continuing curatorship of
the RIAS’ drawings collection.
Kathleen Dalyell has been a distinguished and hard-working
figure in the architectural heritage scene in Scotland for several
decades. She continues to be heavily involved in many cultural,
heritage and educational initiatives, giving her time and her very
considerable knowledge and expertise with unfailing generosity.
kathleen is awarded the Incorporation’s
Honorary Fellowship for services to the

Tam Dalyell
To sum up the Tenth
Baronet of the Binns it
would be difficult to better
the first line in Wikipedia:
“Labour veteran Tam
Dalyell is one of the most
principled, honourable
and dogged politicians of
his generation.”
Born in 1932 he
attended Eton then read
mathematics at King’s
College, Cambridge where
he became President of the
Conservative Association.
He did his national service
in Germany as a trooper
with the Royal Scots Greys.
The Suez crisis marked
his conversion to socialism.
In June 1962, aged 29, he
won a crucial by-election
at West Lothian. Throughout his long parliamentary career he
has gained renown, respect and the affection of the public for his
rigorous and vigorous campaigning. He researches every cause he
takes up with minute care. And when he takes up causes, whether
the sinking of the Argentine warship the General Belgrano during
the Falklands conflict, the Lockerbie atrocity, the Peruvian rain
forests, or his opposition to the Kosovo bombing in 1999, he does
so with a single-mindedness and thoroughness that exasperates
his critics.
Dalyell was closely associated with the Troops Out movement
in Northern Ireland. But perhaps his most notable campaign was
that over the General Belgrano, sunk by a British submarine with
the loss of hundreds of lives. Dalyell harried Margaret Thatcher for
years afterwards, claiming that the Belgrano was steaming away
from the Falkands and back to port when she was attacked.
He was hardly less of a thorn in Thatcher’s side over the
subsequent Westland helicopter crisis. He was equally opposed to
the Gulf War. When the Kosovo conflict was at its height, he was
one of 25 MPs who voted against military action.

architectural heritage of Scotland.
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Paul Finch OBE
Such are the vagaries of the political game that, although
Dalyell was a shadow Science Minister from 1982 (forced to quit
over his criticism of the Falklands campaign which he said was
“like two bald men fighting over a comb”) he never assumed
ministerial office. He despises New Labour, describing himself a
“Ancient Labour”. He despaired over Tony Blair’s Government,
particularly over the Kosovo bombing but also over the creation of
the Scottish Parliament.
So committed is he to his principles and beliefs that he was
more than once suspended from the House of Commons for
“unparliamentary language”. He was twice expelled from the
Commons for calling Margaret Thatcher a liar and refusing to
withdraw the epithet.
Dalyell’s West Lothian question continues to perplex
successive Westminster governments although, on the whole they
prefer to pretend it was never asked. Dalyell is an honest man in a
profession not best known for its probity. After the 2001 general
election campaign the most dogged and determined crusader at
Westminster in the last half of the 20th century became Father
of the House of Commons. He exploited his senior position by
fronting the powerful campaign to prevent an invasion of Iraq by
the United States with British backing.
Tam Dalyell holds no less than six honorary doctorates, is a past
Rector of Edinburgh University. He has a number of publications
and much scientific journalism to his name. He has supported
many causes in architectural conservation and generously spoken
at RIAS events.
In 1963, he married Kathleen, the elder daughter of the late
Baron Wheatley, one-time Lord Advocate and Labour MP for East
Edinburgh. They have a son and a daughter.
Scottish Television’s Political Editor, Bernard Ponsonby,
describes Tam Dalyell as “unquestionably the finest British
parliamentarian of the latter part of the Twentieth Century and
the start of the Twenty-first”.
Tam Dalyell once said that a successful campaigning MP had
to be a bore, in his own words, “I have never flinched at boring
people.”

The renowned journalist, editor, entrepreneur and architectural
‘man o’ pairts’, Paul Finch is Deputy Chairman of the UK Design
Council and Chairman of Design Council CABE (Commission for
Architecture and the Built Environment). He is Director of the
annual World Architecture Festival and World Festival of Interiors
and Editorial Director of the Architectural Review and Architects’
Journal.
Born in London in 1949, Paul took his history degree at
Cambridge. He was deputy editor of the Estates Times from 19761983. Editor, Building Design from 1983-94. Editor, Architects’
Journal from 1994-1999 and Editor, The Architectural Review from
2005-2009.
Paul was a Commissioner at CABE and Deputy Chair from
1999-2007, becoming Chair in 2009. He Chaired the Olympic
Design Review. He has been joint editor of the publication
Planning in London since 1994. Paul is an Honorary FRIBA and
holds an Honorary Doctorate from the University of Westminster,
an Honorary Fellowship from University College London and is
an Honorary Member of the British Council for Offices. He was
awarded the OBE for services to architecture in 2002.

tam is awarded the Incorporation’s Honorary

paul is awarded the Incorporation’s Honorary

Fellowship for his outstanding contribution to

Fellowship for services to journalism and

politics and the public life of Scotland..

architecture.
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Neil Kelly

Currently Chairman of MacRoberts, Neil Kelly has been a Partner
since 1991. As Head of Construction he specialises in construction
and civil engineering contracts, acting for employers, consultants,
contractors, and their insurers. He has extensive knowledge and
experience of dispute resolution in the construction industry
including Adjudication, Arbitration and Mediation.
Elected an Honorary Member of the Royal Institution
of Chartered Surveyors in 2007, Neil is accredited by the Law
Society of Scotland as a specialist in Construction Law. He is an
Associate of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators, Commissioner
of the Scottish Council for International Arbitration; Member of
the International Bar Association and Convener of the Scottish
Branch of the Adjudication Society.
From 2003 to 2008 he was General Editor of the Scottish
Construction Law Review.
Neil has contributed much time and expertise to the Royal
Incorporation. He has spoken at both our Arbitration and Expert
Witness courses and served as an examiner for both Panels. He
also lectures for organisations including: The Chartered Institute
of Arbitrators, The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors,
The Institution of Civil Engineers and IBC Legal Conferences
on issues relating to Building and Civil Engineering Contracts,
Adjudication, Arbitration and other related areas. He also lectures
at the University of Strathclyde in the LLM (Master of Law) course
in Construction Law. A passionate opera lover, Neil is a keen
supporter of Scottish Opera. MacRoberts’ support for the arts in
Scotland is among the most notable of any legal practice.

Dr Deborah Mays
The distinguished art and
architectural
historian,
Dr
Deborah Mays was educated at the
University of St Andrews where
she gained a first class degree and
her PhD on the Works of John
Kinross.
Debbie Mays is a former
Head of Listing and subsequently
Director of Outreach and
Education at Historic Scotland.
She is a former Secretary of the
Society of Architectural Historians
of Great Britain, has written
widely on Scottish architecture,
and edited two festschrifts. She and her team produced Scotland:
Building for the Future together with a round of other thematic
publications celebrating Scotland’s architecture. While at Historic
Scotland she was also Principal Inspector for consent casework
and served as assessor to the Historic Buildings Council.
Deborah Mays has presented on behalf of the Scottish
Government at heritage conferences in Amsterdam, Antwerp,
London and Limerick, as well as many important events closer
to home. She spoke at the launch of the RIAS monograph on
the architect Matt Steele and was part of the RIAS led delegation
to Switzerland in 2010, making a notable presentation on the
excellent work of Historic Scotland at that time. She is a Fellow
of the Society of Antiquaries (Scotland) and the Royal Society of
Arts.

neil is awarded the Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship for services to law, the arts and the

debbie is awarded the Incorporation’s Honorary

construction industry

Fellowship for services to heritage.
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Bruce Minto
Educated at Biggar High School,
Bruce graduated from Edinburgh
University in 1979 with a first
class Honours degree in law
and joined Dundas & Wilson
in Edinburgh as an apprentice
solicitor, qualifying in 1981
when he also became a notary
public. In 1985 he co-founded
Dickson Minto W S with Alastair
Dickson (with offices in London
and Edinburgh). He is Managing
Partner and heads a team of
lawyers specialising in corporate
law.
Bruce is Chairman of the
campaign board which exceeded
its target to raise the cost of
the £46 million refurbishment
of the Royal Museum, widely
recognised as an engineering and architectural triumph. He is also
a member of the Board of Trustees of the National Museums of
Scotland as well as the Charitable Trust Board.
Previously Bruce Minto chaired the Stewart Ivory Foundation
which promoted financial education in Scotland and was on the
Board of the Festival City Theatres Trust, which runs the Festival
and Kings Theatres. Currently he is Treasurer of the Muir Maxwell
Trust, a Trustee of the Culter Public Library (the oldest public
library in Scotland) and sits on the Disciplinary Committee of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in Scotland.
Bruce has had a lifelong interest in the concept and design of
the New Town of Edinburgh and is a keen supporter of Edinburgh
World Heritage. He is also part of a small group who are raising
funds to erect a monument in Chambers Street, Edinburgh
to William Henry Playfair, a scheme which should transform
that street and complement the new entrances to the National
Museum.

Mrs Ann Packard

Ann Packard has worked across the public, private and voluntary
sectors, held public appointments in each of the Department of
Trade and Industry and the Home Office and was a member of
the Scottish Arts Council’s Capital Lottery Committee. Ann served
for a decade on the Access Committee of the Royal Opera House,
Covent Garden. She received the British Association of Industrial
Editors’ Chairman’s Award.
Ann Packard has served the Royal Society for the
Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commence (RSA)
in several capacities. She served two terms as Chairman of the
RSA Scotland Committee, was a member of the former Advisory
Council and has served on the Trustee Board. She served on the
recent Governance Advisory Group and is currently an Elected
Member of the RSA Fellowship Council and a Member of the
RSA Scotland Committee. She found two RSA Networks: the RSA
Fellows’ Media, Creative Industries, Culture and Heritage Network
and the RSA Fellows’ Public Service Reform Scotland Network.
She was, until its recent governance changes, an elected
member of the Council of the National Trust for Scotland and then
sat on the Transition Committee. She produced Instant Portraits:
The Handbook of MSPs as a pro bono publication in 1999, having
it on sale within seven weeks of the election of MSPs for the first
Session of the Scottish Parliament. Ann is a Life Member/Friend
of each of The National Trust, NTS, Edinburgh Civic Trust and
Friends of Historic Scotland. She is a Member of Europa Nostra,
AHSS and other heritage bodies and is the UK Liaison for an
Italian Onlus (cultural organisation). She is a Patron of the Glenelg
Mountain Rescue Team.

neil is awarded the Incorporation’s Honorary

Adrian
Wiszniewski
ann
is awarded
the Incorporation’s Honorary

Fellowship for services to law and the arts in

Fellowship for services to public life and

Scotland.

Scottish culture.
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diana finn

Adrian Wiszniewski

AGM
Calling Notice

Born in Glasgow in 1958, Adrian Wiszniewski studied architecture
at the Mack, and then attended Glasgow School of Art (1979 to
1983). He belonged to the group of Glasgow-based artists who led
the 1980s revival of Scottish figurative painting which featured
in the exhibition Vigorous Imagination at the Scottish National
Gallery of Modern Art. Wiszniewski’s early work features densely
patterned surfaces, covered with marks and squiggles. Later this
gave way to plainer backgrounds. However the same dreamy,
awkward-looking young men continue to appear in his paintings.
Wiszniewski has worked with media as varied as neon,
tapestry, painting, sculpture, ceramics and printmaking. He won
the competition for the new David Dale Gateway to Glasgow
Green with a mural of sculpted heads in galvanised steel, which
still conveys the dream-like quality of much of his art. He has
collaborated on a range of architectural projects and even created a
series of rug designs for Stoddard Carpets. His work can be found
in major public collections including M.O.M.A. New York, Tate,
London and Setegaya, Tokyo.
Adrian has had 50 solo exhibitions throughout the world.
Permanent works include two large paintings for Liverpool
Anglican Cathedral (1996), work at Glasgow’s Gallery of Modern
Art and sculpture in Hamilton. His six rugs for Dovecote Studios
won him the New York Design Award.
Adrian spoke very memorably at the RIAS Convention in
Edinburgh in 2008. He has since helped the Incorporation by
judging two art competitions – the first with our industry partners
SELECT and the second for the new verso for the RIAS Silver
Medal/Doolan Award. He is married to Diane. They have two sons
and a daughter.

Notice is hereby given that the AGM of the Royal
Incorporation of Architects in Scotland will be held at
9.15am on Friday 11th May 2012 at Belmont Cinema,
49 Belmont Street, Aberdeen.

Agenda
1. Notice Calling the Meeting
2. Apologies for Absence
3. Minutes of the AGM held on Friday 13th May
2011 at Glasgow Science Centre, Imax Theatre,
Glasgow
4. Matters Arising Therefrom
5. Presentation of the Report by the President and
Council for Session 2011-2012 and the Treasurer’s
Accounts for the Year Ending 31 December 2011
6. Installation of President 2012-13
7. RIAS Council Elections 2012
8. Resolution to amend Charter and Byelaws to
ensure that all RIAS Committee Convenors are
members of Council and to allow voting rights to
all eligible RIAS Members and Fellows on Council
9. Appointment of Auditors
10. Any Other Business
11. Location of Convention 2013

adrian is awarded the Incorporation’s Honorary
Fellowship for services to the arts in Scotland.
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membership report
The Following Deaths were
Reported with Regret:
Douglas Abrahams RIAS Edinburgh
J Ian Ballantyne RIAS Inverness
Bruce P Beckett FRIAS
William H Dickie RIAS RIBA Glasgow
Thomas Duncan FRIAS Edinburgh
Vaclav Havel Hon FRIAS
Donald MacKillop RIAS Inverness
Isi Metzstein OBE FRIAS Glasgow
Thomas Ridley Hon FRIAS Edinburgh
Thomas Spaven FRIAS Edinburgh
Peter Whyman RIAS Glasgow

The Following Resignations
Were Reported:
Hazel Buckingham RIAS Aberdeen
Andrew T Bennett RIAS RIBA Edinburgh
Adrian Currie RIAS RIBA Edinburgh
Alastair Cook RIAS RIBA Edinburgh
Grant Fairns RIAS RIBA Inverness
Helen Hunter RIAS RIBA
Sara Konopinska RIAS RIBA Glasgow
Christie McNaughton RIAS RIBA
Edinburgh
Paul Owen RIAS RIBA Glasgow
James G Patterson RIAS RIBA
Ian Spence RIAS RIBA Edinburgh
Neil Stewart RIAS Inverness
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The Following Members
Have Been Removed For Non
Payment of 2011 Sub:
Clare Armstrong RIAS Edinburgh
Ciaran Emmett Bradley RIAS Glasgow
David S Campbell RIAS Glasgow
Charles H B Cutting RIAS RIBA Edinburgh
Edmund Egan RIAS RIBA Dundee
William James Findlater RIAS RIBA
Glasgow
Gordon A Gibbons RIAS RIBA Glasgow
Lorne Haycock RIAS Glasgow
Margaret Ling Lynn RIAS RIBA Glasgow
Alan C MacLean RIAS RIBA
John M MacLean RIAS RIBA Glasgow
Susanne McNaught RIAS Glasgow
Reiner Nowak RIAS RIBA Glasgow
John Odhiambo Onyango RIAS RIBA
Douglas Ian Martin Roxburgh RIAS RIBA
Joanna Roxburgh RIAS RIBA
Paul Anthony George Smith RIAS RIBA
John G Stephen RIAS RIBA Edinburgh
James Tait RIAS RIBA Glasgow
Raymond Terris RIAS Glasgow
John Thomson RIAS RIBA Glasgow
Fraser John Walsh RIAS Edinburgh
See Yeo RIAS RIBA Glasgow

The Following Transfers to
Retired Membership Were
Approved:
James Anderson RIAS Edinburgh
Archibald Clark RIAS Edinburgh
Gerard Connolly RIAS Glasgow
David B Cope RIAS
Christiaan Rupert Guy Jorissen RIAS
Alex Keighren RIAS Edinburgh
Nicolas B Kemp RIAS Edinburgh

Iain Macbeth RIAS Glasgow
J Graham MacPherson RIAS Glasgow
Robin Marshall RIAS Edinburgh
John D McIntosh RIAS Glasgow
John C Nicolson RIAS Glasgow
George Reid RIAS Dundee
George A Simpson RIAS Aberdeen
Michael Tastard RIAS Aberdeen
David B Walker RIAS Glasgow
Douglas Wright RIAS Dundee

Council Approved the
Following Reinstatements to
Full Membership:
Robert Campbell RIAS RIBA Glasgow
Michael Angus RIAS Glasgow
Robert Bruce RIAS Edinburgh
Stanley Doyle RIAS Glasgow
Graham Montgomery RIAS RIBA
John Stuart Taylor RIAS Glasgow

Council Approved the
Following Election to
Affiliate Membership:
John Thain Glasgow

Council Approved the
Following Elections to
Student Membership:
Shona Black Edinburgh
John T Brown Glasgow
Anisha Chandran Aberdeen
Mandy Channon Glasgow
Shona Common Edinburgh
Alexander Colin Deans Edinburgh
Gabriel English Edinburgh
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Council Approved the
Following Elections to
Student Membership
(continued):
Fatemeh Hosseini Edinburgh
Hamish Jack Edinburgh
Ibrahim Mansour Kurfi Aberdeen
Lucia Lam Glasgow
Kathryn MacDonald Glasgow
Rohana MacKenzie Edinburgh
Claudio Antonio Marini Glasgow
David McDougall Glasgow
Steven McKenna Glasgow
Edita Mencinskaite Glasgow
Scott Matthew Paterson Glasgow
Clare Louise Paton Glasgow
Andrew Piggott Edinburgh
Stewart Iain Robertson Dundee
Scott Simpson Glasgow
Hayden White Edinburgh
Douglas J Wright Edinburgh
David Daniel Wyllie Glasgow

Council Approved the
Following Elections to
Membership:
Stephen Allison RIAS RIBA Glasgow
Chris Coleman-Smith RIAS RIBA Glasgow
Martin Cook RIAS RIBA
Pete Cummins RIAS RIBA Edinburgh
Anna Daintrey RIAS Glasgow
Hazel Dickson RIAS Edinburgh
Steven Dobbie RIAS Inverness
Nick Domminney RIAS RIBA Glasgow
Michael Friel RIAS Glasgow
Jon Frullani RIAS Dundee
Robert Gartshore RIAS Glasgow
Claire Goodsell RIAS RIBA Edinburgh
Lorraine S Hickish RIAS RIBA Glasgow

Matthew James Holloway RIAS Glasgow
Clare Kemsley RIAS RIBA Glasgow
Sean Kennedy RIAS RIBA Dundee
Natalie Littleson RIAS Glasgow
Steven James May RIAS RIBA
Peter McLaughlan RIAS Edinburgh
Walter Menteth RIAS RIBA
David Moore RIAS RIBA Edinburgh
Callum Ramsay RIAS Edinburgh
Iain Roderick Shillady RIAS Glasgow
Peter Smith RIAS Glasgow
Kirsteen Woods RIAS Edinburgh

Council Approved the
Following Elections to
Fellowship:
Tom Bostock FRIAS RIBA Edinburgh
Lyle Chrystie FRIAS RIBA Edinburgh
Gerard Connolly FRIAS RIBA Glasgow
Neil Gillespie OBE FRIAS Edinburgh
Andy Law FRIAS RIBA Edinburgh
Stephen Lynas FRIAS RIBA Stirling
Carol MacBain FRIAS RIBA Edinburgh
Graham McCorkindale FRIAS RIBA
Glasgow
Peter Moran FRIAS Glasgow
Kerr Robertson FRIAS Glasgow
David Ross FRIAS Glasgow

for information on
membership, please contact
charlene byrne on 0131 229 7545
cbyrne@rias.org.uk
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Bruce Probart Beckett FRIAS
7 June 1924 – 8 February 2012

Assessor for the Scottish Committee of the
Design Council (1974-84) and a Civic Trust
Adjudicator (1985-87).
Bruce spent his retirement in Horam,
Sussex and Teddington. He was a loving
and devoted family man, dearly loved
by his wife Jean, who died in 2009. He is
survived by his children Elizabeth, Janet,
John, Malcolm and Margaret, his ten
grandchildren and his nieces and nephews.
Obituary kindly contributed by his son
Malcolm Beckett.
Richard De’Ath RIAS
24 October 1927 – 28 November
2011

Born in Bloemfontein in South Africa
in 1924, Bruce Beckett was educated at
Rondebosch Boys High School in Cape
Town. He saw active service in World War
II as an officer in the South African Navy
and was seconded to the Royal Navy in
1944. He graduated with distinction from
the University of Cape Town in 1950.
Emigrating to Britain in 1959, he practiced
initially in London and gained a Diploma in
Town Planning in 1963. In 1967 he moved to
Edinburgh to take up the position of Chief
Architect to the Scottish Development
Department, a post that he held until 1984.
In addition to his work for SDD Bruce
made a very substantial contribution to the
profession. He was a RIAS council member
from 1971-74 and again from 1984-87, and
was a council member of RIBA from 197278. He also played an active role on a large
number of advisory bodies. Amongst others
he was the Secretary of State for Scotland’s
nominee on both ARCUK (1970-85) and
the Construction and Housing Research
Advisory Council (1968-79). He was also an
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number of buildings for Glasgow University.
His hospital projects included the
Southern General and Western Infirmary
redevelopments in Glasgow, Stirling and
Falkirk Royal Infirmaries, Cork Regional
Hospital, Cork Dental Hospital and Leeds
General Hospital. Other notable projects
included the current Glasgow Sheriff Court
building, opened by HM the Queen in 1986.
Richard left Keppie Henderson in
1987 to concentrate on painting, being a
regular contributor to the Scottish Society
of Architects Artists’ exhibitions. At the
age of 78 he decided to realise his dream
of building a new house. He was also a
competitive yachtsman. Predeceased by his
wife, Marjory, in 1980, Richard is survived
by his daughters Anne and Winnie and his
sisters Ursula and Rosemary.
Extracted from published obituary by
Alison Shaw.
William Dickie RIAS
30 May 1929 - 10 January 2012

Born in Huddersfield, West Yorkshire in
1927, Richard De’Ath grew up in Paisley
and was educated at Paisley Grammar
School and Glasgow Academy. From the
latter he went on to the Glasgow School
of Architecture. His bridge design work
during his National Service caught the
eye of Keppie Henderson. He joined the
practice in 1951, remaining with the firm
throughout his career. The practice rapidly
gained a reputation as the leading designer
of hospitals in Scotland.
Richard’s work included a wide range
of projects ranging from university, college
and school buildings to commercial and
industrial developments. He designed a

Bill Dickie who has died, aged 82, was
the youngest of five children – his father,
the Chief Engineer of a Lanarkshire bus
company. Architecture was always Bill’s
goal. On leaving Carluke High he entered
the profession with a Lanarkshire firm.
Although his studies were interrupted
by two years of National Service, he
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qualified from The Glasgow School of Art.
He established WH Dickie in Motherwell
in 1965, overseeing the construction of
many projects around Lanarkshire. He
helped to found the Clyde Valley Housing
Association, an achievement of which he
was particularly proud. He was especially
pleased with the organisation’s awardwinning employee relations.
Bill’s office was a short walk from Fir
Park. It was here that his twin interests in
architecture and football came together. He
oversaw the redevelopment of Fir Park and
designed both the South and David Cooper
stands. He was a director of Motherwell for
nearly 40 years, Chairman for three separate
spells, and was vice-chairman at the time of
his death. He was also closely involved with
the Scottish Football Association over many
years, being one of the most influential and
universally admired club officials in the
game, and he was an honorary president of
the SFA.
Sadly his marriage to Isabel ended in
divorce. He is survived by his elder brother
Tom, son Douglas, daughter Pamela and
their families.
Extracted from Obituary by Matt
Vallance in the Herald.
Gilbert Gray FRIAS
25 May 1932 – 10 September 2011
Son of the architect Charles Gray, Gilbert
was born in St Raphael in the South of
France, moving to Edinburgh in 1936 where
he began his education at Melville College.
His National Service was with the Royal
Scots. Commissioned second lieutenant
he served in West Africa. After the war
he attended Edinburgh College of Art,
graduating in 1957 to join his father in
Charles Gray Architects.

In 1971 the practice moved to Liberton
to share accommodation with Bamber and
Hall. Prior to the move, Gilbert’s main work
was on churches and private houses. With
the new firm he worked on projects for
the Bank of Scotland and RBS, commercial
work, supermarkets, workshops and old
people’s homes throughout the UK.
The French Government commissioned
work in Edinburgh and London. Gilbert also
worked on Napier College at Craiglockhart,
The Caledonian Club in its move from
Princes Street and Nazareth House
children’s homes. The church portfolio also
grew.
After retiring in 1993, Gilbert devoted
time to his family, his home, his garden,
the community and his Church. Highly
sociable and greatly respected, Gilbert was
always reluctant to submit fees. A stranger
to punctuality he was affectionately known
in the office as the “late Mr Gray”. He was
a good friend and a fine and committed
professional.
Gilbert’s final years were sadly blighted
by a series of strokes. He is survived by his
wife Moyna, four sons, one an architect,
two sisters and grandchildren.
Obituary kindly contributed by Jim
Laidlaw PPRIAS.
Donald MacKillop RIAS
12 October 1933 – 10 January 2012
Donald became an architect by the long
route – first an architectural apprentice
in the early 1950s and then a part-time
student at The Glasgow School of Art
from the mid-1950s into the 1960s. During
much of this period he worked for Baron
Bercott in Glasgow. In 1971 he started up
a Dingwall branch office of the Aberdeen

practice Thomson, Taylor, Craig and
Donald, becoming a partner in 1972 and
subsequently assisting in the setting up
of a further branch office in Stornoway.
He subsequently took over the ownership
of these two offices as Donald MacKillop
Associates or DMA and while giving up full
practice some four years ago he continued
working until summer 2011.
Donald was born in Heararch in
the northerly part of South Harris in
1933. Although he never lost sight of his
Hebridean roots – his brother Archie
living in Harris until his death in 2010 –
he responded to the Gaelic architectural
heritage of cramped spaces, low ceilings
and small windows by designing in the
opposite manner. His tendency towards
bold asymmetric cross-sections also seemed
to be a reaction to the traditional norms
of the Highland landscape. His approach
was exemplified by the design for his own
home, perched above Strathpeffer with its
generously dimensioned rooms, filled with
light and reflecting his own warm, ebullient
and optimistic nature. Mentoring staff was a
natural strength and he also tackled disputes
about site problems with gusto, negotiating
and trouble-shooting as required.
Donald was, above all, a family man.
He met his wife Ena in 1954 while a young
apprentice in Glasgow and they married
in 1959. He is survived by Ena, three sons,
Norman, Donnie and Ross, daughter Mairi
and eight grandchildren. One of Donald’s
abiding personal interests was bagpipe
music, a tradition he has passed down to
his grandson, Alexander Levack.
Obituary kindly contributed by former
colleague and friend Prof. Colin Porteous OBE.
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Prof Isi Metzstein OBE FRIAS
7 July 1928 – 10 January 2012

Originally from Berlin, Isi Israel Metzstein,
his twin sister, Jenny and his three brothers
were part of the Jewish Kindertransport
which escaped Nazi persecution in preWorld War II Germany. His contribution
to his adoptive land is among the most
significant in architecture and education
of anyone in the post-War era.
Reunited with his siblings and his
mother (his father having died in 1933)
Isi attended Hyndland Secondary School
before taking up an apprenticeship with
Jack Coia, then sole surviving partner of
Gillespie, Kidd and Coia, a firm with deep
roots in late Victorian and Edwardian
Glasgow. As part of his architectural
training, Isi enrolled for evening classes
at Glasgow School of Art where he met
Andy MacMillan. In 1954 Isi secured a
job for Andy at Gillespie, Kidd and Coia.
Their collaboration in architecture and
education was one of the most important
creative relationships in Scotland and
beyond throughout the second half of the
twentieth century.
Andy and Isi’s first significant project
was at St Paul’s, Glenrothes (1957) a
boldly contemporary church with a
stripped-down simple plan and geometric
fenestration. Their partnership on
numerous church projects blossomed with
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notable endeavours including St Charles’,
Kelvinside (1959) St Martin’s, Castlemilk
(1961) St Bride’s, East Kilbride (1963) St
Patrick’s, Kilsyth (1964) St Benedict’s,
Easterhouse (1965) and St Benedict’s,
Drumchapel (1970, demolished 1991). The
masterpiece of this early period was St
Peter’s Seminary, Cardross (1966) where,
Corbusier inspired, concrete was offset
by the warmth of beautifully detailed
internal timber, in a grouping of buildings
around an existing Victorian mansion.
Sadly, however, a new Roman Catholic
Church policy of training priests in the
community, rendered St Peter’s obsolete.
It has, ever since, been an architectural
cause celebre and sadly, to date, no viable
alternative usage has been found.
A slow-down in commissions from
the Roman Catholic Church prompted
expansion in the practice’s other activities,
with a series of hospitals and notably a
number of substantial educational projects.
Among these, Kings Park Secondary (1962)
halls of residence at Hull University (1968)
St Andrew’s College, Glasgow (1969)
Wadham College Library, Oxford (1977)
Cumbernauld Technical College (1978) and
Robinson College, Cambridge (1980). They
also produced the inspired BOAC building
in Glasgow (1970) one of very few innerurban projects, woven into the retail centre
of the city which Metzstein and MacMillan
both loved and close to the former Herald
building, an early project by one of their
shared heroes, Rennie Mackintosh.
From the 1960’s onwards, Isi was
increasingly involved in architectural
education. He and a number of others
from the GK&C atelier worked alongside
MacMillan at the ‘Mac’ after he became
Head of School in 1970. Isi referred to Andy

at the time as his ‘Pal, Partner and Boss’. In
1984 Isi was appointed to the Professorship
at Edinburgh University. He also taught at
the Architectural Association and lectured
at schools of architecture throughout the
UK and internationally.
As Glasgow’s current Lord Provost,
Bob Winter, has commented - wherever
Isi Metzstein went in the world “he was
Glasgow”. While the epithet “genius”
should be sparingly applied, there is
no doubt that in his architectural work
and in his nurturing of generations of
students, Isi’s truly international genius
was always in evidence. His university
“crits” were often bitingly honest, but
while his commentary could be cutting,
the admiration of his students testifies to
his consummate skills as an educator. One
of his students referred to his “wonderful
fusion of belligerence and bluntness with
generosity and energy”.
Isi was renowned for his pithy,
sometimes acerbic and mordant sense of
humour. It was said that even in the most
positive of circumstances, he managed to
see the downside or in Isi’s words “I am
beginning to see the dark at the end of the
tunnel”. Yet he was a man much loved who
will be fondly remembered by countless
admirers of his architecture and hundreds
of architects whose education he steered
and whose lives he touched.
Isi is survived by his beloved wife, Dany
and by his highly accomplished children,
Mark, Saul and Ruth, his grandson Eli,
who lit up his late years, his twin sister,
Jenny and his brother, Leo.
neil baxter
With thanks to Saul Metzstein, Gavin
Stamp and Andy MacMillan.
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Thomas Spaven FRIAS
26 September 1920 – 30 October
2011

Tom Riddell Spaven was born in
Edinburgh in 1920, the son of a bank teller.
Tom’s studies at Edinburgh College of Art
were interrupted by war service when he
was stationed in the Western Desert. In
the summer of 1947 he spent a month
in Norway and Sweden on a travelling
scholarship which he later cited as a
‘revelation’. He qualified in 1948.
Tom’s first job was with Prof J. S. Allen
at the University of Newcastle. Between
1950 and 1952 he was a senior assistant for
Reiach & Cowan, working on East Kilbride
housing and as chief draughtsman for
the East of Scotland Agricultural College.
He then worked in the National Coal
Board. On Alan Reiach’s recommendation,
Spaven worked in his spare time as the
first employee of Robert Matthew’s newlyestablished private practice, assisting with
the Turnhouse Airport project and left the
National Coal Board to work full time for
Matthew as the job progressed.
In 1961, Spaven became a partner
in Robert Matthew, Johnson-Marshall
& Partners. From 1964, when Kenneth
Graham and John Richards were also made
partners, Spaven ‘settled contentedly’ into
a general role of office manager, acting as

the partner in charge of the Edinburgh
office while Robert Matthew was absent
and with responsibility for contract
management, client and partnership
agreements and all the legal matters in
the Edinburgh office. Projects under Tom’s
own charge included Ninewells Teaching
Hospital and a series of SSEB thermal
power stations. In the 1970s, he organised
RMJM projects in Libya.
After Matthew’s death in 1975, Spaven
commented ‘when Robert died, quite
simply, something went out of my life. I
must have enjoyed it all’. Tom left RMJM
and, prior to his retiral, practised briefly on
his own.
Having tragically lost his wife, Jenny,
in a car accident in 2010, Tom is survived
by his younger sister, Beatrice, his son,
Dougal and his daughter, Marjorie.
Information kindly provided by Tom’s
Daughter, Marjorie Robson.
Donald Sutton RIAS
January 1935 – November 2011

Don Sutton was a man of many parts:
architect, planner, TA officer, horseman
skier, sailor, fisherman, jazz pianist,
church elder and devoted family man.

Obituaries which are read out at RIAS Council
are published in RIAS Quarterly

He was born near Southport and went
to King GeorgeV school there and then to
Liverpool University where in particular
the emigree Czech architect Ernst Wiesner,
gave him his training in architecture
and allowed him to develop his talent
for meticulous but lively sketching and
watercolours.
After a period working in Munich
he returned to Liverpool to finish his
architecture degree after which he did a
post-grad in civic design and stayed to
work for William Holford’s office. Their
commission for a new science campus
at St. Andrews University brought him
to Scotland where, apart from a brief
architectural foray to England and a
period at the DOE housing and planning
office in Newcastle, he spent the rest of
his career. He worked as an associate with
Wheeler and Sproson and for 20 years as
a planner with the Scottish Development
Department.
As a senior planner, Don was able
to apply his architectural skills in
development planning and control,
where training in design was not always
prevalent. His thorough approach was
very much appreciated and his earlier
German experience was put to good use
in furthering professional connections
between Scotland and Europe. After
“retirement” he spent ten years as a parttime reporter, dealing with planning
appeals for the Scottish Office.
Don Sutton’s ability to be genuinely
interested in other people will be missed
by his friends, and above all by his doctor
wife Jane and their four talented sons and
ten grand-children.
Obituary kindly contributed by an
architect friend from Donald’s student days.
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senior management

Marilyn Leishman

Lorraine Sutherland

Neil Baxter

Receptionist / bookshop

Senior Receptionist / bookshop

assistant (p/T)

assistant (p/T)

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2009. Dealing with incoming
calls, meeting and greeting, opening and logging mail for distribution,
ordering stationery and monitoring stock, dealing with suppliers,
maintaining press cuttings file, bookshop cover.

reception@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2005. Dealing with incoming
calls, meeting and greeting, opening and logging mail for distribution,
ordering stationery and monitoring stock, dealing with suppliers,
maintaining press cuttings file, general administration duties.

veronica low

Lily Office Dog (p/T)
ldog@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Works to maintain
a stress-free working environment,
occasionally enliven meetings and ensure
a focus on the key agenda priorities (biscuits and sandwiches).
Introduces a Zen-like calm by generally wandering about and sleeping
under desks.

Secretary and Treasurer

nbaxter@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2008. Oversight of RIAS
policy, governance, business planning and
budgets. Overall responsibility for the Incorporation’s membership
services, Consultancy, Practice Services, accreditation schemes, events,
publications, outreach, political liaison, CPD, educational initiatives and
awards.
Sharon McCord hon frias
Depute Secretary

smccord@rias.org.uk
Joined: January 2008. Editor of RIAS
Quarterly, production of internal and
external communications, press and public relations, awards and event
management and marketing. Responsible for online strategy and
development, e-bulletins, web content and RIAS bookshop.

Staff
sophie birch
Practice assistant

sbirch@rias.org.uk
Joined: October 2011. Practice Services
support, administers conservation and
sustainability accreditation schemes and the RIAS Energy Design
Certification Scheme. Co-ordinates the e-PI Bulletin, Practice Services
website updates and online research.
Charlene Byrne
Manager : Membership / rias
Consultancy

Joined: March 2002. Administration of
Membership, RIAS Consultancy, Scottish
Community Projects Fund, Architect in the House, RIBA Awards and the
RIAS Clients Advisory Service.
malcolm cooper hon frias
director: governance /
external relations (P/T)

mcooper@rias.org.uk
Joined: January 2012. Management of
corporate planning, policy and review of organisational governance and
development of external relations, advisor to the Secretary, production
of reports and publications, overseeing Bookshop, Commercial and
Membership activities.
Carol-Ann Hildersley
Manager: Secretary and
Treasurer’s office

childersley@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2010. Management of the
Secretary’s schedule, organising travel and accommodation, handling
incoming calls, emails, documentation. Administration and minuting of
committee meetings and Council. Research and assistance on projects.
Maureen Johnstone
Finance and Administration
Assistant

mjohnstone@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2003. Support for finance and
central services, financial processing and filing, coordination of internal
room bookings and meeting set-ups, assisting membership, post and
mail, management of office recycling.
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manager: commercial (p/T)

vlow@rias.org.uk
Joined: May 2011. Advertising sales and
sponsorship for the RIAS Quarterly. Sale and
distribution of RIAS publications and space rentals in Rutland Square. Also
responsible for sponsorship liaison for RIAS events.
Louise McLeod
senior manager: Finance and
Administration

lmcleod@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 1986. Responsible for
central services function including finance, audit, salaries, pensions,
member pensions, annual contracts, insurances, personnel, recruitment,
membership, staff management, IT, health & safety, the building.
dr deborah mays hon frias
director: projects and ceo of
sbcc

dmays@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2012. Director of Projects: advisor
to the Secretary, developing and co-ordinating the 2016 centenary
celebrations for the Incorporation. CEO of SBCC: managing production
and purchase of contracts, promoting their use, managing the online
services, promoting and strengthening SBCC, its membership and
website.
Maryse Richardson
senior manager: Practice

mrichardson@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2003. Manages Practice
Services, secretariat for RIAS Practice
committees and production of quarterly Practice Information, legal
and contractual queries, maintaining the RIAS suite of Standard Forms,
managing dispute resolution expert panels, management of conservation
and sustainability accreditation.
Nicky Regan
Senior Bookshop Assistant (p/T)

bookshop@rias.org.uk
Joined: August 2009. Managing RIAS
Bookshop, including sales of architectural
appointments, certificates, administrations forms and up-to-date
and archived building contracts. Telephone, website and direct sale
to members and the public of RIAS publications and a wide range of
architectural books.
Sonja Rosendahl
Co-ordinator: communications
and Events

srosendahl@rias.org.uk
Joined: March 2009. Event support and
administration, website updates, awards administration, media
monitoring, picture research and RIAS Quarterly book reviews coordinator. Responsible for online Directory of Architects, Special Skills
Directory and job ads.

ADVISORS
marjorie appleton frias
practice service consultant
(p/T)

mappleton@rias.org.uk
Joined September 2010. Advises on Practice
Information and matters relating to its publication, content and delivery.
Oversees the reorganisation and development of information issued to
practices.
Jack Hugh frias
Special Advisor (p/T)

jhugh@rias.org.uk
Joined: November 2007. Advises on
financial matters, collation and drafting
of PPC/Council papers, preparation of agendas; maintenance of 15
Rutland Square, Head of Certification and manager of RIAS Energy
Design Certification Scheme.
Pat Lally hon frias
special advisor (p/T)

c/o childersley@rias.org.uk
Joined: June 2008. Liaison with Scottish
Government and local authority politicians,
encouraging political participation in CPG and other RIAS events, chairing
of RIAS government committee, external relations with COSLA, STUC and
quasi-government organisations.
Brian Moore
Director: Consultancy

bmoore@rias.org.uk
Joined: 1995. Manages all aspects of
architectural competitions, deals with
procurement issues for architects and improving procurement in
architecture by ensuring value-based selection procedures in all RIAS
Competitions.
John Norman hon frias
accountant (p/T)

jnorman@rias.org.uk
Joined: April 2008. Annual budget, quarterly
accounts, annual statutory accounts for
RIAS charity and RIAS Services Ltd, VAT returns, ledger management/
supervision, RIAS/RIBA membership reconciliations, annual audit, payroll
issues, other tax and financial issues, as required.

Stirling Stove Centre

Woodburning and multi-fuel stoves ~ Professional fitting ~ Stoves and accessories
Flues, chimney liners and cowls ~ Log and coal sales
Stove-ready wood supply (less than 20% moisture content)

Visit our showroom to view our stunning range or call 01786 440028.

range
cookers

solar
panels,
thermal
and pv

design
service

fitting
service

biomass
heating
systems

Unit 5, 10 Munro Road, Springkerse Industrial Estate, Stirling FK7 7UU
Tel: 01786 440028 www.stirlingstovecentre.co.uk

RHI Approved
Equiment

Peace of mind.
For indemnity insurance that offers complete peace of mind,
choose RIAS Insurance Services (one less load to worry about!).

For further information, contact Ian McCallum,
RIAS Insurance Services, Orchard Brae House, 30 Queensferry Road, Edinburgh EH4 2HS
Tel: 0131 311 4292 Fax: 0131 311 4280 email: ian.mccallum@marsh.com

RIAS
Insurance Services

